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INTRODUCTION

The problem of this thesis was to produce the W.H.H. Chambers trans-

lation of El Perro del Hortelano , by Lope de Vega, in Holton Hall at Kansas

State College, Kay 7, 1958, in the manner it would have been presented

to a seventeenth century Spanish audience. The problems encountered In

producing this play, entitled The Dog in the M anger in the Chambers

translation, include those of studying, editing and preparing the script,

analyzing plot and character, planning rehearsal, designing and constructing

set, planning the costuming, makeup, and lighting arrangement, together with

the actual arrangement and presentation of the show. An attempt was made to

view these problems as a Spanish director of the seventeenth century might

have viewed them and then to undertake to approximate his technique as

closely as possible in the present production. Every problem was studied,

therefore, from the standpoint of general Spanish theatrical usages; the

requirements of the play itself, and the particular physical adjustments

needed, if any, to produce the play on the Holton Hall stage.

In order that the reader might consider these problems in their

historical context, a brief political and cultural history was presented

as the first chapter of this thesis. A brief biography of the life of

Lope de Vega was contained in the second chapter. The third chapter

the writings of Lope de Vega, toth dramatic and non-dramatic, were reviewed.

Against this historical background the actual problems of the production

of the play were presented.

The purpose of this paper was to explain how the problems of producing

a seventeenth century Spanish comedy of intrigue on the Holton Hall stage

at Kansas State College were met. No attempt was made to evaluate the



solutions arrived at, except for a brief audience response analysis

questionnaire. This questionnaire and the results are indicated in the

chapter entitled "The Program".

THE POLITICAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND
OF THE GOLDEN AGS

OF SPAIN

The rise of Spain to a first rate power began vith the marriage of

Ferdinand, heir to the crown of Aragon, and Isabella , heir to the crown

of Castile. By their joint reign they united Aragon and Castile, the

two largest segments of the Iberian peninsula. These rulers are often

referred to as the Catholic Kings. During their reign the last of the

Moorish territory on the peninsula fell to the Christians, the Americas

were discovered, the Inquisition was revived, and a series of political

marriage alliances were concluded which made Spain a first ranking power

in the world.

Prior to the marriage of Ferdinand and Isabella, the Iberian peninsula

was divided into several state*. The Moorish provinces were centered

around Granada in the southernmost portions of the peninsula. Another

state, comprising the entire central highlands of the peninsula, was the

Kingdom of Leon and Castile. The Kingdom of Aragon and Catalonia lay along

the Mediterranean seaboard, and the Kingdom of Portugal lay along the

Atlantic seaboard. The tiny Kingdom of Navarre lay on both sides of the

Pyrenees mountains, partly in France and partly in Spain. The marriage of

Ferdinand and Isabella in H169 assured the uniting of the Kingdom of Aragon

and Catalonia, of which Ferdinand was heir, and the Kingdom of Leon and

Castile, of which Isabella was heir. Isabella ascended the throne of



Castile In ll»7li and Ferdinand the throne of Aragon in Ui79.

The Iberian peninsula had witnessed a centuries old intermittent war

between the Christians of the northern portions of the Iberian Peninsula,

and the Koors of the southern portions of the area. Gradually the Christians

triumphed until at the time of the reign of the Catholic Kings, the Koors

retained but a small area of southern Andalusia, centered around Granada,

Ferdinand ironediately attempted to drive out these remaining Koors. After

eleven years of conflict he was able to capture the Alhambra, January 2,

1U92, the capital of the Moors.2 By royal decree in 1502, all Koors

remaining in Castile were forced to become Christians or depart. Many

stayed and became the element of the population known as the Koriscos.

Columbus sailed for Isabella to the new world, thus making the new

discoveries a part of Castile. The monetary benefits of this discovery

were not realized until the reigns of Charles I and Philip II. Between

the years 1536 and 1655 the gold and silver bullion which was transported

into Spain from her colonies in the new world per year varied from two to

twenty millions in pounds sterling. From 1581 until 1630 never less than

thirteen millions in pounds sterling cane from the new world mines into

Spain per year.**

No sooner than the war with the K ors was over Ferdinand expanded his

frontiers in other areas. Ho was able to claim an interest in the Kingdom

of Two Sicilies, using as his excuse the protection of Papal lands. As

Charles E. Chapman, A History of Spain, p. 203, 201;.

2lbid, p. 20l».

•^H. Trevor Davies, The Golden Century of tpain , p. 12.

4bld. p. 299.



Charles VIII of France also had an interest in these lands a war started.

The general Gonsalo de Cordoba drove the French out of the territory and

conquered Naple3 in 150U.5

Ferdinand contrived a series of marriage alliances which were designed

to make Spain the leading power in Europe. He managed a marriage between

his daughter, Joanna, by his wife Isabella, and Philip the Handsome of

Burgundy. Philip was the son of Kaximillian I, emperor of Austria, Styria

Carinthia and Tyrol, and Mary of Burgundy. From this union of Philip and

Joanna, a son, Charles, was born. When Philip died and Joanna was declared

insane, Charles became heir to all the lands of his parents and grandparents

on both sides." The consequences of this marriage were to prove of doubtful

value to Spain.

Isabella revived the Inquisition and through it expelled all Jews and

Moors from Castile. The Catholic Kings ware given the right to appoint

certain men as Inquisitors to check into the actions of citizens regarding

their possible Jewish and I oorish sympathies. The scope and power of the

Inquisition broadened with the years, and became more and more an instru-

7
ment of the church against heresy.

Ferdinand rounded out his conquests by adding the Canary Islands,

outposts on the African coasts, and that portion of the Kingdom of Navarre

which lay on the southern slopes of the Pyrenees. He also acquired the

Catalan regions of Cerdagne and Roussillon from France by treaty. Ferdinand

later broke this treaty but kept the territories.

'Chapman, op.cit ., p. 208.

Wallace K. Ferguson and Geoffrey Bruun, A Survey of European Civi-
lization, p. 393.

•Martin A.S. Hume, Spain: Its Greatness and Decay , pp. 15-16.
6Ibid, pp. 6-8.



The Catholic Kings strengthened their internal position by the destruc-

tion of the castles of the nobility in Galacia, the reduction of the power

of the Cortes, and the reduction of the power of the great cities. The

Cortes was a representative body in each of the Spanish Kingdoms, made up

of nobles and the representatives of the rr.ore powerful cities. The Cortes

exercised great power over the crown because they controlled the tax collec-

tions and appropriations. The Catholic Kings were able to set a precedent

of ruling without then.? Kilitary orders were incorporated into the crown

and a standing army in the pay of the crown was set up.10 Lows were codified

and Roman jurisprudence became dominant over the old Visigothan Jurisprudence.

The expulsion of the Jews and Moors was a great setback to internal

and external trade. It prevented the formation of a strong middle class,

which was developing elsewhere in western Europe at this tire. Spaniards

scorned trade as it dealt with the handling of money, and, as such, was a

temptation to sin. The wealth of the Americas began to arrive and covered

up the loss of a large taxable middle class for a tine but the results of

the expulsion of the Jews and Moors wer6 later to be most disastrous.

*

2

Charles, the son of Joanna and Philip the Handsome, became King of

Spain in 1517. The diverse peoples and diverse interests, were so widely

separated territorially, that it was impossible to unite them under any

sort of cotaiion direction. Throughout his long reign Charles experienced one

long series of *ars in the various parts of his empire. The heavy cost of

these wars was paid for by the incoming weclth of the Americas. Just after

Charles ascended the throne of his vast domain, there arose the periodic

9Ibid , p. 12.
"

'ibid , p. 28.1 Ibid , p. 28.

Chapman, op. cit ., p. 226.

Ferguson and Bruun, op.cit ., pp.pp. 386 and 1*23.



question of choosing the next Holy Roman Emperor. After he h*d bribed the

electors, the honor was given to Charles and he became Charles V of the

Holy Roman Empire, in addition to his other duties. i

The first war faced by Charles Has a rebellion in Castile. The great

cities rebelled, led by Toledo, in a war of the comunidades in 1520. At

first the cities were successful but internal strife weakened them and the

rebellion finally collapsed.^

The house of Valois of France, with the loung Francis I upon its throne,

was in constant war with Charles. During the reigns of Charles 1 and his

son, Philip II, Spain was generally triumphant, However, in the end, it

was France which broke the power of Spain at the battle of Rocroi, in 16U3.

A constant source of trouble to Charles V was the Protestant reformation

in his Qerman lands, because of wars elsewhere he was not able to proceed

against the Protestants with military strength until hope of crushing the

reformation by military might was past. A religious and military truce

was made at Passau in 1552 and ratified by the idet of Augsburg in 1555.

The Turks invaded the Balkan peninsula and pressed their attack until

they reached Austria. Charles checked the Turks and then turned the

remainder of that war over to his brother Ferdinand, who was Archduke of

Austria. 1? The Barbara pirates of North Africa allied themselves with the

Turks and constantly ravaged Spanish shipping and even the Spanish coast.

Charles led an expedition against them in 1535 and again in 15U1 but was

18
not able to halt their piratical actions.

^Davies, op.clt.. p.38.
litIbld, p. h0-h9.

^Ferguson and Bruun, op.clt ., p. k20 and 1*21.

°Chapman, op.cit ., p. ii23.

^Ferguson and Bruun, op.cit., p. 1(26.
l8Davies, op.clt.. pp. 9U-97 and 98-102.



Francis I sent troops into Italy to drive Charles out of the Kingdoa

of Two Sicilies, A long war followed vith Charles on one side and the Pope

and Francis on the other. The remainder of the Italian states shifted

sides as they deemed prudent. The war ended with Charles and the French

arriving at a truce. Charles kept the Duchy of Mian.

Weary of his long conflicts, Charles began to abdicate in favor of

his son Philip. Ferdinand, Archduke of Austria, was elected Holy Soman

Emperor to replace Charles. Philip was carefully trained in politics and

he grauually assumed control of the empire. In 1555 Philip controlled the

Netherlands. The following year Charles gave up the Spanish crown in favor

20
of his son and retired to the monastary of luste at Careres.

The problems of Philip were much the same as those of his father.

His reign began with a war with the Pope in Italy. The Pope was defeated.21

A war with France followed and again Philip was successful, nearly capturing

22
Paris. An uprising of the fioriscos in Andalusia next occupied his atten-

tion and money. The rebellion was crushed l> Juan of Austria, an illigeti-

n.ate son of Charles V, as general of the army." Next came a naval campaign

against the Turks, with the latter being defeated at Lepanto. Juan of Austria

led the combined fleets of Spain, Venice and the Papacy to a victory which

checked the westward expansion of Turkish naval power for all time."*

A chronic source of trouble to Philip was his Netherlands possessions.

A rebellion in these lands extended throughout his entire reign and even

19Ibld , pp. 102-101*.

Chapman, op.cit ., p. 2kk.
2 :l-Ibld, p. 2k1.
2*Loc. cit .

^Hume, op.cit .. pp. 153, 15U.

.James P. Boyd, The Story of the Crusades , pp. It50-U53.



into the reigns of his son and grandson. The Cuke of Alba, Requesens, and Juan

of Austria all took part in leading the Spanish forces in the intermittent

struggle. The wars in the Netherlands were a tremendous drain upon the

Spanish economy.2'

The last successful war or rather occupation, was carried out by

Philip in this manner. The King of Portugal died leaving no heirs.

Philip's mother was of the Portuguese royal lineage and so he claimed the

throne. His clair. was backed by the Cuke of Alba and the Spanish army so the

Portuguese Cortes elected Philip King of Portugal. 2"

The final war, anu one by no means successful, was the war with

England. This war was long delayed and indeed Philip had good reasons for

delay because of his other military troubles. But at last, in 1583, Philip

was free to turn his attention to England. For the invastion of the island

kingdom, Philip organized the Armade, a vast expeditionary force. As will

be noted later, Lope de Vega and his brother sailed on the Armada In the

galleon San Juan. The brother of Lope de Vega was killed by a Dutch musket

ball. The Armada was huge but ill-equipped and poorly led. The admiral

of the fleet had never been to sea before. This, coupled with amazing lack

of military insight, violent storms, and the attack of the English fleet,

resulted in a Spanish defeat. The war dragged on into the reign of Philip III

and ended in a general English victory. '

Philip died in 1S°8, giving the throne to his son, Philip III. An

older son, the rightful heir to the throne, was mentally unbalanced and

25
•Terguson and Eruun, op.clt. . pp. Itij8-k50.

*°Hume, op.clt., p. 167.
27Davies, op.cit., pp. 212-218.



so did not receive the crown. After this older son got into difficulties

with his father, Philip II, he was placed in seclusion and never heard

from again.2"

The first act of Philip III was to turn the government over to the

Duke of Lerma.2? The war with England ended with the accession of James I

to the English throne in I6OU.30 The war in the Netherlands was terminated

by Anbrosio Spinola with general Spanish victory. A truce resulted in

1609 which gave the Protestant portions of the Netherlands their indepen-

dence.31 When the Thirty Tears War broke out in Germany, Spinola was sent

to the Palatinate with a Spanish army which swept all before it.32 War

with France was averted by the accession of Karie da Medici as Regent of

France.-''3 A series of attempts to put down the piratical pursuits of the

Barbary pirates availed nothing.31* Philip in died shortly thereafter

in 1621. His son, Philip IV, became King the same year.

It was during the reign of Philip III that Lope de Vega spent his

most productive years. The plays of Lope de Vega were played before the

King and his favorite, the Duke of Lerma. More detailed references will

be provided in the chapter on the works of Lope de Vega.

The war in the Netherlands broke out anew along with the general

conflict of Northern Europe in the Thirty lears War (I6l8-16i»8). Just

when the Protestant cause seemed lost, Richelieu placed France in the

"Chapman, op.cit .. p. 256.
29Davies, op.cit .. p. 230.
3°Ibld., p. 235.
31Chapman, op.cit ., p. 259.
32Ibid .. p. 260.

fl'pavies, op.cit .. p. 238.

-"*Hume, op.cit .. p. 210.
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war on the 3ide of the Protestants. France had been internally fortified

by the rule of Henry IV and later by the virtual role of Richelieu and

Kazarin as prim* ministers of state under the French kings. In 16U3 the

French forces under Conde defeated the Spanish at Rocroi.35 This was the

first defeat of the famed Spanish infantry by an equal force in two cen-

turies. It broke the aura of strength long built around the Castilean

infantry. In the Treaty of Westphalia, ending the Thirty Tears War, the

independence of Protestant Netherlands was affirmed.36 The war between

Spain and France continued until the Peace of the Pyrenees in 1659. In

that treaty Spain lost Roussillon and Cerdogne, Sardinia, Burgundy and a

large part of the Spanish Netherlands. A final clause of the treaty was

concerned with the marriage of Karia Teresa to Louis IIV of France.3?

Internal strife also troubled the reign of Philip IV. The

Catalans rose in rebellion in 16^0 and peace was not restored until 1659.38

The year 161*0 witnessed the revolt of the Portuguese as well. A long war

followed, resulting in Portuguese independence.3? Plots of revolt in Aiagon

and Andulusia were discovered in time to stifle them. Revolts in Sicily

and Naples occured at thl3 same time too, but were also quelled.** The

causes of this turbulence were the ever increasing rates of taxation and the

extension of taxation to an increasing number of items. Every subterfuge

and trick was used to raise money.1*1 Spain was bankrupt and could not even

^Ferguson and Bruun, op.clt.. p. 508. See also Chapman, op.cit.. p. 261.
^Ibld.. p. 509.
3pbid., p. 510.

•^Chapman, op.clt.. p. 26ii.

3SHume, op.cit. . p. 25U.
j*°Chapman, op.cit. . p. 268.
Id-Hume, op.cit.. pp. 21*5, 2^6.
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borrow money, except from the Genoese, who charged rales of interest as

high as thirty-three ana one-third percent for their loans.1*2 The reign

of Philip IV was a disastrous period for Spain.

The final touch in the descent of Spain came in the accession of

Charles II to the throne in 1665. He was called "El Hechizado" (the

bewitched). Sick of mind and body he ruled Spain for thirty-five years

before he was allowed to aie as a result of inadequate treatment of his

ills, and a Bourbon king, Philip V, son of Louis XIV, became king of Spain.

Talcing advantage of the weakness of Spain during the reign of Charles II,

France rounded out her boundaries by annexing most of the Spanish Netherlands.*4

England occupied Jamaica and other islands in the New World.11' Spanish

hegemony in Italy was ended as well. The decline of Spain was complete.

The period of 1516-1700 has been called the Golden Age of Spanish

Literature and art. Castilean was generally employed as the polite language

of Spain while the serious books and works were generally written in Latin.''

The leading novelist of the period was i-'.iquel Cervantes, author of

Eon ..uixoto . Spain contributed several painters of first rank during

the Golden Age: among then were Domenico Theotocopuli, better known as "El

Greco," Ribera, Zurbaran, I urillo, Coello and Diego Velazquez, sometimes

called the greatest of all painters.'1" Morales, Guerrero Cabeaon and

Victoria were musical composers of first rank.^°

By the end of the Golaen Age Spain had 3k universities, with

j^Chapman, op.cit., p. 297.

(
fobld ., p. 268.

*s£m», op.cit. . pp. 305-311.
^IUd., p. 277.

''"Chapman, op.cit.. p. 351.
WGeorge Tyler Korthrup, An Introduction to Spanish Literature , pp.

2W-262.
('"Chapman, op.cit., pp. 36U-365.
^Ibld., p. 366.
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Salamanca and Alcala rated first, though they vere outranked by Valladolld

in Lav. Salamanca had nearly seven thousand students enrolled in 158!t.5°

In addition to the regular universities, the Casa de Contratacion, a school

of nautical science was established.'* General education was neglected,

as higher education was reserved for those who intended to pursue university

studies. The university studies were open in many cases to both sexes,

and, indeed, sane woaen achieved prominence in their fields.'2 State

archives were founded by Philip II in Rome and Slmancas.'^

Ranking first among Spanish philosophers is luis Vives, tutor of

Mary Tudor. He anticipated Bacon's ideas of inductive reasoning by nearly

a century.'^ The Spanish jurists, Vitoria and Vazquez, laid the foundations

of international law later expressed by Qrotius.'' Kartine* de la Eats,

expressed the idea that labor was the chief wealth of the state, and thereby

anticipated Adam Smith.'6 Paez de Castro laid the foundations of historical

studiss. The psychological role in history was expressed by Perec de

Guzman and Hernando del Pulgar.57 Historic analysis and documentation

were employed by Jeronimo Zurita and Ambrosio de Norales. Nicolas Antonio

has been called the greatest bibliographer of his tins for bis work called

to
Biblioteca Hispana .

37 The impetus of tbe new discoveries pushed the develope-

ment of cartography, geography, and the natural sciences. The scientists

of the Casa de Cantratacion l9d in the new scientific knowledge. Books were

* Ibid ., p. 31(0, see also Davies, op.cit. , pp. 2Jj-27.

siiud., p. 31a.
S^Davios, op.cit ., p. 25.

fflbld., p. 282.

^! rthrup, op.cit.. pp. 131-132.
|^i)avies, op.cit. , p. 283.
S«Chapman, op.cit., p. 3)&.
S7lbid., pp. 3U-3i5.
5°Davies, op.cit ., p. 282.
59Chapman, op.cit ., 31*7.
6oIbid.. p. 31*8.
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published on metallurgy, cyclones, terrestial magnetism, ataospheric

pressures and even telegraphy. These men were absorbed in the problems of

variations of the magnetic needle, the perfection of the astrolabe and the

exact calculation of longitude. The system of Copernicus was academically

accepted first in Spain. When Pope Gregory XIII decided to correct the

calendar he sought the auvice of the Spaniards and when his new calendar

went into effect in Rome it was also adopted in Spain.62 The universities

of Salamanca, Valencia, and Barcelona were greatly interested in medicine,

especially tne problems and herbs of the new world. A further problem

contemplated by the Spaniards was the building of a canal across the

Isthmus of Panama. Such a canal was designed by Cortes, Sasvedra, Galvan

and others.

Finally, drama was very popular in Spain during the Golden Age. Among

the moat popular dramatists t/erei Lope de Rueda, Lope de Vega, Gaspar de

Aquilar, Guillen de Castro, Lui Velez de Guevara, Juan Perez de Kontalvan,

Tirso de Molina, Juan Ruiz ae Alarcon, Pedro Calderon de la Earca and

Agustin Koreto. "

Curing the reign of the Catholic Kings, a new Spain arose which

discovered and developed a new world, but eventually dissipated its strength

in a series of fruitless European wars, and returned finally to a position

of inferior rating among the na Lions of Europe.

61Ibld ., p. 3U9.
62Tbld ., p. 3k9. Loc cit.
63lbld.. p. 350.

^Loc. cit.
°5George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature , vol. 2, pp. 276-U2
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THE LIFE OF LOPE HE VEGA

Lope Felix de Vega Carpio was born in Madrid, Spain, November 25,

1562. His parents were from the valley of Carriedo in Asturlaa of

Santander. His parentage is perhaps not noble althoueh be used the Carpio

shield of nineteen castles occasionally. Felix de Vega, the father of

Lope, was a man noted for his hospital work for the poor. It is believed

that Lope's parents died when he was quite young, leaving, besides Lope,

a daughter Isabel, who died in 1601, and another son who perished in the

2
Armada.

Lope's early education consisted in training at the "Colegio Imperial

de San Pedro y San Pablo de la Conpania de Jesus ." He is reputed to be

able to read Spanish and Latin at five years of age.-* While still too young

to write it is said that lie traded his breakfast to the older boys if they

would record the verses he dictated to then. He became a master of rhe-

toric and grammar besides learning the usual youthful accomplishments of

dancing, singing, and fencing.

At the age of fourteen he and a companion ran away from school. They

were finally found by a local magistrate when they tried to pawn a gold

chain for some money. Upon returning to Madrid, Lope entered the service

7
of Don Jeronimo Hanrique, Bishop of Avila.' While serving the Bishop of

Avila, Lope wrote his first three act comedia, La Pastoral de Jacinto,

Earnest Herimee and S. Oriswold, A History of Spanish Literature , p. 33U.
^George Tyler Northrup, An Introduction to Spanish Literature , p. 261*.

3Hugo Albert Rennert, The Life of Lope de Vega , p. 5.

^George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, p. 121.

^Rennert, loc.cit.
°Ticknor, op.cit. , p. 122.

'Rennert, op.cit., p. 13.
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which was well received. Following this success and aware of his educational

deficiencies, he entered the University of Alcala, from which he graduated

o
four years later.'

Lope de Vega served in the Spanish am-ed forces In tvo instances.

In the first he fought against the Portuguese, on the island of Terceira.

The Spanish fleet, under Con Alvaro de Bazan, sailed from Lisbon, June 23,

1583, and returned successfully September 15, 1583.1U His second period

of military service occurred with the Spanish Armaua in 1588. He sailed

from Lisbon May 25th, 1588, on the galleon, "Sai. Juan," his brother serving

aa ensign on board the same ship. Lope returned safely but he witnessed

his brother's death from a Hutch musicet ball. Wiile on board the "San Juan,"

he wrote his epic La herrcosura de Angelica, an attempted continuation of

the Orlando E'urioso of Aries to. The remains of the Armada returned to

Spain in Lecember of 1568.

Just prior to his service in the Armada, Lope was involved in a law

suit which resulted In his banishment from Castile for two years and from

an area including Madrid and five leagues in all directions from Madrid

12
for eight aaditional years. Lope had been intimate with Blena Osorio,

daughter of Jeronimo Velaaquea, a theatre manager. For some reason the

lovers parted, and Lope wrote some vfcrses lampooning the wholu family and

Elena and Jeronimo in particular, l-.oreover he refused to sell new comediaa

to Jeronimo. A lav suit followed and Lope received the sentence of banish-

ment noted above. Lope left Madrid for Valencia February 7, 1586. The

o
°Rennert, oc.cit., p. 13.
9lHd. , p.~lF.
10Ticknor, op.cit.. p. 123.
14fcid., p. 130, Northrup, cp.clt., p. 265.

See discussion, Hennert, op.cit., pp. 19-U9, 399 ff.
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entire account is recorded in La Dorotea. using the pseudonyms "Belardo"

for Lope and "Filis" Tor Elena.

Lope de Vega returned alnost immediately to Madrid en route from

Valencia to Lisbon to join the Armada and eloped with Dona Isabel de

Urbina, the daughter of an important family in Madrid. This family had

heard of Lope's law suit and had refused to allow their daughter to narry

Lope, hence the eloper.ent anc n.arriage on the tenth of Kay, 1588.

"

Bona Isabel accompanied hi* to Lisbon and when he returnea from the Armada

went with aim to live out his exile. She is the telisa of much of Lope's

poetry .15

In tho year 15SC, Lope eutered -Jit service of Duke Antonio de Alba,

grandson of the famous Spanish general.16 Lope lived and worked as secretary

to the Duke in Alba do Tormes uutil he was allowed to return to Madrid in

*5i>» La Arcadia , a pastoral rouaaca, was written to please his patron,

the Duke of Alba, Kbo appears in the story.18 Just as his exile drew to
jo

a close, Dona Isatel died. Lope's grief was intense. Two girls had been

born of this marriage, Teodora, and Antonia. One died shortly after birth

and the other shortly after its mother.^

His sorrow was apparently soon a«suagea. In 15?6 he was prosecuted

for concubinage witii one Antonia ft-illo.
21 Also, beginning about this time

and continuing for many years was his intinacy with one Klcaela de Luxon,

Ijfcennert, op.cit. . p. 57.
1%bid., pp. 56-61..

^Horthrup, op.cit .. 266.
^Bennort, op.cit .. p. 98.
^tiorthrup, op.cit .. p. 266.
1BRcnnert, op.cit ., p. 103.
^'Ibld .. p. 105.

ll^li'> »• 106,107.

Perex Pastor, Datos Desconocidos. p. 228.
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an actress, who bore Mm four r.llagitir.ate o!.ildreni Mariana, Angelina,

Karcela, and a son Lope Felix.2? In spite of these relationships, Lops

de Vega was carried to Dona Juana de Guardo, on April 25, 1598. ' Thereafter

ha divided hie time between his mistress, Kicaela de Luzon, in Sevllje , and

his lawful wife, Dona Juana in ft acrid. * Dona Juana bore him a son who died

25
when seven years of age ana a daughter sho ded at birth. Dona Juana

herself died August 13, 1613

.

Dope de Vega mat the Duke of oesea in hadrid, 1605, beginning a life

long friendship. Ihe Duke of Sesaa became Lope's patron, ana nearly every

advancement and benefit received in Lope's later life resulted from the

27
Duke's court influence.

«ien Lope do Vega was $2 years old he took toe oath of priest-

28
hood, iiarch 12, l6lU. In June of the same year his illegitimate daughter,

Feliciana, m bom of Jeronima de Burgos, an actress. * Ihat same year

Lope wrote to the Duke of tfessa admitting that he was having difficulty

with his confessor over some of ius actions. fwo years later he walked

afoot from Mauria to Valencia during the dog days of August to meet an

actress he merely terms "La Loca." Sue is probably Lucia de Salcedo of

the acting company of Sanchea. Lope auvancad rapidly in the churchy

obtaining the office of "i-rocurauor Fiscal de la Camara Apostojtiea" in the

archbishopric of foledo in 1616 and the office of "Familiar of the Holy

"itennert, op,cit. , p. 112.
23IMd ., p. 116.

%bi<l .. pp. V>k-V& and 153.
2sTicknor, op.cit ., p. 132.

'6iiennert, op.cit ., p. 208.
27licioior, op.cit ., p. 131.

^Rennert, op.cit ., p. 210.
2°I1)1q., p. 21i*.
3°Itid., p. 218.
31

Ibid., p. 235.
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Inquisition."
32

Lope c!e Vega's last brta love was Dona Karta ae iisvares Santo/o,

wife of Roque Hernsndet tie Ayala. A chili, Antonia Clara, vas corn of

this intimacy ot August 12, 1617. Dona Karta vas the iaarili3 of Lope's

correspondence. Bona Parta became blind snortly after the birth of Antonia

and later went Mia She vas cured of Loth blindness and madness just two

33
aonths before her death, April 7, 1632.

On the l£th of Kay, 1620, Lope dt Vega presided over a poetical

Jousting* auring the festival celebrating the beatification of Isidore

the Ploughoian.35 Two years later Isioore vas admitted to full sainthood

and an even greater celebration took place, with Lope de Vega again presiding

over the poetical joust.3-> Poetical jousts were frequently held during

celebrations and the object was to present the best poem or other literary

work. All poeas were reau aloud to the assembled crouds. The victor

received a prize.

A year later Lope ae Vega presiued over a different sort of meeting.

A man who bad been removed from two different priestly orders had later

lost his mind ana seised the Consecrated Host during mass and destroyed

it. He vas arrested ana turned over to the civil authorities by the

Inquisition for punishment and later burned at the stake.36 Lope's

churchly honors wsre completea when Pope Urban VIII appointed him "Fiscal

^itid ., pp. 237.

%ia., pp. 261, 262.

^Jlicknor, op.cit ., p. Iii7.
/Slbid., p. 133.

3*IM4., p. 157.
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in the Apostolic Chamber and Kotary of the Roman Archives" for dedicating

37
his Corona Tra^iea to the Pcpe.

As Lope de Vega reached old age his religious feelings, mingled with

malancholy am. fanaticism, predominated more and r.ore. These feelings

continued to mount and were reflected in his behaviour. The final blow

caire when his daughter, Antonia Clara, ran off vith a court fop.™ He

fasted and scourged hiffiself until upon occasion, after such self-inflicted

punishment, his cell was found flecked Kith Lis blood.™ The following

evening he beMM very ill and viae given the last offices of his church.

Three days later he died, August 27th, 1635, si the age of 73.

The Duke of Sessa provided for hie fui.eral in a magnificent style.

Three bishops officiated ana the first nobles of the land attended. The

funeral lasted nine days. Ntwiroos eclogues and poems MM written in

honor of the "Spanish Fsoenix." These collected poems fill two volumes ,^"

A century later, during a periodical cleaning of the church vaults, the

bones of Lope de Vega were lost.

3?ibid ., p. 16C.

3®Jarea F5tn«aurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature , p. 252.
pTicknor, op.clt. , p. 162.
"°Rpnnert, op.cit. , pp. 370-371.
W-Ticknor, loc.cit.
*• Fitsanauriee-Eelly, loc.cit .

Wflennert, op.cit ., pp. 372-373.
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Chronology of the Life of Lope de Vega

1562 Birth

1577 Enters University of Alcala

- 1583 Expedition to Terceira

1587 The libel suit against Lope de Vega

Does to Valencia

1588 Harries Dona Isabel de Drbina by proxy

Sails on the Armada

1590 Wrote La Hermosura de Angelica

* 1590 Entered the service of the Duke of Alba

Wrote La Arcadia

1595 Death of Dona Isabel

1596 Indicted for Concubinage

1598 Married Dona Juana de Quardo

1599 Wrote Isidro the Ploughman

1
I60li Published Peregrino en au Patria

1605

Began publishing Comedias de Lope de Vega

Began friendship with Duke of Sessa

Birth of Karcela

1607 Birth of son Lope Felix

1608 Became "Familiar of the Inquisition"

* 1611 Became member of the Third Order of St. Francis

1613 Death of Dona Juana

Keets Jeronima de Burgos

1611* Became a priest

1616 Became Procurador Fiscal de la Camara Ipostolica

-»
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1616 Met Dona Marts de Havares Santoyo

1617 Birth of Antonia Clara

1620 Presided at poetical joust at beatification of San Isidro

1622 Presided at poetical joust at canonisation of San Isidro

4

162U look an active part in the Inquisition

1627 Decorated by Urban VIII

1631 Produced La Nocha de San Juan before Philip IV

1632 Published La Dorotea

Heath of Dona Marta de Nevares Santoyo

1631* Death of son Lope Felix

1635 Elopement of Antonia Clara

Last Illnesa

»

Death, August 27.

»

t
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THR WORKS OF LOPE II VEGA

Lope de Vega 1 8 first longer poem, La Dorotea was probably written

in 1587, but it was corrected and published just two years before he

died in 1635. It concerned the love of a young man, Ferdinand, for his

beloved, Dorotea, who was, unfortunately, the wife of another man. The

work is considered autobiographical of his first love for Elena Osorio.1

As mentioned above. Lope served on the Armada. While aboard the

Armada he wrote La Hermosura de Angelica . The poem is an epic, designed

to continue Ariosto's Orlando Furioso . La Hern.osura de Angelica is a poem

of twenty cantos. Its versification is very beautiful but the plot is very

2
disjointed and rambling. Lope de Vega's work is not equal to the Italian's.

Lope de Vega began writing for the theatre at the age of twelve.

At that time he wrote El Verdadero Amante . Following this early success,

he wrote El Pastoral de Jacinto , his first play in three acts. Prior to

this time plays were written in four and five acts. The three act was

so popular that henceforth all of his plays were in three acts. Lope

did not realize at once that his claim to fame was ultimately to rest with

the comedias that he wrote with such facility. Because only a few of his

plays have attached uates, the entire known body of his plays will be listed

in their order of publication at the end of this chapter.^

A collection of ballads, under the title of Flor de Varios Romances

nuevos y Canciones recopilados por Andres Villalta natural de Valencia,

appeared between 1588 and l60lt, while Lope was in exile in Valencia.

*D. Ouillermo Diax-Plaja, Historla General de las Literatures Hispanicas,

pp. 2U1,2U2, vol. III.
2George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature. Vol. II, pp. 137-13°.

^Hugo Albert Rennert, Life of Lope de Vega, pp. 96, 97.

klbld ., p. 13.
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This work was issued in thirteen parts with various poets contributing;

among them was Lope de Vega. This was his first published success in non-

drauatic literature.^

While employed by the Duke of Alba, Lope wrote La Arcadia , a pastoral

romance. The i-uke as well as other members of the nobility, appeared

as shepherds under pseudonyms. The work was an imitation of Sannazara

and Cervantes. It mixed magic and mystery. Tue worK is in prose with

various poems scattered throughout. The descriptions are especially

beautiful. The work went through fifteen editions during the poet's

lifetime.
6

Among the more famous plays writien during Lope's exile were: El

Favor Agradecido , £1 Maestro de i-'aniar , £1 Leal Criado , Laura Persequida,

El flomine Ludas, and La Corneal a de San Segundo . By 1600 he had written

approximately one hundred and fifty plays.'

La jDrafiontea. an epic poem in ten cantos of octave verse, was written

in 1597. It concerned the last expedition and death of Sir Francis Drake.

Drake himself was presented as a most unsavory character. The work wa3 not

very popular and was never reissued.

P

In 1599, Isidro, the Ploughman , was published in Madrid. This work

told the story of angels plowing Isidro's ground so he could continue

his religious devotion. The legend was the basis for the cannonixation of

Isidro, the patron saint of Madrid. The work became very popular. It

%id., pp. 65-90.

"Fitscaurice-Kslly, A History of Spanish Literature , pp. 2UU, 2lt5.
jRennert, op.clt. , p. 139.
°Fitfinaurice-Kelly, op.cit. , pp. 21*5, 2I46.
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consisted of tan book3 of a thousand lines saeh, written in quintilla

o
form.' The sane year Las lodas del Alma con el Amor divino was published.

It was an allegorical autos aacramenUHs , a forw of religious drama acted

on holy days. Lope de Vega later wrote ir.any more of these. The Fiesta

oe Denia, a poor, of 163 octave s tauxas describing a feast given the King

by the Duke of Lerma, was published in 1599.

The novel, iftl Perigrlno en au Patrla , although written earlier, was

published in loOii. It was Interrupted by material in no way connected to

the story, but had some beautiful poetry amid the prose. Its chief interest

was the list of comedies the author had written to date which was also

Included in the work. Two hundred aid thirty corcedia3 were listed.*2

In l60lt the printing of Lope de Vega's plays under the title of

Romedias de Lope de Vega began. Parte I appeared in Valencia. The

succeeding partes were published in either Madrid or Barcelona. Lope

de Vega edited some of the Partes himself, but left mo3t of the volumes

to be edited and printed without much notice. Alonso Perez, the father of

Kontalvon, was the printer for the series. The 25 volumes of this series

appeared between 1601; and 161j7. 3

Written atout this same tine, but not appearing in print until 160?

was Jerusalem Conquistada . This was an epic derived frore the action of

Alfonso VIII in the Third Crusade. There is no historical basis for this

epic. The work was not well received although Lope thought quite highly

of it.
1*

'Ticknor, op. nit. , pp. 135-137.
lOHencert, op.clt., pp. U»l and 151.
U-Ticknor, op.clt. , p. 137n.
12lbid., p. lli2.

^Kennert, op.cit. . pp. 158, 159.
^Liai-Flaja, op.cit. , pp. 230, 231.
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The same year of the publication of Jerusalem Conguistada, El Arte

Muevo de hazar Comedies en osto Tiampo appeared. It consisted of 376

hendacasyllabic unrhymed lines. The work was a defense of the authorls

15
method of writing ccnadias. A portion of it, as translated by

Herjriert, appears below.

rjjperald Brenan, The Literature of the Spanish feople , p. 203.
•"'Noble wits, the flower of Spain you ask me to compose for you

a treatise on the Art of making plays, which may be acceptable to

the public of the present day. Easy this subject appears, and easy
it would be for any one of you who has written less comsdiac anc who
knows more about the art of writing their. But what is a disadvantage to
me in this matter is my having written then against the rules of art.
Not because I was ignorant of the precepts, for while still a tiro in
Grammer, I read the books which treat of then, yes, even before I was ten
years old. I did it because I found that at that time the comedias in
Spain were not as their first inventors thought they should be written,
but rather as they were treated by the barbarians who accustomed the
vulgar to their crudities; and so they introduced them in such a way
that be who would now write according to the rules of art would die
without fame and without reward, for custom is more powerful than
reason, in those who lack reason's light.

True it is that I have sometimes written following the rules that
are known to few, but as soon as I see that monsters, full of apparitions,
coming forth, to wnich flock the public and tha women, who canonize this
sad spectacle, then forthwith do I return to my barbarous custom, and
when I have to write a comedia I lock up the precepts with six keys, east
Terence and Plautus from my study, so that they may not cry out, -for
truth is wont to speak aloud even in mute books, -and I write according to
the art which they invented who sought the vulgar applause. For, as the
common herd pays for them, it is meet to speak to them like an ignoramus,
in order to please them.

The true comedia, like evory other kind of poetry, has its
definite aim, and this has teen to imitate the actions of men and paint
the customs of a given age. . . The Comedia only differs from the
Tragedy in that it treats of hujible and plebeian actions, while Tragedy
portrays only the kingly and exalted ones! see now whether in ours the
faults be few. Acts they are called, because they imitated the actions
and affairs of the vulgar. Lope de Rueda was in Spain a model of these
precepts, and now-a-dsys we see his popular comedias in prose, in which he
introduces upon the stage, artisans, and the love affairs of a smith's
daughter. From this custom has remained of calling the old comedias
entromesies, in which the rules of art are observed, it being one
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action and ar.ongst coraaon Talk; far an entrance in which a king appears
has never teen seen. And here one sees that art, because of the baseness
of the style has cose to be in such contempt, and that the kind was
introduced into the comedia to please the ignorant.

Continuing, the poet speaks of the unity of actions, observing
that the story must not be episodical, ana this he explains by saying
that nothing should be introduced which might divert from the primary
intention, tiext he discusses unity of time, and speaks of the
difficulty under which poets labour. . .

Considering that the wrath of a sitting Spaniard is not appeased
unless everything, from Genesis to the last Judgment, be represented
before his eyes in two hours. . . The subject being chosen, one should
write (toe story) in prose, and divide the time into thi'63 acts, taking
care that oach one should take up a day. Captain Virues, a distinguished
wit, divided into three acts tfle comedia, which until then had, like
children, gone or. all fours; for at that time comecias were in their
infancy; and I wrote thorn at tiia age of eleven and twelve, for four acts
and four sheets, for each act a sheet, and in the spaces between, there
were three entremeses, ... Having divided the subject, you involve
the plot from the beginning, and let it go on unfolding towards the
end; but let the solution not come till the last scene has been reached,
far if the public (vulgo) know what the end is to be, they turn their
backs upon the state and their faces towards the door. The stage oust
rarely be vacant, for this makes the public restless and unduly
prolongs the play ... Begin them with choice diction, yet waste no
unusual thoughts or figures in durestic 3cenes, where only the ordinary
tall! of two or three persons is to be imitated; but when the porsonage
introduced persaades, counsels, or dissuaJes, then is there occasion
for aphorisms and conceits ... The language must not offend through
words that are far-fetched, but must be adapted to those who are
speaking . . . When the kings speak, imitate as best you can the royal
gravity; if an old man 3psaks, let it be rfith a sententious modesty.
The speech of lovers should be passionate, so that it carries away
the auditor; depict soliloquies in such a way that the reciter is wholly
transformed, and so transforms the listener; l6t him both question and
reply to himself, and, 3hould there be plaints, always preserve the
decorum due to women. Ladies must net overstep their womanly dignity,
and if they bs disguised, it must be in such a manner as it permitted,
for women disguised ac men ar6 wont to please the spectator, te careful
to guard against the impossible, for it is a maxim that only the probable
is to be imitated. Let not the lackey treat of lofty things, nor speak
such thoughts as we have seen in sorce foreign comedieas. But in no
circumstance let tiie personage contradict what he has already said
. . . The scenes should conclude with some striking thought or elegant
verse, so that when the speaker quits the stage, he leaves the audience
pleased.
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In the First Act let the exposition be made; in the Second, the
incidents are involved, so that up to the middle of the Third
scarcely anyone can tell how the play ends. Curiosity should always
be led astray, so that one can see that some tiling quite different
may happen from what is indicated.

The versification should be carafully accommodated to the subjact
treated. i:,e aecisas are suited for conplaints; the sonnet fitting
for those who are in expectation; tho narrations require romances,
although they shine most brilliantly in octaves; tercts are suitable
for matters grave, ano for love-scenes the redonoilla is the fitting
measure.

To deoeive by telling the truth is a thing always pleasing to

the audience, as Mquel Sanchez, worthy of nar.ory because of tais

invention, ass used tnis device in all nia comeuias. Equivocal
speeches ar.d of ambiguous meanings hate always found great favor with
the public, because tney think that they alone unuerstood what the
other was saying. Hatters of honour are the bast things to represent,
for the people are aeeply noved by virtuous actions; for virtue is every-
where beloved, since we see that if by chance an actor take tho part of

a traitor, ne is so ouious to all, that people vd.ll not sell him what he
wants to buy, and the caiman folk flee from hia when they nest him; while
he who plays a loyal part is made much of, and even distinguished persons
honour ana love him.

Let each act consist of four soeets only, for twelve in all are
suitable to the tune and to the patience of the auditors. And let
the satirical part be not too evident ana too emphatic . . . sting
without hatred, for if it injures, expect neither favor nor applause.
The costumes should be suited to the character. . . a striking barbarity
in the Spanish comsdiani3 to brirg a Turk upon the stage with a collar
like a Christian, or a Roman in tight breeches . . . But no one among
them sll can I call a greater barbarian than .-.ysell, for I dare to give
precepts against tne rules of art, and allow yself to be carried away by
the vulgar current to such an extent that in Italy and France they call
me ignorant. But what can I do, wheii I have written, -counting the
one I finished this week, -four hundred and sighty-three coaedias, all
of which, save only six, sin deeply against tnc rules cf art? let,
when all is taiu, I defend what I have writ Lei., for I 'enow that although
they might be better if written in another manner, yet they would not
have found the favour thst they enjoyed,

Eecause sometimes what 'gainst the right offends,
For that same reason greater pleasure lends.
(Rennert, op.cit. . pp. 17S-18U.)
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One of Lope's most successful non-drainatic works was Pas tores en

belen, or, Tbs Shepherds of Bethlehem . It appeared in 16U. It wae

highly succosafui. flie work was fashioned ai'ter La Arcaoia but more

Spanish in style arid feeling. Hany of Lope's friends appeared as various

shepherds.

Ey 1617 Lope de Vega had written ui a curso sobre la nueva ?oesia , an

attack on the poetical school ox Gongora. Bm ill feeling between these

two men continued throughout their lives. Lope de Vega was utterly opposed

to the method of writing of the culteranistas , although lie soai8tijr.es used

their technique. the culturanlatas used extravagant ir.etaphOi'S and similies.

Theylove to quote at length from tiie classics. A favorite device was to

add metaphor to metapnor. Gongora deplored the stooping to public tastes

18
so evident in Lope de Vega.

La Fllaaena waa published in 1621. It was a .miscellaneous work of a

poetic fable consisting of: A defence of biaself against the attack of

Torres Rairdla in the Spongia, several Spistclts, written aa an attack on

the culteranis tas , a noval termed, Las For tunas de Claim and the Inscription

de la Tapaaa . a poetical description in ninety-eight octavas of the county

seat of the Cuke of iragama in Portugal. The portion of the work attacking

the cultarar-istaa was interesting in that Lope triad to do so aithout

offending uongora. Lope feared the sharp tcngue of Gongora and avoided

10
any ruffling of the Cordovan's feelings.

In 1623, La Circe con otras itiaas | rro3aa aa3 published. La Circe

relates t.ie experience of 31ysaea on Circe's island in three thousano lines,

divided into three cantos. Included in the volime is the tale, La Rosa

17Fitar,aurice-Helly, op.cit. . p. 2i»6.
18Rennert, op.cit. . pp. 282, 283. See also Elisha Kent Kane, Gongorism

And the Golden Age, pp. 9i-9i.

*^R tzmaurlce-Kelly , op.cit.. p. 251.
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blanca , and three short novelet La Desdicha por la Honra , La Prudente

Vengansa , and Guzman el Bravo . The volumes concluded with sever epis tolas,

six in tercets and one in prose. The opistola in prose ia another sttack

20
upon the culteranistas in general and Gongora in specii'ic.

In September of 1627, a religious epic, Coram Tropica, Has published.

It was dedicated to Pope Urban VIII. Hie poan:, in fivo thousand lires,

was concerned wi th tin tragic death of Kary, Quean of Scots. The work

rather roundly scored the House of Tudor and especially Queen Elizabeth.

21
It was judged to be one of Lope's best poems by his contoraporarios.

The Laurel of Apollo , a laudatory poen in sovon thousand lines,

appeared in 1630. It contained the names of too hundred and eighty

Spanish and Portuguese poets, 36 foreign poets, 2I4 poets of antiquity

and nine .Jpaninh painters. These poets aere supposed to have bees

gathered upon Mount Helicon for festival in honor of Apollo. Praises

were handed out with a prodigal hand to this vast list of poets. The

?2
work d'id not sell very well.

"

Two of Lope's best plays appeared in 1631, La ;ioch3 de San Juan, and

El CwUgo ?!.. Ver^ar.aa . The former was ivan on the eve of St. Johr.

celebration in tlie palace of Philip IV, while the- latter was a tragedy

23
acted by Vallejo'e company Sx. Kadrld. The snjre year the Eglogla a

CI audio war. published. It was considered to be one of the test of Lopo'a

ahorter poeiss. Another eclogue, it arills appeared in 1633. The work

20
Tickner, op. pit., pp. 156, 157.

21Fit*maurice-XeUy, op.cit. , p. 251.
"Ticknor, op.cit ., p. 160.

23ibid., pp. 330, 3140.
-hihia., p. jia.
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described the love and death of iwarills, beloved of a shepherd. The

work was considered autobiographical} Anarilis was i-'ona i
v arta and the

aether was Elisic. The verses were exquisite in tenderness and tesaty.

In 1632 La 6orotea was finally published. It hao teen written much

earlier, being one of Lope's first compositions. The author waiter until

his last years before allowing it to be published. It has been mentioned

earlier in tnis chapter, Iha work has received enthusiastic praise by

critics.
26

A book of miscellaneous verse, entitled Rinas t,up anas y ulvlnaa ,

end published under tbs pseudonym of "Tcce e Eurgvillos", was published

in l63l|. It Is kncui tc be the wcrk of heft de Vega since he had assumed

that pseuuonya! before. The work was a collection of short poens and

sonnets, ending in La Gateaacnia, or The tattle of the Cats , he. Gatcsfcchia

was a parouy of the Italian epic. It was ixst successful, being the isost

widely read of Lope's cie cellaneous wcrks. Ti.e work is the last published

t7 Lope de Vega tefore his death."

In drar-a the genius cf Lcpe de Vega kaa fully revealed. Set only did

he write successful plays but he wrote sufficient uantera of tfceis to give

Spanish producers an entire drar.stic li'-erature. Kcntalvan, Lope de Vega's

biographer ar.a contemporary attributes eighteen hundred full length plays

and four hundred auLQs saerakentalca to hia^. Four hundred and seventy

eoaedias anc fifty autos have Burvivec.2

^enaert, op.clt. , p. 3ltS.

<*Ticknor, op.clt.. pp. 160, 161.
„gTici;nar, op.clt. , p. lidj.

Fiteraurice-Kelly, Spanish Literature, p. 66.
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The dramatic works of Lope de Vega have been categorised in this manner:

Three-Act Plays (comedias)

A. Comedies Humanas
1. Predominantly historical

a. drawn from Spanish history
t. drawn from foreign history, either ancient or modern
c. of chivalry (themes taken from poems, romances and legends)

2. Novelesque or romantic
a. themes taken from Italian novelle or Spanish novelas
b. thenes of Lope's own invention.

3. Comedias de Capa y espada (intrigue plays of contemporary
middle-class or aristocratic manners)

It. Mythological
5. Pastoral

£. Comedias Livinas

6. Biblical (Old or New Testament)

7. Lives of Saints

One-Act Plays

8. Autos
a. sacramentales
b. del Nacimiento

S. Entremeaes „

10. Loaa, coloquies, etc.

The historical plays (no. 1 on the classification) and the comedias

de capa y espada (no. 3 on the classification) are considered his best.

Among the best of the historical plays are: Los Tellos de Meneses , Peri-

banes y el Comendador de Ocana , Fuente Ovejuna , Lo clerto por lo dudoso,

La nina de plata, El mejor alcalde el rey , and La estrella de Sevilla .

Among the best of the comedies do capa y e-^da are: Las floras de Don Juan,

El ansuelo de Fenisa, El acero de Madrid, El Perro del hortelano , La noche

toledana, Los ramilletes de Madrid , La boba para los otros y discreta pra si ,

Los mllagros del despredio , Las bliarrias de Eelisa , El premio del bien

hatlar, Por la puente, Juana , La noche de San Juan, La moza de cantaro ,

and El domine Lucas.

'Earnest Merlnee and S. Griswold K orley, A History of Spanish Literature ,

pp. 339, 3U0.
3QIbld., pp. 3U-3U3.
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Lope de Vega's ability to invent plots and situations was truly

marvelous. His style showed traces of improvisation and hurry, but through

all his plays he was able to produce a dramatic situation that held the

audience. He was profoundly a man of the theatre. When he died in 1635,

the tradition that he had set regained unchanged for two hundred years.

His gifts to the Spanish theatre are the gracioso, the three act form, the

giving of an entire dramatic literature, and above all, the theatrical

sense of playing to the audience with that deft sure dramatic sense that

made him the most popular playwright in Europe during his lifetime.

PHOBLSfcS OF PRODUCTION

Script Preparation

El Perro del Hortelano first appeared in print in Parte XI of Comedias

de Lope de Vega, a work in 25 volumes in Spanish quarto, published between

1601+ and 161*7. Parte XI was published in 1618

,

2
Copies of the

original Parte XI may be found in the Biblioteca Hacional (Madrid), the

University of Madrid, the British Museum, and in the private collections of

John Rutter Chorley, Henry Labouchere, and Hugo Albert Bennert.^ El Perro

del Hortelano is listed by Lope de Vega as one of his own works in Perlgrino

en au Patrla . published in Madrid, l60U.

The script used in the present production was an English translation

ai
-^Brannon, op.cit. . pp. 208, 209.
£Hugo A. Hennert, The Life of Lope de Vega , p. U19.
2Ibld ., p. 1,30.
3Loc.clt .

''See page 26 above.
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of El Perro del Hprtelano by W.H.H.Chambera. His translation is entitled

The Dog in the H anger . His translation is to be found int The Drama :

Spain and Portugal, edited by Alfred E. Eates. The Chambers translation

Has rea<i and compared with the Real Aeademia de Eapanol text by Professor

Manuel Ramirez of the Modern Language department of Kansas State College and

adjudged adequate.

El Perro del Hprtelano was written originally in versej using the

Spanish redondilla primarily.6 The redondilla is a four line stanza.'

Sometimes Lope de Voga rhymed uie first and the fourth lines and the second

and the third lines and at other times the first and the third lines and

the second and the fourth. Although the basic stanza length of El Perro

del Hprtelano is the redondilla, variety is achieved by the introduction of

8 9
the longer irregular silva, the five-line stanza called the quintilla,

and the six-line stanza called the lira.
10 No particular type of stanza i«

assigned to any particular character. Lope de Vega's recomirendations

regarding the type of stanza to use for each situation is given in El

Arte Nuevo de hacer Comedias en este Tiempo . These recommendations were

followed in El Perro del Hortelano , as footnotes eight through ten will

Indicate. The Chambers translation is entirely ,in prose.

In preparing a script the director may often edit or cut the script

to fit his particular production. However, according to Gassner, he ought

to adhere as closely as possible to the playwright's original wording.

^Alfred E. Bates, The Dramas Spain and Portugal , pp. 291-31*8.

°See Real Aeademia de Espanola , Tomo XIII, pp. 205ff

.

^George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, vol. 2, p. 2l»7.

"Real Aeademia, op.cit. , p. 206, col. 2, Diana's third speech.
9Ibid ., p. 205, col. 2, all speeches.

Ibid ., p. 213, col. 1, Marquis Ricardo's first speech.

^-John Gassner, Producing the Play, p. U67.
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The script for the Holton Hall production was essentially as translated

by W.H.U.Chambers.

The lines of all the characters, excepting Diana and Tristan, were

loft as translated by Chambers. Two of Diana's lines were changed. Line

31, page 315, reads: "Go and gat the reward given a bearer of good news."

The idea was that a bearer of good news was to be rewarded for his service.

To clarify the intent the line was changed to read, "Oo and tell the Karquis,

12
and as a bearer of good news he will reward you." The second change in

Diana's lines was nade in line 2k, page 335, which read, "Hos apropos

comes this unhappiness." To clarify the intent the line VfO reworded

to read, "How fitting that this unhappiness should come to icel"^

Several of Tristan's lines ware changed to make the diction more

appropriate to the educational level of his character. The phrase:

"'Tis a sovereign remedy" was revised to read: "'lis a sure cure."

(line 13, p. 299) In line 31, page 299, "corpulence" was changed to

"fat woman" and in the same speech, "perfidious memory" was changed to

"treacherous memory" and "not a vestige" to "not a sign." Line 27, page

302, reads, "When they say the scars of their face are due to jealousy."

The production script read, "When they say the red marks on their face are

due to jealousy."1'* The long speech of Tristan which started with line 16,

page 311, originally was worded, "Methinks you lovers are apothecaries in

12
Pues elijo al Harques. Parte y pidale las albricias.

-*ue a proposito me viene esta desdichal

Ufiien te puedo responder lo que responden las mal casadas en viedo
cardenales en su cara del mojicon delos celos:
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love, Recipe: to be taken) suspicion and quarrels, followed by a

bleeding. Recipe matrimonial: a bitter drup which needs various sweetenings

and is purged by ennui and care after ten daysof pleasure. Recipe: a

celestial dose called Capricorn, of which you die unless patient. Recipe:

jewels, laces and rich trifles for soothing applications. Finally the

prescriptions must be paid for, love is dead, the papers torn; but you

ought not to have destroyed i
v arcela*s without first reading." To clarify

and shorten the speech it was revised to read, "Kethinks you lovers are

apothecaries in love. The recipe of matrimony: to be taken with suspicions

and quarrels, followed by a bleeding. It 1b a bitter drop uhich needs to

be purged by certain sweetenings after ten days of pleasure. Then ir.any

jewels, laces and rich trifles are needed for soothing application. Finally

the prescriptions must be paid for, love is dead and the letters torn. But

you ought not to have destroyed Karcela's without first reading." Line 37,

page 3li7, read: "I crown your love with happiness and find ray reward at

the bottom of the welll Ungrateful womanl" It was changed for emphasis

to read: "Ungrateful woman, I crown your love with happiness and find «y

reward at the bottom of the well." The scenes omitted in the Chambers

translation were omitted also in the production script.1'

The script, as edited, was typed, dittoed, and presented to the actors.

a copy of The Cog in the Banger , as translated by W.H.H .Chambers, and edited

for the production, is included, with the blocking and certain cue notes

(as Appendix A to this paper).

"Don Juan Eugenio Hartzenbusch, Corcedias Escogidas de Frey Lope de
Vega Carplo , vol. 2k, Biblioteca de Autores Espanoles, includes scenes
one, two and three, Act II, page 3lj8, and scenes fifteen and sixteen of
Act I, page 3k5, 3lj6 which are omitted in the Chambers translation.
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Plot and Character Analysis

The plots of many of the comedies of the Spanish Golden Age were built

around four characters: the dama, the galan, the gracioso and the barba.

The dama and the galan are the young lovers of the play. In the beginning

of the play they would became enamored of one another and the remainder of

the play would consist of series of events in which they attempted to bring

their love to a successful conclusion. All the other characters in the play

either aided or hindered this attempt. The galan had a servant who became

the celebrated gracioso of Spanish drama. He was to aid his master toward a

successful conclusion of his love for the dama. He often foiled, confused,

or unwittingly hindered the progress of his master's affair. In the end, it

was usually the gracioso who found a way to bring the dama and her galan

together. All during the play, in all possible circumstances, the gracioso

made comments and performed actions designed to keep the audience amused.

Sometimes these comments had little real connection to the actual story.-'

The gracioso was a gift to the Spanish stage by Lope de Vega. Pre-

viously in Spanish drama, a mischievous servant had been used occasionally,

but it was Lope de Vega who so completely implanted the gracioso into

Spanish drama that virtually no plays were written afterwards that did not

employ a comic servant. Sometimes the gracioso was felt to be so imports;

that he was interjected into the plot in the most implausible places.'

^fred E. Bates, The Dramai Spain and Portugal, p. 222, 22S-237.
Schack, A.F., Higtorla de La Literature y del Artw Cramatico en

Espana , Tomo II, pp. UU3, hkk-
George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature, pp. 2U0, 2l»5.

2Bates, op.cit. , p. 230.
3Charles David Ley, El Gracioso en la Teatro dela Peninsula, p. 75.

^Ticknor, op.cit. . 2Uk.
<Tbld ., p. 21*5.
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The barba, or old man, of Spanish drama was also a sort of coric

character. He was usually the father of the dema and therefore he was

opposed to letting his daughter marry the particular galan she happened to

love. It was therefore the business of the gracioso to fool the old man

in such a nay that he would permit his daughter to marry the galan. The

barba was sometimes rich and often of noble birth, but regardless of the

size of his pocketbook or his station in life, he was finally tricked out

of his possessions. The barba of The Dog in the Kanger played an unusually

small role in the play. He was not the father of Diana, the dama, but

rather a rich merchant with a great title and a lost son. Tristan, the

gracioso, knew that his master needed a noble title and money in order to

marry the dama so lie tricked the barba out of them both. The barba of

The Dog in the Hanger did not appear until midway through the third act.

These four roles appear with such regularity in Spanish drama that they hare

n
been coppered with cheBsmen. An analysis of their movement in The Dog

In the Manger follows.

Act one, scene one, started with a screar as Diana walked into a room

and saw two s«n in her house at right. The iten flad. Diana sum oned her

servants and iLq-ired as to who these men might have been. Anarda, one of

the maids, finally admitted that it was Diana's secretary, Theodore, who

had been coming to see Karcela, another maid of Diana's. Diana questioned

Mareela and found out that this was indeed the truth, as Mareela admitted

her lov3 for Theodore. Diana promised Mareela that she would be allowed

to marry Theodore when the proper time arrived. After the servants left,

°Schack, op.cit., p. lM. Seo also Bates, op.clt. , 231, 232.
'Bates, op.cit.. pp. 223, 221*.
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Diana admitted in a soliloquy that ahe had always liked Theodore but had not

thought of him as anything but a servant because of the distance birth had

placed between them. She admitted that she was very envious of Karcela who

was able to love and to have Theodore.

Scene two happened the next morning. As Theodore and Tristan entered,

they were talking of last night's mishap and wondered if they had been

recognised. Theodore confessed his love for Karcela and Tristan told hi«

he must forget riareela. He further told his master of an affair that he

hau once with a fat woman. The countess entered with a letter which she

said she had received from a friend of hers who was in love with a man in

birth beneath her. The letter, which Theodore read on stage, asked if it

were possible for one to be jealous and not be in love. Diana asked Theodore

to enter her apartment and answer the letter. Diana talked with Tristan

and made it quite clear that she know who had been in her apartment the

previous night. Theodore returned and read the letter he had written.

It stated that jealousy without love was impossible for jealousy was born

of love. Diana left and Marcela entered. Theodore and Marcela warmly

greeted each other. Harcela told Theodore of the countess's promise to

marry them in the near future. As they embraced the countess entered and

sent Marcela to her roam to work, «ihen aloxts, with Theodore, Diana questioned

him regarding his relationship with Harcela and found him not nearly as much

in love with Karcela as he thought he was. He finally confessed that he

could live quite easily without riareela. Diana then asked Theodore, previously

referred to in the letter, how this noble lady could find an opportunity

to embrace her lover. Theodore answered that she ought to think up some trick.

Diana turned to leave the room and purposely fell, but Theodore was too
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bashful to offer her hi8 hand until she a3ked for it. She warned hin to

be silent about her fall and left.

Act two began with Tbeociore disputing with hiaself as to what his

course of action ought to be. Ha admitted to himself that he loved Diana

more than Marcela tut also said it would be wrong to leave Marcela how that

they were to be married. He also asked hinself whethor the Health of Diana

had influenced him and decided he loved Diana, wealthy or not. Then he asked

himself how his love was to terminate and found the future dark because of

the difference in their rank in life. Tristan, the servant of Theodore,

entered and a comic episode followed. They both left the rtage. Marcela

and Corotea entered and discussed Diana's harsh treatment of Karcela.

Diana and Aiiarda entered and Diana again sent Marcela to her room, anarda

asked Diana which of her two suitors 3he would marry, tho Marquis Ricardo

or Count Frederic. Diana admitted that she was in love but with neither

the Marquis or the Count. Anarda asked who the can was and Diana admitted

that shair.e forbade her to confess it. Diana asserted that she would turn

her love for thlo person into hate and then called for Theodore. Hhcn

Theodore uctared Diana ccncanded hij. to tell her which of the two suitors

for her hand sue should marry. Theodore was struck dumb anc finally,

while beinj, prodded by Diana, he said that ?ho should raarry tho Marquis.

Diana told Theodore to go to inform the Marquis, and that because he would

bear such good news the Karquis would reward him. She then turned and left

the roan. Theodore confessed his fallen hopes in a soliloquy. Tristan

entered the roon anu tried to console ThooUore. Tristan urged kfa to go

tack to Marcela. Marcela entered right then and Tristan began the recon-

ciliation immediately. Diana and Anarda entered but concealed themselves.
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Ihey overheard the reconciliation. After Theodore and Marcela were reunited

Tristan and Marcela began to ridicule the countess. When the countess

revealed herself in the room, Karcela and Tristan fled, leaving Theodore

to face the wrath of the countess. When she saw Theodore in the arms of

Marcela, jealousy awakened Diana's love anew. Instead of punishing him she

told him that he was a fool to love a servant when he could love someone

of higher position. She left him more bewildered than ever. Marcela

reentered as soon as the countess left to see what had happened. Theodore

told her that Diana had dictated a letter to him commanding that money be

forwarded for t< areola's wedding dowry as she was going to marry Fabio.

Theodore further said that since she was going to marry Fabio, henceforth

they should not speak to one another. Karcela was left alone in the

room wondering what really was the truth. The Marquis Ricardo entered to

receive his expected bride. When Diana appeared, however, she told him there

had been some mistake and sent him away. Theodore entered and told Diana

that he had indeed been a fool for not realizing that Diana really loved him.

Diana scornfully replied that it was his duty to love her and that nothing

more must ever cross his mind. At this point Theodore became angry and told

Diana she was like the dog in the manger of the Aesop fable in that she

would not let Marcela have him nor would she have him for herself. Diana

replied by slapping him several times as Count Frederic entered. Diana

said that they had had a slight disagreement and took him into her room

to tell him of her plans regarding the Marquis. Tristan entered and made some

concents about Theodore's love affair. Diana reentered and told Theodore to

go to her Stewart to receive a gift of two thousand crowns; then she asked

him for his handkerchief. It was bloody from the nosebleed he received when
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she slapped him. When she left both Theodore and Iris tan stood in

MftMntent.

Act three began in the streets of Naples. Count Frederic and the

Marquis Bicarrio, with their servant Cello, were trying to think up a plan

whereby they could kill Theodore, whom they now knew to be a rival for the

hand of Diana. They decided to hire some street rogue to kill him. At this

moment Tristan and Antonello entered. Ricardo and Frederic decided that

Tristan looked as if he could kill Theodore. They broached their project

to Tristan. Tristan recognized then as the suitors to the countess' hand

and decided to find out whether there was some intrigue afoot he bad better

learn about. He agreed to kill Theodore for a price, part prepaid. The

Count and the Marquis left and Theodore appeared. He was in low spirits

and decided to leave Italy for Spain. Tristan decided he must find a

way to help his master. He knew of a Count Ludovico who had lost a son some

years previously on a Maltese galley. Tristan decided to impersonate a

merchant with news of the Counts long lost son. He decided to attempt to

palm Theodore off as this same long lost son. The next scene took place in

the palace of Count Ludovico, the rich merchant. Tristan entered and

proceeded to sell the Count on his tale. The count was completely taken

in and was so overjoyed that he went at once to the apartments of Diana

to find Theodore. The scene shifted to the streets again as Tristan and

Antonelo entered congratulating themselves upon their cleverness. Antonelo

went to the tavern and the count and Marquis entered. They upbraided

Tristan for not getting his work of killing Theodore done. Tristan reported

his successes to date and asked them to be patient. Finally, when Ricardo

and Frederic are satisfied, Tristan asked them for some more money, which
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he received. Iris tan left and Cello entered to tell the Count and the

Marquis that Ludovico had found his long lost son in Theodore and that

Theodore was now a Count. Ricardo and Frederic rushed off to verify Celio's

tale. The next scene was in the apartments of the countess again. Theodore

and Diana were parting when Ludovico rushed in with joy to receive Theodore.

Everyone was overjoyed. They left the room so Theodore and Diana could

be alone for a while. A love scene followed. Diana, too, finally left

the room. Tristan entered and bragged of his successes and how he had foiled

the Marquis and Count Frederic, and especially old Ludovico. Theodore

became frightened and rushed off to explain to Diana that he was not

really a Count after all and so they still could not marry. Diana told him

it didn't natter as long as no one knew of the trick. All the characters

then crowded upon the stage to congratulate Diana and Theodore. Ludovico

entered amid mora rejoicings. The play ended as Diana told the audience

that they must be very careful to keep Theodore's secret.

The Dog in the t.anger is a comedy of intrigue. It features a love

triangle between two servants and a countess. The triangle is complicated

by the difference in birth between its members. The basic question of the

play 1st What do very human and very feeling individuals do when in a

situation where they cannot marry the one they love? Diana cannot marry

the servant Theodore because of her temperament and the fact that she is

a countess and he is a servant. Theodore cannot marry Diana because he is

a servant aid she is a countess. In addition, he is fond of Harcela.

Marcela cannot marry Theodore because she cannot obtain permission from

eJohn Oassner, Producing the Play, p. 59.
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Diana to do eo and when she could, she finds out that Theodore would prefer

Diana. All three, Karcela, Theodore, and Diana can marry another. Of the

three, it is Marcela who must do so. This is not idealist drair.a tut drama

of very human problems and feelings.

The exposition of the play was very nicely worked into the plot. As

mentioned, the play began with a scream in the half-light of nightj this was

a situation well calculated to catch the attention of the audience. No time

was spent with confidantes explaining what had happened. The play began

almost in the complication, or second section of a play. The complication

continued to mount in climax after climax. The obligatory scene came in

the third act as the characters of the triangle met. Harcela was disposed

of by wedding her to Fabio. Theodore and Diana prepared to part. This,

too, was the grand climax of the play. The denouement was very short,

extending from the grand climax to the end of the play, a total of three

pages. Even this was interrupted by another crisis as Diana and Theodore

must decide what to do when they learned of Tristan's trick.

The crisis of the play oc cured in the second act when Diana decided

to admit ber love for Theodore and no longer fight it. Her entrance to

tell Theodore of her gift to him of two thousand crowns and her request for

his bloody handkerchief indicated that she will no longer fight her love.

Climaxes occur throughout the play in mounting and then in diminishing

intensity. The turning point was the grand climax. The first climax came

when Diana discovered I areola's love for Theodore. The second climax occurred

when Diana fell and Theodore was too bashful to help her up. The third

climax was the scene where Diana corr.randed Theodore to tell her which of

her two suitors she ought to marry. The fourth climax occurred in the scene
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In which the countess overheard Marcels and Tristan ridiculing ber and

subsequently walked in upon them. The next, or fifth, climax is the slapping

scene. It is followed by the crisis. The third act introduces other

characters and the plot expands to show how Tristan, the gracioso, would

solve the problem. When Diana and Theodore appeared to say a mutual goodly

in deepest sorrow the grand climax occurs. Ludovico rushed in upon the scene

and excitement rose high. The remainder of the play merely tied the threads

of the story. It was the denouement, as mentioned previously.

Lope de Vega had a real gift for skillfully drawing the dama's character.'

The countess was a strong woman, one who did not yield to passion easily.

Suddenly she realised that she loved her secretary because she found herself

Jealous over an affair between the secretary and another servant. When she

ceased to love Jealousy devoured her and when she did love, shame, caused

by her responsibility to her social rank and her family, overcame her.

Curing the play she revealed many different emotions and many different

and seemingly contradictory actions. In her search for peace of mind she

tried to hurt her lover and only succeeded in hurting herself. She tried

to marry the Marquis but found she could not do it. She tried to turn her

love into hate but only succeeded in loving the more. At times she was

domineering and at other times tender and yielding. She professed great

love for Rarcela and yet her Jealousy made her cruel to Karcela. Her

feelings were thus varied and changeable. Just as she confessed her love,

knowing the impossibility of it, the gracioso, Tristan, found a way to

bring her love to fruition.

'James Fltsmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature , p. 257.
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The basic problem of the character of Diana was that of believability.

The lovers must have the audience's sympathy, and so the audience must be

taken along with the daraa, whether she was hard and jealous, imperious and

demanding or soft and tender. To act this great range of feminine feelings

convincingly, presented a real challenge. At all times, the dama must

appear a very human individual caught up in the web of her own feminine

feelings.

The character of the galan, Theodore, was quite different. He was a

young caballero-all love, honor, and Jealousy. His position was that of a

young secretary attached to the household of Diana. During his young life

he had had various love affairs, the latest of which was Karcela. He would

willingly marry Maroela but the real depth of feeling is not there. This he

found in his love for Diana. However, the honor code of Spain did not allow

secretaries to marry countesses. "What should he do? Season pulled him

one way and love another. Thus when Diana warmed to him, he was attracted

to her} when she left him, he returned quite naturally to his Marcela.

Theodore may not be an ideal male but he is surely caught up in problems of

a human male. It was not easy to play such a character without appearing

a cad or a vacillating and somewhat unmanly individual. Indeed one critic

has used Theodore as an example of the weaknesses of the galan in the plays

of lope de Vega. As he was the galan, the playwright meant that the

audience should empathise with him. It was very easy for this character

to be misunderstood, and audience sympathy for him to be lost. The actor was

Schack, op.cit. , p. Ukhm
^•Bates, op.cit. , p. 228.
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directed to play the role sincerely and uith real feeling and cot as a weak

or vacillating individual. Apparently it was possible to make this character

believable since the actor who carried the role in the Kolton Hall production

was nominated as Lest likod character on the audience analysis questionnaire.

12
The gracioso was a contribution of Lope de Vega to Spanish drama.

The first gracioso of Lope de Vega was in the play La Francesilla . He

was the conic element of the play. As a character he was rustic or cloddish,

witty, cowardly, a parody of his master, and an aid in his master's intrigues

and adventures. Ee was shrewd, greedy, Lut faithful, with a defective

sense of the importance of truth, but a good heart.

The gracioso of The flog In the g anger was Iris tan, servant of the galan,

Theodore. He was one of Lope de Vega's best graciosos. From the kindness

of his heart he tried to help his master out of hia triangular love affair

and did so, finally, by impersonating an Armenian merchant. As the merchant

he sold Count Ludovico a tale about Theodore having been his long lost son.

The intrigue worked and the dama and the galan are able to be married

and thus happily end the play. When Theodore told of his love for Diana,

Tristan told of a love affair he had. When Theodore told of the slap he

received from Diana, Tristan told of the abuse he received from his feminine

friends. When in the presence of the Count Frederic ana Karquis Kicardo,

he bragged of his powers by the sword. If the occasion demanded it he could

make a lover's reconciliation or lie to cover up an intrigue. He had plenty

"-Hennert, Life of Lope de Vega, p. 386.
Ticknor, op.cit ., p. 2kk.

^Ley, op.cit., p. U3.
Initio., p. liO. See also Schack, op.cit. , p. US6,
^Ibid., p. 79.
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of witty and/or pithy stories ready to suit any occasion. The Tristan of

The Cog in the Kanger was thus a parody of his master. He was generous, he

had a lack of respect for the truth as well as the dignity of rank, and the

wonderful sense of saying the one thing demanded t> the occasion to make the

situation humorous.

The character of the gracioso was difficult to visualize for an actor

unacquainted with the Spanish traoition. Recourse was made to private

rehearsals in which the character was discussed and then worked on until

the interpretation and the actions were what the director wanted. The

character was a stock character, so once the basic iaea, interpretation and

action of this character was visualized by the actor, he was well on the

way to success.

The barba was usually an old man. He may sore tin.es be the father of

17
the dama, or the brother, or he may be someone else. At any rate he was

1ft
fooled during the play. Lope de Vega departs slightly from the tradition,

therefore, in making the old man a Count Ludovico, of no relation whatsoever

to the dama, in The Dog in the Manger . Kor was Count Ludovico introduced

until midway into the third act. Perhaps to compensate for the late appearance

of the barba, another old man, the squire of Diana, was brought on stage

for a few lines in the very first part of the first scene and was thereafter

never seen again. Ludovico came on the stage in the last act with but one

prior mention of his name and that mention was just a few lines before the

scene in Ludovico's palace. Ludovico was fooled, however. He was led to

believe that Theodore was his long lost son because of the tale told him

^"Schack, op.cit. , p. hkk.

^Bates, op.cit., p. 232.
18Ibid.. d. 231."ibid., p. 231.
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by Tristan in disguise. To the end of the play he never learned differently.

Indeed the play ended by Diana asking the audience to keep well the secret

of Theodore.

A gullible old man having lost his fortune to a clever tale told

without the slightest qualms of conscience by either Antonelo or Tristan,

and, indeed, by great self praise on the part of Tristan, might have been

hard for an audience to accept. The solution to this problem was sought

by making the old man appear foolish enough so that the audience would not

empathise with him nor feel contempt for those prospering from this high-

handed swindle, lbs lovers had to have the center of audience approval so

the barba was played as overly gullible and foolish. There was no mention

on any of the audience questionnaire sheets of the fact that this play does

•nd with robbery unpunished. There was some mention on the audience

questionnaire that the role of Ludovico was overplayed.

The remaining characters of The Uog in the Hanger followed the Spanish

19
custom of merely repeating the four main characters. ' These minor charac-

ters exist for the purpose of helping or hindering the love interest.

A prototype of the dama was Harcela. She would be called the second-

20dama. Harcela was the servant whom Theodore half-heartedly promised to

marry. She was deeply in love with Theodore and only saw the hopeless-

ness of it in the third act. Until this time she had loved well but not

wieely and realizing this turned her attention in the direction from which

better results might be expected. Harcela was intelligent, good-looking and

kind. She thought of her beloved's welfare even when she knew that she was

•

^'ioc.clt .

2u
Ibid„ p. 223.
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rejected. Her problem was that she loved too much.

Because Karcela was a servant and, In addition, so kind and under-

standing even in her rejection, while her rival, Diana, was often iu.periovia

and hard, besides being privileged, it would be easy for the sympathy of

the audience to rest with Marcela. Diana, of course, being the dama, had

to have the audience sympathy in the end. To achieve this end the director

had the love of Marcela for Theodore overdrawn to make her appear immaturely

overpassionate. Again the system apparently worked because no criticism was

mentioned in the audience analysis sheets regarding the fact that poor,

underprivileged, abused Karcela lost out in her love for Theodore to a

privileged, proud, and imperious Countess.

The two remaining female characters were Dorotea and Anarda. They

served the function of confidantes to Diana and Marcela. Dorotea was the

special friend of Karcela and Anarda was the friend of Diana. Anarda seemed

the femalo counterpart to the gracioso but her character lacked sufficient

development to make her a real comic. She did have some comedy lines.

Another servant in the household of Diana was Pabio. The position of

Fabio in the play was that of the rival of Theodore for Marcela. The role

of Fabio was considerably reduced in the Chamber's translation. Most of

the scenes omitted by Chambers contained fabio. The role was played as

somewhat servile and anxious to please. He had several comedy lines. The

character was to be jealous of Theodora and give evidence of great

affection for Marcela. The audience was somewhat critical of this role.

The countess had two suitors for her hand, Count Frederic and the

Marquis Ricardo. One was called stupid and the other was called a fool

by the Countess. They offered Tristan money to assassinate Theodore.
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Tristan was able to bleed them of money by promises and clever plots.

He called then, the biggest fools In all Naples. When their plot was

uncovered they tried to double-cross Iris tan. These characters wer.. to

be played haughty and proud with a great deal of self-conceit and aelf-

righteousness evident. The two characters were differently cast in that one

was heavier ana barker complexioned, while the other, the Marquis Ricardo,

was of lighter build and possetsed contrasting qualities. Count Frederic

was to be the more stupid and the Marquis Ricardo was to be the haughtier

of the two. They were to be what Diana called them fools, and above all,

fooled by the servant Tristan.

One servant was needed for Ludovico and another for Count Frederic.

The former was Caroillo and the latter was Celio. They appeared only In the

third act. Variety of characterisation was attempted in that Car.illo vaa

played by a somewhat stout actor and he was slightly aged. Celio was

dressed as a Moorish slave to Frederic.

The original script of The Do;; in the Manger called for three street

lackeys, Antonallo, Lirano, and Furio. The script was slightly changed

so that Antonelo could play all three roles. In most scenes Furio appeared

alone with Tristan so Antonelo was simply given his lines. The one scene

in which Tristan, Antonelo and Lirano and Furio appear together, the script

was slightly altered to allow Antonelo to play all roles of the lackeys.

The Chambers script appears thus:

Enter Tristan, Furio, Antonelo and Lirano
Purlo

lou must my dear fellow, wet our whistles on the strength of
those fine new clothes you have been given.

Antonelo
Our jolly Tristan will recogniie our claim in Just.
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Tristan
I tri.ll my friends, with the greatest of pleasure.

Hum
lis certainly a fine one, your nev habit.

Tristan
Pshawl It amounts to nothing, compared with what I shall shortly wear.

If fortune does not fall, you shall see me soon sscretary to the secretary.

Lirano
The countess Diana does much for your raster, doesn't she?

Tristan
Site's taken liim undor her wing; in fact, he's her right hand,

for through him she dispenses all her favors.
Antone lo

Deuce take her favors I Let us drink

I

Furio
In this temple of Bacchus we can probably find soae excellent lacrysa-

christa.
Tristan

No, let us drink Greek wine; I want to speak Greek, and nothing can

teach the tongue so well as wine.21

The chambers script was re-written for the production to read thus:

Enter Tristan, Furio, Antonelo and Lirano
Antonelo

Tou must my deer fellow, wet my whistle on the strength of those

fine new clothes you have basn given.
Tristan

I will, my friend, with the greatest of pleasure.
Antonelo

•Tie certainly a fine one, your new habit.
Tristan

Piiavl it amounts to nothing, compared with what I shall shortly wear.

If fortune does not fall, you shall see me 30on secretary to the secretary.

Antonulo
Ihe Countess Diana does much for your master, doesn't she?

Tristan
She»s taken him under her wing} in fact, he's her right hand, for
through hln she dispenses all hsr favors.

Antonelo
Deuce take her favors 1 Let us drinkl In this ter.ple of Bacchus
we can probably find some excellent lacryma-chris ti

.

Tristan
No, letus drink Greek wine, I want to speak Oree, and nothing can
teach the tongue so well as wine.

21See Bates, op.clt., p. 330.

See page , appendix A.
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Antonelo is tbe friend of Tristan, a drinking friend, and an aide in all

his intrigues. Antonelo is Tristan's accomplice in the business of palming

Theodore off on Ludovico as his long lost son. The character was youthful

and carefree, with a touch of the street urchin air.

Lope de Vega wrote in a ballad for a street guitar player to sing.

The song was sung tacks tage by the sane singer who sang the introductory

and closing songs. The words of the ballad are:

Oh quien pudiera hacar, oh quien hiciese
Que er r:o queriendo amar aborreclesel
Oh quien pudiera hacer, oh quien hiciera
Que er. no queriendo amar aborrecieral

The Holton Hall production of The Dog in the Kanger used fifteen

characters. The lovers were paired off: Diana and Theodore, Psrcela and

Fabio ano Dorotea ar.d Tristan. The love triangle situation related to

whether Theodora should be the lover of Diana or of Marcela. This was the

center of interest for the entire play. Around this triangle were added

ornarer.ts to increase the appeal of the play. The comic element was provided

by the gracioeo, Tristan, with help from Fabio and Anarda. The old nan

were Octavio and Count Ludovico. Ludovico was the Barba of the plsy. To

add to the complication, Lope de Vega appended the two schemers, Count

Frederic and Karquis Picardo. Tristan had his aid and accomplice in

Antonelo. Two servants attended Count Frederic and Count Ludovico

respectively. The music for the play was provided by tbe guitar player.

This was the case that presented The Dog in the Kanger, Hay 7th, 1958,

in fiolton Hall at Eanea3 State College.

The Rehearsal Schedule

The tryouts for The Dog in the Manger were held in J5, a room in
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Eisenhower Hall, S'areh 2h and 25, 1958, frorc three to five in the afternoon.

Curing the tvo tryout periods all the roles vers case except Antonelo and

Carrillo. The individual cast as Tristan later refused his role. The roles

of Antonalo, Camillo and Iris tar were fillad by private readings and

selections.

The rehearsal schedule 5s fcelov:

Date Sehearsal scheduled

April 9 Act 1, rrain characters

April 10 Act II, main characters

April 11 Act III, main characters

April lit Biana and Theodore, all acts

April IS Tristan and Theodore, all acts

April 16 Tristan, Camillo, Sicardo,

Frederic, Ludovlco, Act III

April 17 Act I, all characters

iiprll 18 Act III, all characters

.*^.-ll 19 Diana, special rehearsal

April 20 Thoodore, special rehearsal

April 21 Act I, all characters

April 22 Act II, all characters

April 23 Act III, all chstraeters

April 2k Acts I & II, all characters

April 25 Act III, all characters

April 26 Special rehearsal - Tristan

April 28 Entire play, all characters

April. 29 Entire play, all characters

Goal set

reading and discussion

of the play -

blocking

character building

and

learning lines

polishing and refining

character and business,

and use of props,

last time for changes

Pace,

Rhythm,
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April 30 Entire play, all characters and Climaxes

Special rehearsal - Tristan

Kay 1 Entire play

May 2 Entire play, television studio television

May 3 Entire play, television studio technicalities

May U Dress rehaarsal, television studio technical end

May 5 Television show, 8 o'clock acting cohesion

May 6 Dress rehearsal, Holton Hall

May 7 Production, 6 o'clock, Holton Hall

In general the schedule was followed. Some deviation was r.ecesaary when

actors founa that the schedule conflicted with other engagements which

coula not be cancelled.

The rehearsal goals are tbore found outlined by Gassner in his

book, Producing the flay . The first week, April ninth through the eleventh,

wsp scer.t in reeding the act, discussing it and then blocking it. It will

be rsffiembered that the play was very short, playing about thirty cinutes

per tct. The second week was S|*nt in building character and learning

line*. All line* were to be learned by Fricay, the eighteenth. The Third

week, April twenty-first through ths twenty-sixth, was spent in polishing

and refining the characters, building and polishing the conflict, polishing

the business and use of props. This was the last week to make isjor changes

in the production. April twenty-eighth through May second, the fourth week

of production, was spent in building thyttm, pacing the production and in

refining the rough spots. The technical and dress rehearsals for the

television ana live theatre productions followed.

1John Gassner, Producing the Play , pp. 262-273.
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The first two weeks of rehearsal were devoted entirely to the main

characters. Furthermore these main characters were rehearsed in special

combination during the second week. Actually there were few people on stag*

at any one time. The number never exceeded five until the last part of the

last scene of Act Three. These small groups further broke down into

certain combinations of characters per scene, Diana and Theodore had ten

scenes in which they were the sole occupants of the stage. Harcela and

Theodore were alone six times. Tristan appeared with Theodore alone seven

times. Because of this combination of characters it was easy to concentrate

first on the important characters, then fill in the minor roles in the later

stages of rehearsal. It was believed that better discipline and higher

concentration of interest would be maintained by this rehearsal schedule.

To maintain interest, the actors portraying the minor roles appeared

periodically. They were not required to sit through long scenes in which

they did not have to appear.

Special rehearsals were held for Diana, Theodore, and Tristan. One

rehearsal for Diana was held on the nineteenth of April to help her on

her interpretation, with concentration mainly on her soliloquys. The

following day a special rehearsal was held for Theodore entirely for his

long soliloquys. Three rehearsals were held for Tristan because of a voice

and diction problem as well as the problem of interpretation. These special

rehearsals seemed to be of great benefit to the actors concerned.

The blocking was worked out in advance of initial performance of each

act, at which time the blocking was given to the actors. Because the minor

characters were absent, they received their blocking during the first

rehearsal at which they were required to be present. A special problem

was encountered because of the lack of furniture, (see chapter on setting)
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Usually the actors had to orient thenselves entirely In relation to each

other, with the result that there was some elasticity from performance

to performance in the blocking. All the actors were amateurs, and, indeed,

this was the first college experience for three of the actors. Because of

the fluidity of movement and the amateur status of the actors, there waa

the problem of the frequent unintentional upstaging and covering of the

other actors to solve.

Only one performance had been scheduled. When the opportunity arose

to present the show on closed circuit television at the college, the offer

was accepted. Practically no change of blocking was needed so the television

performance of May 5th became a sort of try-out before the live performance

in Holton Hall on the seventh of Hay. It was expressed by the actors and

the director alike that the television presentation was a real aid to the

final performance.

The Set

There was a wide difference of scenic effects between the drama

presented at a religious holiday and the drama of the public playhouses of

the corrales. The religious drama presented on Corpus Christ! day had

elaborate scenic effects. Every attempt was made to be spectacular.

Devils were presented, along with giants, angels, and other characters in

2
the richest costumes possible.' A prise was offered for the best costune

and scenic effects. Grandeur and spectacle were used to aid the presenta-

tion of the religious dramas .3

•'•Hugo Albert Rennert, The Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de Vega, p. 76.
2Ibid.. p. 298.

'Ibid., p. 306. See George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature , vol. 2,

pp. 223=529.
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The scenic effects used in the public playhouses, on the other hand,

were very limited. The stage itself was often nothing more than planks

on some trestles.'' The stage did not project into the audience. Along

the sides and back of the stage was hung a curtain. Sometimes the curtain

7
was painted and at other times it was plain. The curtains bad at least two

openings in the back for the entrances of the actors, as well as one entrance

at either side of the state. The side entrances opened immediately into

the dressing rooms. There was no front curtain.? (See Plates 1 & II for

sketch of the public playhouses.)

A change of locale was indicated by a change of exits and entrances.

The actors merely walked off the stage and re-entered by another opening.

Changes of locale were also indicated by costume change.

The properties used on the stags were very limited. Some units of

12
furniture were used." Sometimes a simple drop with a tree painted on it

was used to indicate a country or forest scene. ' As indicated, the back

curtain sometimes had something painted on it to aid in establishing the

general location of the play.

Another often present feature of the public playhouses was a balcony

running above the upstage area, either part or all the way across the back

"jRennert, op.cit. , p. 76.

5lbid., p. 330.

°au». p. 99.

'a.F. Schack, His tor la Literature y del Arte Dramatico en Espana.
pp. 259, 260.

"Rennert, op.cit., p. 92.

?Ibld.. p. 82.
luIbid. , p. 86.

JRennert, op.cit. , pp. 91, 92.
•^Real Academia Espanol , p.
JRennert, op.cit., p. 89.

1

2

x Real Academla Espanol , p. 227n, col. 2.
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or the wing. It was used to represent balcony scenes, castle vails, towers,

etc.1^ Much was left to the audiences' imagination in the use of scenic

effects.

The comedies de capa y espada used less rather than more scenic

effects, leaving much to the imagination. Since most of these plays were

either interior or street scenes, it was easier to leave more to the

audience's imagination than if the plot or emotion of the play depended

on some special scenic effect.

The action of The flog in the Manger occurred in three locations: in

a room in the apartments of the countess, in a room in the palace of Count

Ludovico, and in the streets of Naples. Acts one and two took place in

the apartments of the Countess. No change of scenery was needed. Seine one

of Act three occurred in the streets of Naples, scene two in a room in the

apartments of the countess, scene three took place in the palace of Count

Ludovico. Scene four occurred in the streets of Naples and the last scene

took place again in the Countess Diana's apartments.

It might be well to recall that there were no scene divisions in the

original plays of Lope de Vega, nor were there any notes by this playwright

as to where the action occurs, (see Real Academia script) It was left up

to the actors to determine where each action should happen. The above

scene division in the third act was an arbitrary division by the director

based upon the script.

The room in the apartments of the countess was indicated by a Dante

chair of a certain style, located on stage up right, and a varqueno on

stage up left center. The chair was used to seat Diana for her lines on

^Ibid .. p. 65

^chack, op.cit. , p. 259. See also Sennert, op.cit., pp. 85, 276.
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pages 223 ana 224 of the Real Academia script, and to seat Theodore for his

lines on pages 209 and 210 of the Real Acadeuia script. The varqueno was

used by Theodore to write the letter Diana dictated to him, as indicated

in the Real Academia script on page 227. Pour entrances were used: one

on stage right to Diana's private roots, one on stage left to the room of

the maids, Marcels, Dorotea, and Anarda, and one on up left to the sale

servants quarters, and one up center to the exterior. The floor plan

of the Countess Diana's apartment appears as plate XT.

The room in tho palace of Count Ludovico was used tut once. It was

indicated by a Dante chair of a different style from the ones used in Diana's

apartments. It was of more purely Italian lines. The chair was placed up

left. Ludovico sat in this chair for almost all of his lines In his scene

with Tristan. The only entrance or exit used as up left center. The floor

plan for this scene was indicated on Plate V.

The Neapolitan street scenes were indicated by the elimination of

furniture from the stage. The entrances were at stage left and right and

up center to the Sin Tree tavern. The street scenes were indicated, in

addition, by the slight change of costume. Only some of the men In the

play appeared in the street scene and when they did they wore belt and

sword. The street traversed the stage from an entrance on stage right to an

entrance on stage left. The Elm Tree tavern exit was used twice by

Antonelo. The floor plan for this scene was indicated on Plate VI.

The plans for the furniture were based on photographs found in The

Encyclopedia of Furniture . by Joseph Aronson. The director designed the

furniture and the plans were executed by Bill Wooley, the stage carpenter

for the production. The total cost of the chairs and the varqueno did not

exceed {20.00.
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The varqueno was an early type of secretary found in Spain. At first

it was tuilt in two pieces; it was a sort of table that held a kind of wooden

chest on top of it. The chest contained the writing material. The plana

for the -varqueno were taken from plate kSS of the Encyclopedia of Furniture .

The plans for construction were giver, or. Plate XIII. The wood was stained

with walnut stain and left unvarnished to avoid shine. The writing chest

was decorated fcy a painted paper glued to the wood to indicate the inlaid

ivory and kooqs normal to this construction. A picture of the couple ted

piece was included on Plate XIV.

The Dante chairs were of two styles. The one tuilt for the Countess

Diana's apartment was copied from a photograph found on Plate 25k

of The Encyclopedia of Furniture . The construction plans are found on

Plate XI. The completed chair was photographed and the picture may be

found on Plate XIV. The picture of the chair copies in making the Dante

chair for Count Ludovico was found on Plate 255 of The Encyclopedia of

Furniture . The construction plans are indicated on Plate XII of this paper.

The picture of the completed chair may be found on Plate XIV. Both chairs

were stained with walnut and left unvarnished. Both chairs were decorated

with carpet tacks (the kind with round decorative heads) driven into the

wood in such a manner that the exposed heads formed a pattern against th«

dark wood. No cushions were placed on the chairs.

The Kay 7, 1956, production of The Dog in the Hanger, therefore,

was enacted before plain grey curtains on a proscenium arch stays. The

front curtains were not u36u. No painted drops of any kind were used. The

use of light in the production as an aid to acting and for scene division

will be mentioned in the chapter on lighting. There was no need for a balcony
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to further the actions of the play, so none was constructed. In every way

an attempt was made to approximate the scenic effects in use in the early

seventeenth century, the date of the publication of the script of El Perro

del Hortelano, the Spanish original for the translation used in the Holton

Kail production st Kansas State College

The Costumes

The costumes used in the seventeenth century public playhouse were not

always appropriate to the character. Lope de Vega complained of the inappro-

priate costumes used on the stage for his plays. Sai'etimes the costumes

were too rich for the character concerned.'- The theatrical troupes costumed

tneir actors in terms of the costumes available rather than trying to be

3
absolutely precise in every detail.

The same process was followed in costuming the Dog in the Kanger .

Some of the costumes were itiore authentic than others. Diana and Karcela

had fairly autlientic costumes. (Compare Plates XV and XVII with Las Heninas ,

by Velasuuox)4 iae costumes for Anarda and Borotea were peasant blouses

and skirtsj they, too, were authentic. (Ccaspare Plates XIX and XX with

The Spinpers , by Velasquez)5 The costumes for Theodore and Fabio were

perhaps too rich for the costumes of servants. The costumes of Count

Frederic and Marquis Hicardo were authentic. (Compare Plates XXII and

XXIII with Burial of Count Orgai by El Greco)? The servant Celio, was

^Hugo Albert Hennert, The Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de Vega, p. 104.
*Ibld ., p. 106.
3Ibid .. p. 108.

%largaretta Salinger, Velazquez , plates 26 and 29.
?Ibld ., plate 19.

Satherine Korris Lester, Historic Costume , p. 113.
7<Jobn F. Katthews, El Greco , Plates li, 21 and 22. See also Lester,

op.clt., p. 113.
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dressed as a Koor, for variety. Antonelo's costume was an exact replica

of that of the kneeling figure of The Topors, by Velasquez. For conic

effect Tristan's costume was made as that of a dancer. (Compare Plate XXI

Q
with The Dancers by Bradford) The costumes of the two old men, Octavio

and Ludovico, were drawn from upper class Renaissance types. (Compare

Plates XXIV and XXV with Barton, page 219

)

10
The costume of Camillo

compares in detail to that of Velasquez In his painting Self-Portrait .

Kost of the costumes for The Dog in the Hanger were rented. The

costumes for Antonelo, Camillo and Octavio were rented from the Colorado

Costume Company in Denver, Colorado. The costume for Tristan was rented

from the Manhattan Costume Company. The costumes for Celio, Anarda and

Dorotea were made by Judy Stark and Susanne Cliborne in the K-State

Player's costume shop. The remaining costumes were borrowed from the

Manhattan Civic Theatre. Water color sketches of each costume may be

found on Plates XV to XXIX.

The Lighting

According to royal decree, the Spanish public playhouses were required

to start their plays by 2 pm on the six months of the year starting In

October, and at 3 P» on the six remaining months of the year. The perfor-

mances were required to end an hour before nightfall at the latest. So

lights other than that of the sun were used in the public playhouses.

"Albert Charles-Augusts Racinet, he Costume Hlstorlque. Tome III, Plates
on Algeria.

°Rev. Vfo. Bradford, Sketches of the Country, Charter and Costume in
Portugal and Spain , plate The Dancers ^

•"'Lucy Barton, Historic Costume for the Stage, p. 219.

^Salinger, op.cit. , plate 1.

£Hugo Albert Rennert, The Spanish Stage of the Time of Lope de Vega, p. 112.
'Henry Harringman, A Journey into Spain , p. 21.
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Since the Holton Hall production was presented at night, modern stage

lighting was used. The stage was equipped with a strip of blue lights in

the second hanging bridge. There was also a strip of white lights behind

the proscenium arch. In the ceiling were two white floodlights.

To this permanent equipment were added six baby fresno spotlights to

the proscenium light bridge and six baby fresno spotlights were fastened to

a "T" bar atop a standard. There were two of these, one to the right ana

one to the left of the audience seating area. The temporary lighting

equipment used gelatine filters. Half of the gelatines were of either

straw or amber tints. Host of the rest of the gelatines were either red

or blue. For the temporary lighting equipment a temporary control boara with

variac control rheostats were used.

The activity of the play began at night. This was indicated to the

seventeenth century Spanish audiences by the dialogue.^ In the present

production night was indicated by the reduction of the lights to half

illumination. The amber spotlights were turned off as well as all the

white lights. All the lights were used in the remainder of the scenes

played in the Countess liana's apartment, except the white border strip

ana the two white ceiling flood lamps. During the daylight scenes on the

streets of Naples, the white lights were auuea. The lights on one of the

standards were used before and after the musician's song, at the introduction

and the conclusion of the program, and the remainder were not lit. All

the light cues were included in the prcnpt script as Appendix A of this

paper. The light plot may be found on Plate X.

3ftote the speeches of the characters of scene 1, Act One:
Diana: Did a dream delude me? Is everyone asleep? ... Go and
retire again lest harm befall you.
Octavio: I could hardly believe it was your ladyship calling
at such an unusual hour.
Fabio: He extinguished the light with his hat, descended in the

favoring darkness of the doorway and disappeared. . . I'll take a
light, Senora, and go see.
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locause of the completely different tine of day used for the play

production in the seventeenth century and the time of the Holton Hall

production, there vas no attempt to follow Spanish usages as practiced in

their public playhouses. Modern equipment and modern practices were used

throughout in lighting this production of The Dog in the K anger .

The Makeup

Since makeup, as we know it, is a relatively new developement in the

theatre, arising mainly from the need to counter artificial illumination,

it follows that the Spanish stage, too, made little use of makeup.

Artificial beards were used but greasepaint was a later development.2

It will be remembered that the Spanish state was lighted mainly by the sun.^

The Holton Hall production used artificial electric lighting and hence a

need for makeup for the actors arose.

The irakeup used was of the simplest nature,' allowing the actors to

appear youthful and natural. All the characters used adaptations of

street aakeup with the exception of the two old men, Gctavio and Ludovico.

They wore age makeup. Individual makeup charts are included in this chapter.

The problem of creating Spanish type dark hair was considered. Most of

the actors cast in the roles had naturally uark hair. The actresses

playing Marcela and Jorotea, however, were exceptions, so for consistency

their hair was dyed black for the production. Tristan, too, was a blonde,

but his hair was covered by a cap. Beards and mustacbos were made for

several of the actors, jirtificial hair and hair color were indicated on

Richard Corson, Stage Makeup , p. 155.
?John Qassner, Producing the Play , p. 375.
•'See page 81i above.

''Charts are those used by K-State Players.
The choice of color is based upon Corson, op.cit. . p. 65.
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the makeup charts. One afternoon was set aside for the making of the

beards and raustachos. The artificial hair was built upon rubter latex

base, and thereby allowed for several usos of the saaa hair.

The makeup for The Ins. in the Hangar was simple. Artificial makeup

was used so that the actors appeared, as nearly as possible, as they

might have appeared had they been acting in sunlight.
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The Frograa

The typical Spanish program in the Golden Age began with the appearance

of the musicians on stage to sing a ballad or seguldllla . Following this

an actor entered to present the loa , which vaj a short itonologue or a very

short one act play. The loa, by the time of Lope de Vega, seldom had any

relation to the play. It was often in a playful, humorous vein, ending in

2
an appeal to the audience for their approval. The loa was generally in

the ronance measure and often in redondilla. The total length of the loa

varied fron. one hundred to four or five hundred lines.-' The loa declined

in popularity in the early part of the seventeenth century. Saurez de

Figueroa stated in El Passagero, published in 1617, that the loaa had

ceased to be utilized by that time.'4

After the loa, the first act of the play could be presented. Sometimes

a ballad or a dance was given before the actual performance of the play

began.' Following the first act an entreme was presented and a bayle.

or dance, in addition. The entries were short farces or interludes

6
accompanied by singing. Generally two entrtmes were used, one between

7
the first and second acts and one between the 3econd and third acts.

The play closed with a bayle . Sometimes a saynete was interjected between

the conclusion of the play and the bayle. The saynete kss a type of entreme .

Sometimes jacaras wore sung between act3 in addition to the entremea and

'Hugo Albert Rennert, The Spani3h Stage of the Time of Lope de Vega,

p. 279.

'George licknor, History of Spanish Literature , pp. Uul-ltii3.
JRennert, op.cit. , p. 2cl.

j
jlbid ., p. 285.
^Ticknor, op.cit., p. tji»3.

"Ibid ., pp. kbk, WlS.
^Rennert, op.clt ., p. 290.

Ticknor, op.cit ., p. ljltS.
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Q
the bayles . The jacarag was a ballad set to music. These ballads vere very

popular and often replaced the entreeas and bfyles in popularity.

As indicated, the normal Spanish dramatic program included many other

presentations in addition to the play. It became a real problcr. to deter-

mine Just how much of the extra material should be included in the Holton

Hall production. The playwright left Uie director entirely up to his own

resources. The problem was to plan a representative Spanish program that

would suit a modern audience. The play, The flog in the Kanger , actually

plays about ninety minutes. Not much more could be added or an intermission

would be needed. A Spanish program played without intermission, because

the audience was always free to come and go as they desired. Apparently

they usea this privilege. However, modern audiences arc used to one or

two intermissions. Therefore, the director thought best to have nothing

between the acts and ir.erely have a ballad sung at the beginning of the

program and at its conclusion. Since a ballad singer was indicated in the

plot anyway, he was simply pressed into singing an additional song to start

12
the show and one to end it. Music was always part of the Spanish program

in some form. It was part of the ontreaies, the bayle and the jacaras.

Indeed the musicians were on stage during most of the play. -

A copy of the program given to the audience appears on Plate XXX.

Along with the program the audience was presented with a short questionnaire

as they entered the theatre. They were requested to fill out the

^Sennert, op.clt. , p. 2S1.
l°Ibid., p. 293.

^3ee p. 28 above.

f-

2Alfred E. Bates, The Craroa! Spain and Portugal, p. 311v.

^Rennert, op.cit. , p. 63.
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questionnaire and to leave it with the usher. The results are given below.

Since programs were seldom used for the public playhouses, no attempt was

made to copy anything Spanish in its preparation.

The program was announced in a feature story in the Collegian , the

local college paper. There was no advertisement. The story appears on

Plate XXXII. As will be noted, the play was announced to be presented one

day earlier than the correct data. In spite of this, between 60 and 70

people witnessed the presentation.

A copy of the audience analysis questionnaire is presented on Plate

XXXI. It was hoped that the responses could have been divided into three

groups; faculty, students and those neither faculty nor students. Since

nearly all who attended the play were students, so few were left in the two

remaining categories that no fair evaluation can be given. The responses

will therefore be treated as one category.

In response to the questioni "I think this play production as a whole

is:" two answers stated fair, 29, good, 15 said excellent and one stated

that he thought the production superior. The response to the questioni

"I think Act I is (in general):" 18 said they thought it fair, 25 thought

it good, and seven thought it excellent. The response to the questionJ

"I think Act II is (in general))" four persons indicated fair, 20 indicated

good, 24 indicated excellent and one indicated superior. The response to

the question: "I think Act III is (in general):" one individual indicated

fair, IP gooa, 25 excellent, and five superior. The response to the questioni

"I think the scenic effects are:" six answers indicated the persons thought

U*cknor, op.clt. . p. UJjO.
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them poor, 15 indicated that they thought them fair, 17 thought them good

seven indicated that they considered them excellent and two individuals

thought the scenic effects superior.

Forty-six persons voted for Tristan as the funniest character, three

voted for Luoovico and one for Fabio. The poorest character was indicated

in this manner: Diana, five votes; Theodore, three votesj Harcela, three

votes, Luoovico, nine votes; Octavio, six votes, Fabio, four votesj Anarda

two votes; and Ar.tonelo, two votes. Seventeen persons indicated Diana as

the role most effectively performed, seven voted for Theodore, fifteen for

Tristan, eight for Harcela, and three persons voted for Ludovico. The votes

for the role least effectively performed were scattered among two for Diana,

two for Theodore, four for Marcela, nine for Ludovico, six for Octavio,

three for Fabio, two for Ricardo, one vote for Antonelo and Cello.

The sexes were divided about evenly, of those who indicated an answer

twenty-four were female ana twenty-three were male. Host persons did not

answer the questions atout the number of times they attended the theatre.

CONCLUSION

The problem of this thesis was to produce the W.H.H.Chambers transla-

tion of El Perro del Hortelano. by Lope de Vega, in Holton Hall at Kansas

State College, Hay 7th, Ui>8, in the manner it would have been presented

to a seventeenth century Spanish audience. The play was produced at the

date indicated. The authenticity of the method of production has been

traced above.

A script was prepared from the W.H.H.Chambers translation of El Perro

del Hortelano . It was slightly edited in keeping with the recommendations
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of Lope de Vaga. The characters vere analyzed in teres of the four stock

roles in Spanish drama. The set was designed to fit stage usage current in

the early seventeenth century. The costumes not only fit the period but the

usage of being somewhat too rich for the character. Since the Holt on Hall

production was in the evening, modern stage lighting was used and this in

turn necessitated iLodern makeup techniques. The program was an attar pt to

bring modern audience habits to fit the play. Thus there were no loas or

entremes used. Instead a ballad was sung, one before and one immediately

after the show. The effect of the program upon the audience was gathered by

audience questionnaires.

The purpose of this paper was to explain the problems of producing a

seventeenth century Spanish comedy of intrigue on the Holton Hall stage at

Kansas State College. The problems have been revealed with respect to

script preparation, plot and character analysis, set design and construction,

costuming, lighting, makeup and program presentation. The Spanish usages

were stated and the way the problem was solved in the present production.

The success of these solutions may be seen in the audience analysis ques-

tionnaire report above.
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The Prompt Script

The translation of El Perro del Hortelano by W.H.H.Chambers, as

edited for this production, is presented below with the stage movement

and technical cues. The stage movement and technical cues are given as

footnotes to the soript. The blooking is numbered consecutively through

each act, according to the speech in whioh such movement or cues occur.

The stage directions are given in terms of the standard divisions of a

stage. The floor plans of each set are shown on Plates IV, V, and VI.
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The Dog in the

toil

Sosns X

(The house lights dim out)

(Ths stag* lights oone on)

( Ths musielan appears to slag a ballad)

(Ths musician writs)

(Ths stags lights din and oone up again)

A room In ths apartments of the Counteaa. It is night. Thoodoro and

Tristan enter from tip oenter and arose to left. Diana enters from right,

sees then and soreams,

TheodoVO

let us flee, Tristan, this way. 1

Tristan

How dlagraeofnl!2

Theodore

Did anyone reoognlse us?

Tristan

I don't know; T rrreeuoe so.

Plana

Stop, stop, sir, listen, Is this ths way to treat me? Stop, I say-

hallo! Is there no serrant here? Mo one? Was it a man I saw, or did a

dream delude me? Hallo there! Is everyone asleep?

1. Brass Tip oenter and exit.
2

. Cross up oenter snd exit.
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JMdo

(Otters fron up loft) Did your ladyship sail?'

Plan*

(/laid*) In ny presert axoitement hla oalnness naddena aw. (Aloud) Run,

you fool, for you nerit thla nanef run and see who the nan la that has Just

left thla roon.

MMa

Thla room?

Diana

Ron, and answer only with your foot.

MUU

I follow hla/

Diana

Learn surely who ho la.

Fabio

What traaaor.! What Iniquity!

Ontario

(Snters fran up loft) Although I beard your voloo, I aould aaaroely

credit that it was your ladyship sailing at suoh an unusual hour.'

Diana

Ton make a very pretty shooting star - you travel ao rapidly! Ton

retire early and, when men enter iry apartments, Indeed, almost ny bad-

ohanber lteelf, you acne at leisure when I In desperation, call. la this

3. Oross to Diana,
4. Cross up oenter and exit.
5. Gross to Diana.



tha ast'on of a faithful squire?

Ontario

I could not believe It was your ladyship sailing.

Dins,

tat us Imagine It was soneone else. Go, retire again lest sane ham

befall you.

Ontario

But p Sonera*

FaW.0

(alters from up senter) I never saw the like, he flew like a faleon.6

Clam

Did you note nothing?

MM*

What?

A mantle embroidered with gold that he wore?

Pablo

As he was descending the stairs I - -

Diana

The nan of my household are worthy only of serving old women!

Metis

Hi extinguished the lamp with his hat) descended in the favorinr

darkness of the doorway, drew his sword - and disappeared.

Diana

You're a wet hen.

6. Cross to Diana
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FaMo

What should I have done?

A fine question! Caught him and killed him.

MM*

Bat suppose be vm a gontlemanj do yon think It vise of ae to throw

your reputation Into the puhlio street?

Diana

A gentleman here? What do you mean?

Ontario

Is there no one In Naples who love* you? Who vould marry you, and,

meanwhile, would use erery means to see you? Are there not a thousand

gentlemen whom a desire to marry you has blinded with lore? Besides, you

say be had a gallant's mantle, and FaMo saw him throw his bat at the light.

Diana

Doubtless It was a acvaller who, out of love, sought to corrupt my

servants. Suoh honorable servants X have, Qstsvio! But I must learn who

he Is. His hat was adorned with feathers; It must still be op. the stairs.

Oo get It.

FaMo

Do you think I aen find It?

It Is olear, you Imbseile, that flying he dare not stop to seek it.

FaMo

I'll take a lpht, Senora, and sse.7

1. Cross up ©enter and exit.



If I verify my suspicions, not a servant shall remain In agr household.

Ontario

Tou will do vail, slnoa they have dared to trouble your tranquility.

But, although perhaps indiscreet to apeak to you upon a displeasing subject,

especially when you are Justly Irritated, I must say your unwillingness t«

narry ia the cause of all tbe folly shown by those who wish to win you.

Diana

Tou knew sonething?

Oetavio

I know only that you have a reputation for beauty and unwillingness to

narry. The thoughts of many are fixed upon the Countess de Bslflor.

Fable

(Enters frorr up center) I ran across this hati It would be hard to

find a worse.

"

Diana

That la the hat yon found?

Ootavio

I never saw a filthier.

Fafalo

"ell, this is It.

Diana

Zou're sure this is the hat?

*ablo

Do you think I would deoeive you?

_______
3. Cross t Diana
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MUM

Fine feathers, these!

Mb
Belonging to some thelf

.

You'll drive ne arasy, you too.

Fable

nevertheless, this Is the hat.

Diana

Put I tell you I saw feathers, waving pluses - and they resolve Into this?

Fabio

As he threw then on the lamp, they doubtless burned. Iearus, flying

too near the sun, burned hie feathers and fell Into the white foaa of the )§±

•ea. <Tls the same tale. Iearus - that's the hat; the sun - that's the

lamp; end the sea - that's the stairs where they fell.

Diana

I'd In no Joking nood, FaMo) this requires serious thought.

Ontario

There will be tirae to learn the truth.

Diana

What tine, Ostavio?

Ostavto

Sleep now, end tomorrow we can ascertain -

Diana

I eenr.ot sleep - I an Diana, and I swear I will not rest until I

learn the truth. Call all ray woraen. (
Fablo exits left)



Vhat a niserable night wo shall pass.'

Diana
d

Oeoupiod by oare eould I sleep? Could I forget that a van has been

vlthln the house this vary night?

Ootavio

It would he vise to Infomi ourselves cautiously; to make assist

Diana

You sre too prudent, Oatarlo. To sleep after such an adventure would

be an exeess of discretion.

(Etoter Pablo, with Dorotea, Karoela and Anarda from left)

Fable

I have brought only those who nay be able to enlighten youj the other

women of the household are wrapt In aluaber.9 Ths maids of your ohanber

alone eould have beard anything.

This night the sea will run high and its waves rage.'10 Do you wish to

be alone with us?

Diana

lee. (To Fablo ard Ootavio) lou two go.

Fablo

(To Ostavlo) Inviting examination?11

Ostav'o

(To Fablo) She's eruy.

9. Gross to Diana
10

. Cross down left with Dorotea and Keroela.
11. Fablo and Ootavio oross up left and exit on lines.
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Ma
tad suspects ml

Diane

Dorotea, aotM here.12

Dorotea

What does your ladyship vish?13

Diana

I viah to know the names of the men who usually room about this street.

Dorotea

Setters, the Marquis Rioardo and oooesionally Count Paris.

with entire truthfulness the question I shell now ask.

D«

What hare I to ocnoeal?

Diana

With when have you seen then talking?

Dorotea

Were you to eail on ne a thousand tlaes I oould give but on answeri

I have seen than speak with none of this bouse, but you; you only, Senora.

Diana

Has no message been given youT Has no page entered?

Dorotea

12. Cross eenter.
13. Cross to Diana
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Diana

Retire to yonder oomer.^

Maraala

(To tearda) Pleasant inquisition.'

tearda

(To Mareela) T'oet setere.'

Diana

listen, Anardaj15 who la the nan that left the house a while aro?

tearda

The bbb?

Diana

Tea, the man who left this room. Cone, I know your trloka. Who

him here to aee me? Tn when did he oonflde?

tearda

Do not believe that any of us would be so bold. Bo one would dare to

introduoa a nan into tout apartnenta. Ho one is oapaMe of sueh treason.

No, Senora, you must not t' ink thla.

Diana

listen. Let us go further away.16 If you are not deaeiving ma, then

I have reason to suapeot It was to meet one of ay melds that the man entered,

tearda

Seeing you, Senora, so Justly agitatod foroea me to frank speech,

though by ao doing I am false to the friendship I owe my friend Maroelaj

she loves a man who returns her love, but I've not beer albe to discover

who he la.

Jji Croea up left oenterfrorotea).
15. ftnarda arosses to Diana.
16. tearda and Diana aroes down right.
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It la an error to oonoeal anything; you have told me the greater part,

vt-y refuse the rest?

Anarda

I am a varan; therefore, as you know, en torment*1 by the secrets of

others. But let auffloe you to learn that he name for Karoola. Yon need

not fear for the nonor of your house; he eomoa orly to talk, and has been

eonlrg but a short time.

Diana

What lmrudenoe! A fine reputation I, an unmarried vonen, will have!

Wen entering my house at night. For the eount, my late husband's memory -

Infamous -

Anarda

Be oalm and let me explain. The nan who acnes to talk with Marsala Is

not a stranger In your house, and he ean oome without danger to your

reputation.

Diana

Then It la one of my servants?

Anarda

Yafij ronora,

Diana

Vhlah one?

Anarda

Thoo or*-1 .

Diana

The secretary!
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Anarda

I krov only what I have spoken; further I know nothing.

Diana

Use your beat judgment. Don't be rash. 17

Diana

I an bow tranquil, now that I know he did not ocoe for me (She oalla

Maroela).

Maronla

What do you wish, Senora?18 (Aside) 1 tremble already.

Diana

Have I not oorflded to you my honor and ry Inmost thoughts?

Maroela

What have they said of ne that oould make you question ay uell-'-nown

loyalty?

Diana

Tor loyalty?

Maroela

How have I offended?

Diana

Is It not an offense to allow a nan to enter my house, my very apart-

, at night, to speak with you?

17. Cross to the right of Dorotea.M
. Oroas to Diana.
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It Is Theodora, who la love-etrieker., and whenever ha mm h, says

sweet things toy the soar*.

Diana

Sweet things toy tha aeora. Upon 07 faith, 'tis a year of Boat exMllant

t! Tou should thank high heaven!

Maroela

I mean, as soon u ha mm as, bis tongue at onoe traralatM tha

of hla heart.

Diana

TranalatM? 'Tie a atrange expression; but what does he Bay?

Maraela

'Tis dlfflault to renenber.

Diana

Ton aan if you try*

Meroela

Cnea ha soldi "For thoee bright eyas I'd sell my aoulj" another tinei

"Desire, awakened by your beauty, robbed me of sleep." Afterward ha asked

ae for a single hair with whloh to enchain hla longing. But why should I

repeat suoh trifles?

Diana

At least, theas trifles pleased ou well?

MsrMla

I own It, slnoa I have reason to believe that Theodore's intentions are

honorable - th t he wishes to narry me.

Diana

Doubtless. love is quite proper when its and and ala is marriage. Do
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you wish me to arrange for yours?

Ksroela

Ah! How happy you make as. A* 70s hare shown mi so much mercy and

have been so generous, I will frankly oonfessi I adore hlo. There la

other In all the oity so able and so prudent, bo loving and at the same

time so discreet.

Diana

I already know his merits by reason of the office that be fills.

Mexoela

There Is a wide difference, however, Senora, between a knowledge of

his merits, based on the cold ceremonious work be does for you and that

barn of familiar intercourse - the tenderness, sweetness and vivacity of

his amorous discourse.

Mereela, I have resolved to marry you, when the proper time arrives,

but I owe something to myself and the name I bear. I cannot permit these

conversations to continue, and I must appear to punish you, since your

—pan lain know you have been meeting Theodore In my house. Be discreet,

and when the occasion offers, I will serve you. Theodore has been raised

i* my house, and for you, '-'aroela, I have the feelings of a relative

rather than a mistress; be assured I shall not forget your good services.

Maroela

Tour creature casts herself at your feat.19

&. toeels.
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Yon Mgr go now*

MkTOOla

Hy gratitude vil3 be eternal.

Diana

I wiah to be alone j go. 20

( To Maroala) What happened? 21

Harcela

(To Anarda) Bar oaree have beoone ay hapr'ness.

Has aha already learned your aeeret?

Maroala

Tea, and knows, too, that It la one pure and stalnlaas.

( Dorotea, Anarda and Maroela exit left)

Diana

A thousand tinea I have noted tho beauty, grace and olaverneas of

Thaodorej 22 ware it not for the distanoe birth has plaoed betveen us, I

ahould love his. Lore la our earn-on nature) but I regard ny honor aa a

treasure of greator value than love. I raapeot ny rank, and even to think of

aueh a love degrades aa. Sivy will remain, for if anyone can Justly envy

the havipinees of another, I aan, I would to hat-van that Theodore oould

raise himself tone or that I oould lower myself to htoi!

20. Mareela oroeaea left oenter., Intaroepte Maroala.
22. Cross oenter.
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( The stagelights dta and come up again)

SoCM II

( The apartaente of the Countess. The next naming. Enter

Theodora end Tristan from up carter)

Theodore

I hare not been able to rest a single moment.

^

Tristan

Tou have food cause for .akefulness, for you are lost If identified. *

I advised ft* to retire, but yon would not listen.

Theodore

Vho sen resist love?

Tristan

Tou shoot well, but only glance at the target.

Theodore

'Tis the nay all olevor narkanen do.

Tristan

Ton would suo -sad bettor had you a proper appreciation of danger.

Theodore

Do you think the Countess recognized no?

Tristan

Tee end no; she nay not have actually recognised, but she oertalnly

suspects you.

Theodore

When Pablo followed me do* the stairs I was at the -olnt of killing him.

J, Crosses to chair and sits.
**. Cross up center.
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Tristan

How dexterously I extinguished the light with ny hat.

Theodore

Darkness stopped hin Just in time, for had be wished to oooe

I should hnvo known how to stop htm.

^tan

While descending, I said to the lampi "We are strangers to this house."

The lanp aade answers "You lie," To revenge the insult, I threw ny hat In

his faoe.

Theodore

Today I look far death es ay portion.

Tri*tan

Ton levers are always sighing and oanplaining.

Theodore

What oan I do In this great peril, Tristan?

Tristan

Cease to love Meroela, for the Countess Is not a woman that will

pewit —ours in her house,

Theodore

Aid how esc I forget her? Tie impossible.

Tristan

I'll teaeh you how to oholce your love.

Theodore

Row shall I hear folly*

Tristan

Skill conquers all, and sy art Is easy. In the first plao», you oust
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firmly resolve to forget your love and that you will not return to her

even in thought. If a spark of hope remains, yta cannot forget her oherished

image. Be firmly r solved and Imagination »s play will stop at ones. Have

you not noted that when the spring runs down, the watoh wheals cease to move?

•Tis so when the spring of hope beeomes lnaotlva.

Theodore

And will not memory eonatantly renew my sorrow, by reealling the

shams of which I am deprived?

Tristan

It Is an enemy from wh'eh It Is dlf leult to separate j but Imagination

•an aid us to oonquor.

Theodore

In what way?

Tristan

By thinking eonstantly of the defects and not at all on the graces of

your mistress. love Is born by thinking of charms and being blind to

Imperfections . Do not let your fancy paint her In rich robes, brilliant,

on a balcony. Remember the words of a aagei Their beauty Is half dress-

maker," Imagine her body to be that of a penitent scourged for her sins,

rathe?- than one to be draped In rich fabrics. Remember her defects, 'tis

the sovereign r-nrdy. At table you need but to recall some disgusting

spectacle and, behold, your appetite Is gone. Have ever present to your

mind Var~ela's defects, and If she returns to your thought, memory will

destroy love.

Theodore

What an Ignoble surgeon' Tie the plan of a clcdlsh charlatan} you

have not studied, Tristan, therefore you do not understand women. They are
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as dear and transparent as crystal.

Tristan

As eryetal, yes - end an fragile| far you have bit an exaot

iaon. I taow, however, another method, one that suooMded veil with no.

Bven I was anoe In love; In love vith a bundle of falsehoods, fifty yeara

old, with ao large a bay-window that all the papers of a sheriff 'a offiee

Eight have been kept therein. Indeed, the Greeks would have been more at

ease in it than within the Trojan horse. Have you never heard of that

huge not tree, whose hollow trunk gave shelter to an entire family? This

fat wanes oould have sheltered than likewise. I wished to forget her, but

uy treacherous worji oorst^ntly reoalled the orange flower, the lily, the

Jasnlne and the snow. However, I hit upon a elever triofc, and, like a

asm of sense, began to think of olothea baskets, old trunks, huge rag-bags

and hogsheads of swills ther, was my love turned to disdain, and of my

mistress, huge as she was, not a sign of her remained.

Theodore

But Karoela has no defeats and I oar. ot forget her.

Tristan

Then curse your luck and follow the foolish enterprise.

Theodore

But she is all eharm, what can I do?

Tristan

Think on her charms until you lose the favor of the Countess altogether.

(Enter the Countess from right)
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Diana

Theodore.25

Theodore

(Aside) It 1* she.'*

Tristan

(Asia*) If she liana the truth therein be three of us

Diana

Theodore, one of uy friends, mistrusting her own skill, has asked ne to

write this letter. Forced by friendship to oblige, end being but little

acquainted with the phrases of lore, I bring it to you for correction.

Theod re, take it and read.

If you composed it, Senore, I should try In rain to equal it. It

would be arroganoe in ne to pretend to correct it. Send It as it la.

Diana

Head it, read it, I say.27

'nMBV

I

I an surprised at your lack of confidence In yourself} but I will

read it to learn a diction with which I as entirely unacquainted - t' at of

love.

Tntirely unacquainted with love?

A knowledge of ay defeats has restrained net I have no confidence.

25. Cross right center.
"". Junpe to feet.
27

. Gives letter to Theodore.
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Diana

So I see} ant this is why you go about concealed In a mantle?

Theodore

I, Senora? Whan? Wh*pa7

Diana

?tsr steward told na tat, chancing to go out laat Bight, ha met yon

wrapt in a mantle.

Theodore

'twas but a pleasantry. Fabio and I oft play a thousand trioks.

Diana

Bead, read.

Theodore

I thought perchance scne onvioua one had spetoen,

Diana

Perhaps you have given oauee for Jealousy; but read.

Theodore

Yea, I wish to eee t" is riraole of ingenuity. (He reada) . , "To

love because one sees others loving is envyi and before one loves, to be

Jealous la a marvelous inventior of Jealousy. I am sad because, beinp the

nore baautiful, 1 cannot obtain the felicity I envy in another. Without a

Botivs I an suspicious and Jealous without love, although I fool I ought to

love, since I wish to be loved. I neither consent nor refuse. I wish to

remain silent, yet to be understood, tat Mm understand who nay, I under-

stand nyself."

Diana

What do you think of it?
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Theodore

If such be the ladfr'n thought, it could not be more beautifully

1, But I oonfess that J do not understand how lava la caused by

jealousy, since jealousy usually is bom of love.

Slaw

I hare reason to suspect that my friend has been seeing this young an

with pleasure, but without love. Open learning, however, t! at he is paying

his addresses to another, Jealousy has awakened love. May it not be so?

Theodore

Without a doubt, Senora, but this jealousy had a oause, and this

aause, was it not lova?

Diana

I do not know, Theodore j the lady told me only that she had never

felt ought for the cavalier but kindress until she learned he lovsd another)

since then a thousand lndiaoreot desires have foroed her to lay bare her

to lenuunee the indifference In which she had hoped to live.

Theodore

Tour letter is charming, I could not hope to equal it,

Diana

Writer ny apartnent and fraai an answer.

Theodore

I dare not even try.

Diana

Co this for ay sake.

^hoodorc

Tour ladyship wished to test «y
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Slam

I shall await you herej return as quiokly aa you aan.

Thaodora

I leave to execute your ocamands. ('"o exits right)

Diana

Approaeli, Tristan, and llstan.

Tristan

I hasten at your o«nBiand,28 but I oanrot ooma In these breech—

without a feeling of shame. My master, your aearetary, Is a trifle ahort

of oaah these days. I hare told hla In vain that the handsome habia of

hla valet ought to ba hla rlcheat ornament - a mirror wherein to see hla

greatness. Though doubtless he la unable to do more.

Diana

Does ha gamble?

Tristan

Would to heavenl Hi that panes oan always gat money, here or there.

Formerly kings learned a trade, ao that If porehanoe they loat their states

they oould etUl live. More happy Is he who in his tender youth has learned

to gamble. Tla a nobis art, for it sustains with little labor. A skillful

artist will paint his genius Into a oanvna, whlah a fool nay value at leea

than ten dollars, while a gambler has but to say even, to gain a hundred

Diana

In brief ho does not gamble?

28. Cross to Diana
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Tristan

Bs is too prudent*

Diana

Then 'tis oertain ho has lova affairs.

Tristan

love affairs? What a Jolos! Why, he's aa oool aa la*.

Diana

in salable young baobolor, vail forned and eourteoue, and yet ha

oourta no ons?

Tristan

I look aftsr his horsa and elothes, hot I do rot stick ny nos* into his

love affairs. ttl day long be Is employed In your servioe and 1 suspeot

entirely oooupiad,

Diana

Bat at night, does ha nevor go out?

MMs)

X an sot with him, «r nip la bruised -

Diana

How did It happen?

Tristan

I can answer as the badly serried, when they say the red narks on their

fsee ore due to Jealousy. I fell on the stairs,

Diana

You fall on the stairs?

Tristan

Tea, I fell and rolled from top to bottemi ny ribs eeontad eaah step.
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It must have been your fault, Tristan, If you t rev your hat at the

Trlstaa

(Aside) Ch, the tall! She knows all.

Diana

Vhy do you not answer?

Tristan

I sought to recall vhan - Ch, yes, new I ranee* r, It was last sight.

There were sons bats flying about; I abased then with ny hat and struck

at one, when out want the larapj then I lost ay footing and rolled to the

foot of the stairs.

Diana

*Tls nioely told, but llotanj^lr a book of secrets I rwaember to bar*

read that the blood of bats Is used to Wssaj hair j I must hare these bats

bled to uncover this halrbreath esoape.

Tristan

(Aside) It bids fair to be a serious scrape. Must I go to the

gallays for sons bats? (He exits up left)

Theodore

(liters fron right) Tour orders have boon assented, Senara.3°

Diana

You hare oorploted it?

29. Steps to Tristan.
™. Cross to Diana.
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Theodore

With little confidence, but it vss your wil" and I have obeyed. Head

it, Sancro.

Mm
(Reading) "To love because one sees others love would only be envy, if

love did not preexist; for she who had never thought of lovo voulil not love

einply beoause she had seen others love. love which sees the one longed for

In another's power declares itself; for as color nourita to the face in the

loved one's presence, so does the tongue betray that which coves the soul.

I say no more, and forswear happiness, because if I should err ny lowliness

would ofrand her greatness. I speak solely of that which I understand, and

will not understand that whloh I do not merit for fear others should falsely

believe that I believe I aerlt it." BM*ta kept well within the bounds of

dSMtfUN .

Theodore

7ou ere ridiculing me.

Diana

Heaven forbid'

Theodore

What do you really think of it?

Diana

Of the two, yjurs excels, Theodore.

Theodore

I ought to regret it, for it is dangerous for an inferior to exoel.

A tele is told that one day a king said to his favorite: I an not content

with tills message I have Just composed; write as another, then vill I choose

between then. The favorite did so, and his was chosen; as soon as he saw the
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king's preference he returned home quickly and said to the eldest of his

three aonst let us fly froci this kdngden iraediately, for I em la dire

peril. The son, In oonsternatior , asked the cause. The king, responded

the father, has discovered that I knew more than he. Oh, that this letter

has not done like for me.'

Diana

Ho, Theodore, if I prefer your letter, 'tis beoause It so happily

follows the Idea I suggested! nor think because I highly esteem your pen

I have lost all faith In nine, even though I so a woman, liable to err and

not -very disareet, as I fear I hare just hut too well shown. You say you

fear yo -r lowliness will offend her greatneasf yon are deceived, for when

one truly lovea t le never haprens, however unequal the rank, love never

offends. This Is reserved for hatred or indifference.

MsjaVaJ

So nature teaches i yet we learn that Phaeton, driving the golden

hones, was east on rugged rooks, and Iearue, with vaxon wings, was preci-

pitated into the crystal sea, both beoause they dnred approaoh the sun.

Diana

But the sun would have done nothing of the sort had It been a woman.

If you are ever tampted to love one highly born, be confident, for love Is

greater than rank and women are not stone, I take your letter, I wish to

review it at my leisure.

Theodore

Pardon, it has a thousand faults.

I i'o MM faflH sv "; Ma
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Theodore

You wish to reward mo. I bars your latter.

Diana

You may "*eep it* or totter still, destroy it.

^heodore

Destroy it?

Diana

Tea, what Batters audi tripling losa when ttora ia riak of one ao groat.

(Exit* right)

Theodora

She leaves.^ Who euld b've believed that ao viae and so noble a

vcntan would have oondeaoeaded to isaJce known bar love ao brusquely? But

perhapa I deceive myeelf - yet she aaidi <Vhat matter* such trifling loaa

when there is riak of onw ao groat." So great? So great a loss? Tees

doubtless, if she meant haraelf - but why ahould I dlaturb myself? 'TIs

pleasantry alone, perchance. But no, the Oountesa is ao sensible, ao viae.

Sueh pleasantry is not in keeping with lier oharaoter. The greatest lords

in Naples pay bar court end I, sore than her lave, would be in peril of

ay life. Perhaps she has learned I woo Karoelai on this she ohaffa me.

Could Bookery though, paint her oheek* ao deep a hue and sake her tremble aa

she spoke? As the rose aolora and opens to the touch of the sun, so,

H—t^* by love, she colored a more brilliant ton* and opened her heart to

ne. It eannot be an illusion or mere banter. Stop, Insensate heart, yon

asek greatnessj . . But no, it ia bar beauty that attracts . . and yet she

ia as discreet as she is beautiful

31, Cross center.
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Varoela

(Staters free) left) Car* ve ohat a vhilo?32

*eB, let us embrace the opportunity, houavor dangerous; for you, my

Neroela, I would vUliagly die.

?3aroa2a

To a«9 you I would aspoae myself to a thousand daatha. I have awaltod

the day with an impatience equal to that of a dor* alone on har neat, and

when I sow Aurora anrounoa the rising sun I aaidt Row ahall I sea the sun

of toy life, nay, ay life itself. Many things hays ha -pened since ws parted.

The Counteas swora she waul not rest until she had identified the intruder,

while false frlanda, envious of my happiness, treacherously told bar of our

lovei for there la no true friendship among women earring one household.

In brief, aha has run down our secret, the huntress Diana) but I oan aasure

you thntall la vail. I told her your intentions ware honorable, that you

wished to marry taoj indeed I did more, I confessed I adored you. I told har

your good qualities, your cleverness, your wit, painted you in such glowing

colors that I Bored har heart In your favor to such an extent that she has

promised to merry us. I feared she would he angry and drive us both frost

the house, but she Is aa generous as she is Illustrious, and her clear mind

has reoognized your merits. Happy. Indeed, are those who Borve a kind

mistress.'

Theodora

She preniaed you say to marry us?

32, Cross to Theodora.
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Art you surprised that she turns* ono so mar bar?

Theodora

(Aside) I was deceived. Fool that I was, I thought the Countooa spoke

of as. Thought that so noble a faleon would a >ek aueh unworthy pray.

What are you mnnbling?

Theodore

Keroela, the Countos- spoke with *», but aha did cot give ne to under-

stand that she knew it was I that ran free bar apartments

.

Maraela

She thoughtfully oonoealed it, in order not to be obliged to punish

us is any way but by marriage, for 'tis the sweetest punishment that eould

be given those that lore.

Theodore

Say, ra her, that is is an honorable remedy. »

I'sroala

tod you oonsont?

Thaodora

With happlnaas and Joy.

Maroala

Prore it "to nb«

Theodore

With my ant) the boat signature to a love contract Is a tender

•mbraoe, (They enbraoe)
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Diana

(Qjters from right) I aea you are mending rapidly! I should ha quite

content, for those who reprimand, love quick improvement! I beg you don't

disturb yourself j go right on!

Theodore

S nora, I vas just telling Karoela the ohogrin I fait as I left your

apartments last night, for fear yau Blight think my projeot to marry her an

offense to you. This thou ht nearly killed me; but Kertela assures me

that In uniting us you aim to show your bounty and greatnesB of soul For

this answer I aobraoe her, and believe me, Senora, If I wished to deceive

you, my Imagination would not fail. I recognise, Senora, that to one as

dlsoerning as yourself It Is best to speak truth.

Diana

Theodore, you have failed to pay due roepaot to the honor of my house,

and you merit punishment, for the generosity I have shown you both did not

justify such license. Whan love passes certain bounds it oaases to be a

valid exouso. Until your marriage, for deo run's sake, I must keep Maroela

under look and key. I ca' rot run the risk of your being seen together by

the other servants, who might follow your example and place me under obliga-

tions to marry all. (She calls Porotea)

Porotea

(3nters from the riffht) What la your wish, Senora?3*

Diana

Take this key and look Haroela In my room.35 There I have soma work

33. Cross to right of Theodore. Theodore and Karoela spring apart.
3*. OrosB right.
35. Give key to Porotea.
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I wish bar, without fail, to perform} you must not think ne vexed with her. 3*

Dorotoa

(To Xaroela) What's the trouble, Maroala?

i-^aroaiA

(To Dorotoa) Tha forgo of a powerful tyrant and my aril atar. Sha

looks as up because of Theodore,3?

Diana

So, Theodore, you viah to aarry, do you?'^

Thaodora

I viab to do nothing, Saaara, that will not plaaoa you, and believe

na, ny offensa ia lass than you have baan led to bellow. You know amy,

with har aarpant's tongue, doth not dwell in deaarta or on Mountain tops,

as tha poet hath it, but in the palaoaa of tha groat.

Diana

Than it la not true that you love Karoala?

Thaodora

Vail, I oould live quito easily without her.39

Diana

.
lot she told sis for her you'd lost your head.

Theodore

'la of ao little account, the loss would be alight But I ask your

ladyship to believe that, although I know Maroala to be worthy of nuoh love,

yet I do not love her as nuoh ao aba merits.40

3&. Maroala crosses to Dorotoa.
gi Horoela and Dorotoa exit right.S Cross to Theodore.
39. Turn quarter left.
<°. Trun to Diana.
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Mat

But have you not said sweet, endeariar things that night hare charmed

hearta more difficult to oonquor?

Theodore

Words are cheap.

Slam

What did you aay to her? Tall as, Theodora, that I may learn how man

make love.

Theodora

They desire, they demand, they dreaa with a thousand fanoies one poor

truth - sometimes even one is looking.

Diana

Tea, but I wish the exact vords.

Theodore

"four ladyship is pressing. Well, I eaitit Those eyes, those brilliant

orbs lighten my darkness j the coral and the pearl of that aeleetlal oouth -

Diana

Oelestial?

Theodore

Tea, this and similar words are the alphabet of love.40

Diana

You have bad taste, Theodora, Be not vexed, but I have lost much of

the good opinion I had of you. Marcels has many sore defects than oharmsj

I know bar intimately and mat often scold - I do not wish to disgust you,

but there are things If I should tell - but never mind, we'll drop bar

and defects, for I'd content that you should love and marry her - you, a

4°. Turn to Diana,
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skillful lover, bow advise ma la the interest of the friend of when I hare

spoken and vho for a lonp time has loved a man is birth beneath her. If

he tells her love, she fails in the respect she ouea herself, and if she

is silent, jealousy devours} for this ?oung man, though not lacking in wit,

little suspeets so great a love and 1b fearful and timid vhen near her.

Theodore

In truth, I know little of love, Senora, and know not what to

Diana

Say rather, you do not wish, what did you say to Maroela? What

gallantries? Ah, if walls could only talk -

Theodore

The valla oould have nothing to say.

Stop, you blush, and that which your tongue denies the tell-talo red

Theodora

I took her hand only, and eannot see why she oocplaina, for I returned

it to her.

Diana

But that hand, like the hand of a queen, always returned kissed?

(Aside) Karoela was a fool. (Aloud) It is true that I dared to

oool the ardor of ny lips upon the lily and the enow -

Diana

The lily and the snow? I'a delighted to learn t is remedy 'gainst

fever of the lips, flow tell your counsel.
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Theodore

If this lady lovea a nar so fax Isneath her that aha feels the love

degrading, let her ooroelve soma olever ruse and In disguise eabraoe hla.41

Mm
But would he not suspeot? Would It not be betto to slay him?

Theodore

We are told that Maroua Aurallus had the gladiator slain that was

loved by hla wife; but suoh orlaes are worthy only of the heathen.42

Diana

Today In this olty, If we may believe what <) hear, there are Faustinas

and Msssallnas aplenty, but the Luoretlas are few and far between. Write me

a sonnet on t^at subject, Theodore. Good-bye.*3 (She falls purposely)

Oh! I have fallen, why do syou stare? Give bo your hand.

Theodore

Reapeet forbade ny offering It.**

Diana

Why eover with the oorner of your mantle?

Theodore

Thus bare I seen Oetavlo offer his, when aoeerranying you to mesa,

Diana

But what a hand! It must be seventy years of age. A hand so shrivelled

that the sloth whloh oovers It serves for a shroud. To wrap a hand before

offering It to one who has fallen Is to aot like he who, sailed upon for

41. Turn and step left.
42. Turn to Diana.
43. Cross right oenter.
44. Cross to Diana and give hand folded In mantle.
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help la sudden oonbat by a friend, rune for his ooat of malli bafore he sex

return the friend la deed. Besides, If the hand, like the nan himself, be

honorable, vhy rail?

Theodora

Please receive ny thanks for the kindness yon have shown.45

Diana

when you beeona a squire, thee you can offer your hand wrapt In an

ample mantle. Today you are a secretary. But I eautlon you,46be careful

not to relate ny fall If you dealre to rlee. (She exits right)

aSMMeV
in

Can I trust thin to be truth? It nay be slnee Diana la a woman; yet

when asking for ny hand all womanly fear was drivn from her oharaing

oounteranoa by the roses of her sheeks. Har hand trembled ) I felt It.

What shall I do? I shall follow my happy destiny, even though the outoone

be doubtful. I abandon fear to embraoo courage, but to abandon Karoela -

'tis unjust - wonsn ought not to reoelve suah Insult as the prloe of their

favor - yet they abandon us as they please - out of Interest, of i

passing fancy. Of love they die as little as men die.

(Old of Aet Che)

(The atagellghte dim out)

45. Bows to Diana.
46. Steps up to Theodore.
47. Cross center.
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tot IX

(The stagellghts ocne up full mealing a roon In the apartmnta of

the Countess. Theodore le seated up right.)

Theodore

Dew desire that assails no, avaunl.'* Get thee gone! - dissolve Into

tenuous air. What folly to listen to this tormenting desire j - and yet

where prise Is greet, Is daring email j end prloelees treasure exoulpates

ny hope - but Its foundations? An I not building a diamond tower upon

dsoaying straw? Ho, It oannot be the fault of my desire If love has

raised It to so high a plteh that I stand baek affrighted - It Is beoause

I'm plaeed too lowly. But, let ne lose all, If needs must, In following

these vein yet flattering thovghts - for, after all, It Is not to lose, to

lose In suah an enterprise. Others felleltate thercs Ives up n their

happiness, but I, today, upon my ruinj It Is so glorious that happiness

itself ear. Justly envy It.

Tristan

(Htoters from up left) If, In the nidst of all your disturbing thoughts,

you ean give a sonant to 1'nrcela, there's a letter} 2 she consoles herself

for banished pleasures by writing you. Ordinarily we oare little to see

those of when we have no need. Great lords, and you Imitate then well,

when in favor, are overwhelmed by proffered friendship! ones fallen, their

friends fly as though ay noble lords were striofcen with the plague. Kareela

has fallen from favor - this letter, would It be well to dlslnfest It?

1, Theodore rises and paees baek and forth up center.
2, Crosses to Theodore.
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Theodora

Give it to to, fool? although doubtleso It ought to to disinfected,

Biro* It •use tor* In your hands. (He reads) "To Theodore, my husband"

- my husband? What drivel! Iter silly*

Tristan

It Is silly, isn't it?

Theodore

Ask fortune if froa the height to vhioh she to* raised ne I oar. stoop

to piok suoh an humble flower?

Tristan

read it for ray sake, however divine you nsy bars grown. I aan raeall

the time wton Maroelo, now an humble flower, van an eagle with splendid

plXBSge.

Theodore

After gaslng at the sun one oarmot se even goldj I as astonished that

I aan see tor at all.

Tristan

You nalxrtsin your dignity veil - but vhat will you do vith tha leVer?

Theodore

This.*

Tristan

What' Ton destroy it?

Theodora

Without hesitation.

3j Cross to Tristan and seise letter.
4. Tear up letter.
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Tristan

But why?

Hum
Thus can I answer nost quiokly.

Tristan

You aro unjustly rigorous.

Theodore

Co not vender; I an another nan.

5

Tristan

Methlnks yon lovers are apothecaries in love.° The reoire of matri-

monyi to be taker with suspicions and quarrels, followed by a bleeding.

It ia a bitter drop whiob needs to be purged by oertain sweetenings after

ten days of pleasure. Then many Jewels, laoes, and rioh trifles are needed

for soothing apT-lioatlcn. Finally the presori-tions must be paid for, lore

is dead, the letters torn, Bet you ought not to have destroyed Kareela'a

without first reading.

Theodore

Drink has obacrued yowr wit.

Tristan

I fear that ambition has done as nroh for you.

Theodora

Tristan,7 eaeh oan have his share of fcaprinesa in this vorldj those

who do not attain it fall beeauee they dare not recognise their opportunities .

and aspire after fortune. I will die in this enterprise or be Count de Belflor.

5. Turn quarter right and arose right center.

6. Cross left.
1. Cross to Tristan.
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Tristan

Thare was a Cesser onoe who bad for his derlooj "Either Caeear cr nobody."

Vhan failure oarse, a witty fellow wrote t "You wish to be Caesar or nobody,

1
your wish Is fulfilled - and morej you ware Caesar, ycni are nobody."

Theo 0"O

Nevertheless, Tristan, I anbraoe this enterprise \ let fortune do what

•bewill.8

Soene II

(A roon In the apartaents of the Countess)

Dorotea

(3nter fror right with Maroela) If an.<ng your eorepanlons there be

one who shares your sorrow, I am she.9

Hareala

Vhlle I was Imprisoned in that roon my love for you increased by

reason of your nany kind servieos, and I assure you, Dorotea, yon have no

greater friend. Anarda doubtless thinks that I am ignorant of her intrigue

with flaMo, this nade her bold to tell of ay affair.10

(Oxter Theodore and Tristan from up left)

Dorotea

•Tis Theodore, now.

Mtrosla

Jfr Ufa, my love I*1

8. Theodore and Tristan exit rp left.
9. Cross left osnter.
10. Cross oenter.
". Cross to Theodore.
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HMMM
I*op it, Meroela, drop it.12

Hsrosla

But, my ds*r, I adore you.
-1^

QmIbW

Ba oeraful what you do and say. The tapeetriee of palaoM ham bam

know to speak, ar.d the fururee of than are to remind ue that perananae

behind than lurks a livinc listener. Wear baa given voioe to mtw and

ourely tapestries nay talk.

Mereela

Have you read ny latter?

Theodore

T tore It up without reeling. I received aueh a laaaon that together

I destroyed ny love and letter.

"aroela

And those aralhe pleoea In your hand?

Theodore

Tea, Mareela.

Karoala

And you renounce ny love in thla way?

la It not batter than bain? ever In peril? Tat us renounce these

vain rrojeots.

Haroela

What are you eaylng?

12. Turn to T'aroela.
13. °tep to Theodore.
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)tareela

What are you saying?

Theodore

I haws deolded to no longer give the Countess cause for oerplflirt.1^

Kereela

Alas! I have but too often perceived this sai truth.

Theodore

Goodbye, Maroela, May heaven keep you! Ve can be friends, at least.

"arosla

Can you, heodor •, say this to Maroela?1?

Theodors

I say It beeauae I wish to be tranquil and desire to reapeot the

honor of this house.

Mareela

But listen, I want to tell you -

Theodore

Leave ne.16

Monster, ean you oast me off In this way?17

Theodore

what foolish ra<-e| (Hxita up right)

Mareela

Tristan, Tristan, what does It all nean?^

14. Cross osnter.
15, Cross to Theodore.
". Cross to up left exit.

J
7. Cross to Theodore.

1S
. Cross to Tristan.
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Tristan

ft* i^e^W, Theodore is el-ply imitate -rtein„ vc~ of
J

my aoquaintanee.

Maraela

Younp wcrnen of your aaquaintanoe?

Tristan

Yesj woner. all sugar and hooey - women in whose mouths you'd think

butter wouldn't molt.

Merasla

ftcplsln what you mean.

Tristan

I have nothing more to eoyj Theorore has spoken. I am the handle of

this word; the shadow of his bodyj I must bs out in pieoes to be separated '

fror him. (lis exits up left)

Haroela

What do you thin'' of that, Dorotea?19

Corotea

I do not dare to think, and you had better be careful what you say,

for tapestries may hare ears.

(Diana and Anarda enter from ri|*t)

Diana

Suoh has been the oooasion; do not mention it again.20

tearda

But I am eonfused myself by the exouee you hers given me| here la

19. Cross to Dorotea.
20, Oroas ripht oenter.
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Maroela, Senora, talking with rorotea.21

(Aside) I could aearoe meet an objeot mora dleagi eealfle to vy sight.

(Aloud) tsars the room, both of yon.

Karoela

(To Borotaa) Either aha auspeota bo op is Jealous of na.

(Htraala and Dorotee exit left)

Key I apeak freely?

Diana

Speak aa freely as you Ilka.22

The two lords who have just left are fairly dying of love for you,2^

while your disdain for than ezoeeds that shown by Iooretia end other olassle

natrona. When one la eo haughty it sometimes henpena -

Mane

Tour talk already tirea me,

Anarda

With whom will your ladyahip marry? The Marquis Rioardo, by hia

generosity and gallantry, does he not equal or eran exeel our greatest lords

T

And would it not honor the finaat lady in the land to become the wife of

your ooualn, Frederick? Why did yon so dladalnfully diamlas then both?

"eaanee one la a fool, the other a sinpleton, and you, Anarda, both

21. Croaa to Diana.
22

. Croaa to ohair and alt.

23. Croaa up
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rolled Into one. I love them not, because I lovo) and I love bseauee I hope

for no fulfillment.

Anarde

Tfesvens! What do I hear! Tou are In love?

Diana

Am I not a woman?

Anarda

Tee, but or eold as iee, whloh the fiery sun nay touoh cot ea-not

e to burn.

Diana

Put this loe has entirely melted at the feet of one tnoet himble.

Who osn it be?

Diana

Shane and the knowledge of what I owe the honor of lay house forbid

my naning Mb.

Anarda

Put, after all, Senora, 'tis a man| one of our own species, and I

earrot see what harm it la to love hi»,

Diana

She who loves oan hate If she will. Hate is the better ahoioe; I will

Nut to love.

Anarda

But oan you?

Diana

Without a question. I hare loved when I wished to lovej I shall oease

to love at icy pleasure. (A guitar la heard) I hear musiej who is singing?
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Ths street troubador.

Dlam

We'll listen a while, perhaps thslr song nay lighten rry enre.

( A song is stag )

The sceif ve hare Just heard oontradlets you.

Diana

I understood it veil; but I Vnow nyeelf , and I shall prove that I oan

hate.

Artarda

That sails for superhuman foroe.

Theodore

(liters fror up left) Fabio h"s Just told bo, tenors, that you

sharged him to sail me. 2^

Diana

*ou have kept me waiting long.

Theodore

I sane as soon as I learned your oonoands. If I hare failed in speed,

pray pardon me.

Diana

Hare you seen these two lovers, the suitors for ny hand?

Thoodor

Tee, Senora.

24. Cross to Diana.
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Diana

Are both acnely and vail formed?

Theodore

Thay ara.

Plana

I do not wlah to decide without your eouneel; vhloh ana > ould yon

adrlao ne to Barry?

Theodore

What oouneel can I offer, Senora, In a natter whioh depends solely

upon your taate? Wh< ohever you may ohooso to plaoe over Be as lord and

neater will, In my eyes, be the better one.

Diana

Tern reward ne badly, Theoc?ore, far esteeming you a worthy counselor

In auah an Inportnnt natter.

Theodore

But, Senora, have you not among your retainers one nore ripe in age

and wisdom? Ootavio, your squire, has large experienoe and his age -

Diana

I viah to ohooso a master that shall pleaae you. Tell ne, do you

prefer the Marquis Rioardo? la he the finer man?

Theodore

I thir.Tr he Is, Senora.

Diana . .

Then I ohooee the Marquis. Go and tall V a Marquis, and as a
'

of good news he will reward you. (Diana and Anarda exit right)

.
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Theodore

Was ever being -ore unfortunate.'Resolution core prompt or change nore

sudden* Vy &*** projects cone to this! I wished on angel's wlnps to mount

to heaven, behold how lowly I have fallen. Mow foolish he who trusts In

tows of lore! Ifaw loosely tied Is lover's knot between unequalel Ought

I to he blaned If those sweet eyes aedueod me? They would have done as

cueh for Ulysses - yet, what have I lost, after all. I'll play I've bun

delirious and fanoled these mad thou hts. Vain Ideas, return to that fool's

paradise free whence you eases they fall more quickly who would rise too

high.

Tristan

(Enters from up left) I sone with beating heart to seek you. 26 la

It true what they tell me?

Theodore

Alas, Tristan, It Is true If they tell you I an oruelly deceived.27

Tristan

I have Just seen two noble lords, stretched out eaah la an am ohalr;

the Countess yawning) but I little thought she'd nade her ehoioe.

Theodore

Wall, Tristan, she ease Just now, this weathervane, this ever-changeable,

this aonster of Instability, she oarae and cmlcrad me to souneel which of the

two she should ranrry, for she said she did not wish to marry without ny

advise.29 I was thunderstruck and so like unto a fool I could not even

folly. At last she owned the Harauis pleased her best and charged me

25. Cross center,
2°. Cross to Tbsoclore.

S. Turn to Tristan.

, Cross right center.
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to annotnoe tba neve.

Trlatan

If I did not see 70a In suoh a sod star*,2' and know It la inhuman to

add to your affliction, X sbotild raoall to your Bind your aspiration to

bewiiie a oount.

las, I admit I did aspire, and even yet -

Trlatan

You oan blame no one but yoursalf

.

Theodora

Tesj yet how easy to bailers a woman's eyes.

Trlatan

I've often said, my dear master, there la no poisonous oup more dangerous

than these same eyes of woven,

Theodora

I SB so angry and ashamod that I sssrae dare raise my eyes to look one

In the faoe.3 'Tie finished; now shall I bury In oblivion both love and

aspiration} 'tis the sole remedy left for me,

Tristan

What eontrltlon and repentaneej3* But ?'areola's left} return to her.

:?o ej ovo

Here she somes. We sh 1 soon be friends,

Haroela

(liters fro left, sollloculslng) How difficult to feign a love one

29. Cross left sorter.
*>. Croaa down left.
3*. Cross to Theodore.
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does not feel!52 ««, painful to forget! The more I seek to drive Theodore

from my thoughts the more readily he returns.

Theodore

Mwoela, you do not speak| have you forgotten me?"

Mereela

I have forgotten you eo veil that wish I wero someone else, ao aa

never to reeall yon. I wish never to aae nor to think of yon, though you

may rest assured I shall ne'er forget your oooduet. How dare you nana me?

Hoir ean you twist your tongue to say that name, Mereela?

Theodora

I wished orly to teat your aonstanoy,^ but I fear you have eo little

as to be searoe worth the teat. I hear you have already oast your eyea

upon another to replace me In your love.

Mereela

Fever, Theodore, 35 does a nan of sense test either woman or glass | but

do not think I oan be deae'ved by suehn shallow excuse. I know you,

Theodore, and know that thoughts of shining gold have blinded reason. Well,

how goes your enterprise7 Will It suooeed as you fondly wish? Will It not

eost you more than It la worth? Are there no ehsrms equal to the divine

attxaotiorw of your adorable mistress? But what 'a the matter, Theodore?

You sear disturbed j haa the wind shifted auarter? Co you return to one of

your own rank, or do you eome to nook and jibe at my credulity? Yet will I

willingly admit, Theodore, you have given to my hope one happy day.

32. Cross down left.

|3. Cross down left oentor.
*4, Cross to ftareela.
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Theodora

If yon wish to punish, Maroela, I bow subnissively to your will -

hut think, love la generous, so he not to severe i vengeanoe Is ocuardly In

a eonqusror. Ton have conquered, >'areola | pardon ny error If aught of love

remains for ne. If I return to you, It Is not heoause I eenrot longer

pursue the hopes you sroke of j 'tis beoause attempted obange revived your

Image | nay "our love revive likewise., sinoo I eonfess you conquer.

Hereela

God Is ny witness that I do not wish to destroy the foundations of

your greatness. Cherish your mistress) you do well. Persevere) for If nov

you quit, your mistress will saeuee you of oowardlee. Follow the happiness

offered by your pride, as I already follow that offered by love. Bo not

offended that I have ehosen FaMo, sinee you, yourself, abandoned ne. If

I have not bettered myself , be oan at least rlpht ny wrong. Goodbye) I

tire to talk with you and fear that Fabio, already half 17 husband, nay

eons In and eateh us Here together . (She turns to exit left)

Theodore

Stop her, Tristan.

Tristan

Listen, Senora,35 even If be stopped adoring you for an lrstant, be

is rtore than willing to begin again, ft nsnds the wrong of leaving you by

earning baek. Pray listen to me, dear t'areela, 'listen.

(Enter Diana and Jinarda from right)

Diana

(«id.) Theodore -I K^eela h»e tog^.*

35, Sros" to left stafe exit,
36 € Diana and Anarda pause right.
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(To Plana) To aee than talking so -ps to Irritate you.

Diana

(To Anarda) Draw this ourtoin and soreen than: from our sight.

Jealousy awakens ay lovo.37

Maroela

For heaven's sake, Tristan, leave aa.

(To Diana) Tristan aaaka to raoonolla, they oust have quarreled.

Diana

(Aside) That laokey-plnp drives ma sari.

Tristan

The lightning does not flash more rapidly than passed froei Theodore 'a

tbmvjht the oold stem of the Countesa. ito desplsen her rlohea and oounts

your vivacious beaut'' a greater treasure. His love was like a shooting

star. Come here, Theodore.

Diana

(Aside) The raaeal's a olever oourtler.

Theodore

If she's already engaged to Pablo, and owns she loves bin, what's the

use of sailing as?

Tristan

(Aside) How the other's getting huffed.

Theodore

Batter let then pet married.

Tristan

You, too.' 'twould be a fine revenge, indeed. Hare, eene now, atop
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fooling} [rive do your hand and cake pesos.

Theodora

fool, do you hopa to persuade a* against ay will?

Tristan

Far ay sake, give me y ur hand, Senora.

Theodora

Hare I ever told Kereela that I loved another? Yet she has owned -

Tristan

•Twaa bet a •obene to ptoslsh you.

Maroela

It was no aobane, it was the truth.

Tristan

Keep still, you foolish girl| eane, I tell you. Have you both lost

your vita?

MBaMSj

I aalcad her first, but I svear by all that's holy I'll not renew -

c ma
May I be struek -

Tristan

Hush, bush, do not sveur*

Maraela

Though very angry, I fear I'll faint.

Tristan

Try to be oals and 111 -

Diana.

(Aside) How -very adroit the rasaal la!
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Maroela

Let M alone, Tristan; I've something to do.

Theodore

In, let bar alone, Tristan.

Triatan

Tory veil, she oan gO| I'm not atoTjing her.3S

Theodore

Retain her, Tristan.

I'aroele

I irlll stay, my lore.

Tristan

Vhy don't you both got no one hinders.

Haroela

Ah! ay beloved, I easnot leave you.

lior eon I leave youj no rook In the sea la sore fin.

Keroel*

Com to ay arns!39

Theodore

What delight to press you in mine.'^O

TriataB

Sinoe you hod no need, vhy did you trouble net >

(To Diane) How do you like thla sort of thing?

3£« Cross left oentor.
39. Cross to Theodore.
#>. Theodora and Haroela
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Diana

(To Anarda} Bow hare I soon how muoh Is worth th > vow of nan or woman

Theodore

How oould you say so many Insulting things, T'aroelnfAl

Tristan

All Is again hansory and poaoa. Ih» quite oor.tent, for It dlagraaee

a po-between not to eorolure a bargain. \

Maraala

If ever I abandon you for Fablo or any other, nay I die of ohagrin

amusod by you!

Theodore

Today la ny love reborn, and should I ever fall to adore you, nay I,

as Just pnrtlahwect, see you In the anas of Fablo.

Do you wish to atone for your fault?

Theodore

What would I not do for you and to be with you.

Maraala

Say that all women are basely.

Theodore

Cor-per^d with you, most oertalnly. Now let na se what else you wish.

Maraala

I'- still Bonevhat Jealous.^ Slree you alalm to be ny love, tell na -

It natters not that Tristan be here.

<2. Turn and step left.
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Tristan

Rot la the slightest, even though you would speak of M,

>"areola

Tell ne the Coantees is htoely.

TXMOdorv

She's URly as the devil.

Msreela

Say she is giddy , rattle, heeded.

Theodore

Brtrenely so.

Karoela

Is she not affooted?

Theodore

"o one could ooatrediot it.

Mm
(Aside, to Anarda) I shall ha-roto disturb them, otherwise I know not

to what lengths they nay go. I'm oold as loa and yet I burn.

taarda

I beg you, Senora, do not let yourself be seen.

Tristan

If you'd like to hear the Countess ridiculed, her affeoted speech and

niroirg marrers, Just listen to ne.43

Diana

(To Anarda) Listen to his ridicule, did you ever hear such lnpudenoe?

Tristan

Row, in the first plaoe, she -

*

43. Cross down left center.
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Diana

I'll not be fool enough to await the second.

("Svtor Diana and ^narda from behind the curtain)

Maroela

I nost 1m going, Theodora. (She bova to the Countess and exits left)

Triatan

Heavens! The Counteaa!

Theodore

The Counteaa!

Diana

Theodore.44

Theodore

Senora, vill you percit »

Tristan

(Aside) The atom breaks, the thunder pealsj I'll not await the lightning.

(Exits up center)

Diana

Anarda, bring yonder table. I vlah Theodore to write a latter at ay

dictation.'*'

Theodore

(Aside) I tremble from head to foot. Could she hare heard our talk?

Diana

(Aside) Jealousy has rekindled ny love,^whiah burna Bore fiercely

than before. This ingrate lores Marcela - and I, have I not shams

jj;. Cross eenter, Anarda eroe right neater.
«g. Anarda places Varqueno and chair eenter atage.
*Sf Croaa down rlrht center.
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to bo loved? Yet he still thinks of no, though but to nook.

Tl:eodoi o

(Aside) She nutters and oighs. In ralooee one rust learn to be sliest.

Would to heaven I had borne in mind that tapestries bars ears and valla

can apeak!

Aftaixlw

I have brought the table and thla email writing desk.

Diana

Appraooh, Theodore, and sake ready to write.

(Aside) She'll have oe slain or drive me fron her house.47

Diana

Vrite - but you oanrot be ocofortable -ith your feet or. that hard

floor, - Ansrda, bring hither o oushion.

Theodore

Thank you, Seaora, I'd very oonfortable.

Diana

Do aa I eay.*8

Theodore

(Aside) These honors nake me suspieioua, following ao oloeely upon

anger and Juat oauae for oonplairt. I fear she will not be as aareful to

keep ny heed oomfortable on ny shoulders. (Aloud) I await your pleasure,

^•QTiora.

W. Cross to "arqueno and ait.
4s. Anarda exits right and reenters with oushior sad plaoes it under

Theodore 'b feot.
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Mm
I wish you to write.

Theodore

(Aside) I wish I could cross myself a thousand tines.

Elena

"When a wonen of rank has declarer! herself to a nan beneath her, It

Is despicable In him to speak to another. But he who knows not bow to -^T

appreciate his good fortune, let hla regain, what be Is, a fool,"

Theodore

A fool.* Ton wish to add nothing else?

Diana

What else would you hers me add? Fold It and seal.

Anarda

(To Diaua.) ''hat Is It you are writing, 8enora?49

MtM

(To Anarda) Folly Inspired by lore.

(To Elans) But when do you love, Senora?

Diana

(To Anarda) Cannot you see, simpleton, when It seer* tons I hssr

the very stones reproach net j,

The letter Is sealed} It lacks but the & dress.

Diana

Upon It place your own, Theodorei but keep It from Maroela.

49. Crosses to Diana
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you nay be able to oonnrebend if 700 read It at your leisure.

(Diana and Annrda exit right)

Theodora

What strange oonfuslonl What iroorutanoy! 'Tmt fits and starts In

the fever of her lovoj

''areola

(Otters frco left) What did the Countess say, my weoious one? I

waited trenbling In the adjoining roo».5°

Theodore

She told ne that she wished to merry you to Babloi 51^ letter she

had me write la to be sent to her oountry estates, and eonrtands money to

be forwarded for your dowry.

;'areela

What's this you say?

Theodore

You know now Imperious she Is. 52 She sees It for y ur good) and slnee

you are to merry Ffebio, I trust you will neither in sport nor earnest

7-entlon ne again.

artiste

Put listen -

' Theodora

It Is too late to complain. (lis exits up left)

Maroela

!'o, I oanr.ot believe that to be the true oauae of this ouarare.53

jjf'. Cross to Theodore.
51. Replaaes ahalr and varqueno during ep—

e

h.
52 oroes to Maroela.
53

. Cross eanter.
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row now hope given by ay fooliah Blstreas lias brought about this ohange.

Id bar hende he's i<v« an endless chain of buoketat when he's down she

flHs, and vbM> be rises higbahe empties him of hope. Alas! for me,

Theodore, noet ungrateful! Aa soon as her greatness strikes your sight

I on forgottoni If aha loves you, you leave raej If ehe leaves you, you love

ne. Could patience or love endure this?

(aiter Marquis Rioerdo ana Pablo fraa up aentor)

Marouifl

I oaoe hare with all apead, for I an very anxioue to thank bar for this

graaloia Idndneea. 9*

fbULo

Go quiokly, Maroele, and tell the Counteaa that the J'arquis Rlaardo

bait arrived."

Karoola,

(Aside) Tyrsanioal Jaalouay! Vhera will you lead ne, vain and

fooliah thoughts?

Pablo

Are you not going?

Marsala

At ansa. 56

Pablo

Tea, go at onoo and tall her that our new master, her husband, awalta

MV I ore.

54. Cross up right center.
55. Cross up oenter.
5°. Cross right and exit.
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Marqula

I ahooae you for ry ?alat, Jmbio. I shall gta you a puna of shining

gold and horaa of poraat rooe. Ton hava sarrad the Countesa and I viah

you to ba my frland,

nMo

Behold m at tout feet. 57

Marquis

Tl» a reward too littla for ny great harrlnees.

Diana

(Staters free right) Tour lordship hare?

i-'anjuu

Ought I not hasten to thank you for the moat gracious meeeage sent ae

fey FaMo?*8 The pleaaant nam that aft^r the refusal, -hloh nearly oeuaad

ay death, you hare deigned to ehooee ma for your husband, or, rather, for

your slavoj permit me to t : an' you on bended knees for a gift so large thai

I fear it will turn my brain. little did I merit ao great a boon. Vy

ha-plnesa exseeda my fondest hopes.

Diana

I seek to resell the elrourstanoe , but seek In vain, I, send for you?

Surely, you are jesting.

Marquis

FaMo, what does this mean?"

Fatdo

Think you I should have dared to ell ouoh news and bring you hare,

•J?.
Cross to Di—

.

7}
. Turn to Fablo.
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unless tgr ocmsnd of TheodoreT

Slam

Marquis, 'tie Theodore's error, he hoard me praise and rate above ay

cousin Frederic jour rare and generous qualities. Fron this ha fancied I

had •bosen you. I pray your lordship to pardon and forget the folly.

Marquis

Were It not that your preoenoe ineuree bis aafety, I should not be able

to eontair myself. Believe as, I still huably bag for your favor, and trust

that ay aonatanoy will finally trium-h. (He boua and exits up oerter)

riant

Co you think this a smart trick?

Ufa

Can your ladyship clans ma?

Man*

Call Theodore at onoe. (How lightly tripped the Marquis, end I how

weighted with sorrow!

FaMo

(Aside) !fare's that purse of shining sold snd blooded horse gone to

pot. (Hi orfts tg> loft)

Plana,-

Toraentiag' jealousy, where will you not lead naT60 Vhat unfortunate

beings we aro when vo follow the sad eocnsels of his passion, which breaks

down all the barriers created by virtue. Sanger surrounds me on all aides,

and if In this atom and straw 7 abandon myself to love, oan I avoid shipwreck?

60. Cross center stage.
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TMo

(RaMo and Theodore enter fron up left) (To Theodore) Hi wished to

Wife

kill m but, to speak the truth, the loss of gold end hone touched be

hoot MM

Take my advice. Count Rredoriok is sie> at heart over her ladyship's

ehoiee of the Marquis) go. announce the nerriags broken off and he'll

reused you liberally for the welcome news.

Nbio

(Be exita up eenter) I aholl run.

Diana

I'd glad he's gone.

Theodore

Torn by eonflioting emotions, I read and reread your letter for an

bour.^l I fatbaaed your thought and found my cowardice due solely to

reelect. I frankly ovn 1 vas a fool, sines the bounty shown as should

haws destroyed all tiaidity. I love you, Senora, with a love profound

yet respectful, pardon, I tremble -

Diana

I believe you, Iheodore, Why should you not love ne| I an your Distress}

and duty demands your love, since I esteem and favor you beyond my other

servants.

Theodore

I fail to comprehend this language.

Diana

There is nothing to eertrrehend further than By words express j do not

&. Cross to riana.
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psrnlt yourself to pass this limit even In thought. Curb your doeii-ae,

for the Boat trifling fnvor plven by a waaan of my high rank to ona so

hur.blo as yourself ought to sufflee to make you happy and ootrtont for all

the balanae of your life.

Theodora

I bag -our ladyship to pardon my boldness, but there are tinea when

your brilliant Bind fills to aid your judpnert. Was it right or vail to

offer me so large a hope, that I, unable to bear so nuoh happiness, must

lie abed nor* than a month? Ho aooner do I look won another than you in-

flana, and If I burn, • ou beoana loo. Leaya ne to Karoala, and pardon if

I resell the oft-told tale of tbelDog in the Hangar" Filled with jealousy

you aro not willing that I should marry t'aroala, and as soon as I abandon

her, you treat me In a way that "rivee oa cad and oakee ne think your J,

bounties are but vain Illusions of the night. Bat or permit eating. I

eernot be sustained by sueh unoertain hopes, end shall return to her, who,

at least, loves ne.

Diana

This I oanrot permit, Theodora. You must renounaa Karoela. Choose

any other girl you wish, but t'aroala, never} ny deolsion is Irrevocable.

Theodora

Tour Deolsion Is irrevooable? and doss your ladyship think thatpowar

to love depends upon your will? Can I, to please you, love one not to ay

taste? I adore Marsala and she r -turns ny love - 'Vis honorable and -

Diana

You vllllan, your ineolanoe shall oost you your life. (She slaps hin)

Theodore

What is your ladyship doing?
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Diana

(Slaps bin again) Treating yon cs en Infamous wrotch lifca yourself

-hould be trusted.

(Enter Fabio and Count Frederick from up oerfcor)

FeMo

Gtop, alri atop.62

Fraderio

Jfcrheps we'd battapj but, no, we'll enter. What 'a the natter, Senora763

Diana

Bothlngi seraly one of thoae disanreenenta oaanon at ttaea between

nlatreaa and servant.^

rmmvu

Is It convenient to receive my eell?

Diana

tea, I uish to speak to you.

Frederic

I regret that I sane when you are In such an 111 humor.

Diana

Always pleased to see you, rrederie. Don't let that trifle worry you.

follow ae toot ay apartawnta, I wish to share with you ny Intentions

regarding the Marquis. (She exits right)

laMo, I suspsot thnt this anger aoreeals sobs searet.

62. Tabio end Prodario halt in up oontar entranoe.
°3. Croeo to Diana.
64, Turn to Frederic.
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I do not know. I an oonfounded to bm bar ladyshl treat Thaodora In

this outrageous fashion) aha never did so before.

Fradarlo

His blood flows freely. (FaMo and Irederlo axlt right)

Thaodora

la this tha way great ladles loveT6^ She Is a fury, not a woman.

Charring hand, why did X not cover you with a thousand kisses in recognition

of this loving cunishoent? I little thought, however, to find that band so

bard) 'twas but to approach ma that you struokj none other would bare found

delight in this proof of love.

Tristan

(alters fro« up left) I'm like a ooward's sword.66 I arrive when F

'tis to late.

Theodore

Alas! Tristan.

Tristan

What soas this mean, Renor? T ur handkerohief Is stained with blood.

Theodore

'Tie Jealousy that would drive In love.

Tristan

Orh heavens.' 'Tie a strange jealousy.

Theonore

Be not astonished at this folly of amorous desire. She views ay fate

65. Cross oenter.
oo. Cross to Theodore
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u a mirror reflecting her dishonor, and henoe she wishes to destroy It.

Tristan

If a Johanna or a Lucy attaoks ma in a fury of suspicion,°7 if she

rips from my back the shirt she has made, if she pulls out a handful or

two of hairs of maps my face with her charming nails to learn if I have

been guilty of same slight infidelity, well, what oan you expect of such as

she; but when a great lady like the Countess loses to this extent the

respect she owes herself, 'tis villainous.

Theodore

She'll make a raving maniac of me yet, Tristan. First she adores me,

then she abhors me. She does not wish me to hove Karoela nor does she wish

me for herself. If I speak she repulses, if I am silent she finds pretext

to make me talk; she is, indeed, "The Dog in the Manger." She eats not nor

will she permit others to eat.

Tristan

A tale is told that once a learned doctor had a maid and a valet who

quarreled constantly; they wrangled at dinner, they squabbled at supper,

and often in the early morning their disputes robbed their master af sleep,

while during the day they kept him from study. One morning, chancing to

return home unexpectedly, he entered a benohamber and there found the maid

and valet olasped in each other's arms. Thank God, said he, I find you

for once at peace. Some day 'twill be the same with you.

Diana

(Enters from right) Theodore.68

67. Turn and step left.
68

. Cross to Theodore.
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Theoaore

Senora.

Tristan

(Aside) This sprite seems to be everywhere at once; 'tis uncanny.

Diana.

I only came to see how you are.

Theodore

As you see, Senora,

Diana

Are you well?

Theodore

Very well.

Diana

But I do not hear you sayj at your aervioe.

Theodore

With auoh treatment, I oannot remain long in your service.

Diana

How little you know me J

Theodore

Ro little, indeed, that 1 hear but oannot comprehend you. I do not

understand your words, but I feel your blows. You are indignant if I love

you and Insulted if I do not love youj you write if I forget, and if I

remember, you are offended. You wish me to understand and to appreciate

you, and yet, if I appreciate, I am but a fool. Kill me, Senora, or

grant me life; put an end to these torments.

Diana

What! You have been bleeding?
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Theodore

Oh! Not at all.

Diana

'Tiere Is jour handkerohief? Give it to mo.

Theodore

Here; but why do you wish it?

Diana

Why do I want it? For your blood. Go speak to Ootavio, whom I told

just now to give you two thousand orowns.

Theodore

Two thousand crowns, and for what?

Diana

To buy handkerohiefs . (She exits right)

Theodore

Did fol^y evsr equal it?

Tristan

•Tis like a fairy tale, master. 69

Theodore

She giver- me two thousand erowrs.

Tristan

At that rate 'twould please me wall to take of slaps a soore or nore.'1

Theodore

She said it is to buy handkerohiefs | And she took away mine sta'ned

with my blood

J

69. Cross to Theodore
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Tristan

Well, she paid the price. »Tls first night's rights upon your nose.

The Dog In the Manger oarresses after she bites.

Tristan

All shall finish as in my doctor's tale.

Theodore

Heaven grant it! (They exit up center)

(The stage light din outand come up oni)

Aat in

A street in Naples

(Enter the Marquis Rlcardo, Erederio and Cello from right)

Marquis

You saw this?*

JVederio

With ray own eyes. 2

Marquis

And she slapped his face?

Frederic

She did indeed. Servants are Irritating, but I do not believe this

occasioned her anger, for whan a woman like her strikes a man's face there

must be another reason. Besides, 'tis easily seen he grows daily in her

favor.

1. Cross right center.
". Cros? rightj Celio remains in entrance.
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Marquis

She is a Countess - and he a servant.

Frederic

She seeks her ruin. When an earthenware and an iron pot sailed down

the stream together, earthenware wisely avoided iron for fear that if they

bumped he should bs broken; so when olay - the woman, strikes iron - the

man, she runs great risk of ruin.

Marquis

I wonder at her pride and bizarre conduct, and now too, I understand

her strange treatment of me that day; since thfsMTheodore has had horses,

pares, fine clothes and jewels which could have come only from her.

Frederic

Before this is spoken of in Kaples and the honor of our rank is stained,

whether our suspicions be false or true, he must die.

Marquis

'-It will be piety to kill him, even though she learns the truth.

Frederic

How shall we manage it?

Marquis

Most easily. In Kaples there are men who live by this alone, and who

receive in gold what they turn in blood. We have only to seek a bravo and

he will be dispaohed immediately.

Frederic

I beg you let it be done at once.

Marquis

This very day he shall receive the Just chastisement of his insolence.
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Frederic

What think you of those fellows yonder?

Marquis

They have, indeed, every appearance of the bravo.

Frederio

Heaven, offended like ourselves, Is pleased to aid our just designs.

(Enter Tristan and Antonelo from left)

Antonelo

You must, my dear fellow, wet my whistle on the strength of those

fine new olothes you have bean given.

3

Tristan

I will, my friend, with the greatest of pleasure. 4-

Antonelo

'Tis eertainly a fine one, your new habit.

5

Tristan

Psaw.' it amounts to nothing, compared with what I shall shortly wear.

If fortune does not fall, y~u shall see me soon seoretary to the secretary.

Antonelo

The Countess Diana does much for your master, doesn't she?

Tplstan

She's taken him under her wingj In faet, he's her right hand, for

through him she dispenses all her favors.

Antonelo

Dueoe take her favors! Let us drink.' In this tteple of Bacchus we

3. Cross left center.
4. Cross down left.
5. Cross down left oenter to Tristan.
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can find eotae excellent laorina-ohristl.6

Tristan

Ho, let us drink Greek wine; I want to speak Greek, and nothing oan

teaeh the tongue so veil as vine.

Marquis

(To Prederie) The better dressed must be the bravest; for do you not

notioe that the other defers to him. Celio, call yonder fellow.

Cello

Cavalier, before you enter this holy hermitage, the Marquis, my master,

wishes a vord with you.?

Tristan

My comrade, a great lord oalls and awaits me, and I cannot politely

refuse to go; drink some flagons and eat some oheese at my expense, while

I learn vhat he wishes.

Antonelo

•Tis well, ccrnrade, but hasten. (Ha exits up right center)

Tristan

What does your lordship viBh?^

Marquis

Your determined air has induced Count Fraderio and me to request your

aid. Will you dispose of a man for us, If veil paid?

Tristan

('side) By Jove, these arelhe suitors to the Countess and there's

6. Cros- Center.
T, Cross to Tristan.

"i Cross to Marquis.
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some Intrigue at work. I'll dissimulate and learn it.

Frederic

Wall, What do you say.

Tristan

I feared your lordship wished to moek our manner of life. Eaoh must

live by his trade, but most worths of praise is that which gives a man

strength and courage. There is not a sword in Naples which does not

tremble at the sound of my name. You have h-ard of Hector; his name pales

beside mine. What he was at Troy I am at Naples.

Frederic

You are just the man we seek. W„ mean business, and if your valor is

equal to your name and you are willing to kill our man, we shall pay what-

ever you ask.

Tristan

Two hundred crowns will oontent me were he the very devil.

Marquis

We'll give you three hundred, if you do it tonight.

Tristan

I need but his name and something of account as pledge of your good

faith.

Marquis

You know of Diana, Countess of Belflor?

Tristan

Yes, I even have friends in her household.

Marquis

Could you kill one of her servants?
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Tristan

As many an you know, male or female, it's all one to mej why, I'll

even kill the horses to her carriage if you wish.

Marquis

Very well, Theodore is the man we wish slain.

Tristan

Theodore?" Then you must arrange it differently. As I happen to know

he never goes out after dark, doubtless beoause he fears your resentment.

How, he has reoently asked ne to accompany him, and if you will permit

I'll enter his service; soon after I*ll bleed him a couple of times in

suoh a way that he'll need a requiem; and on you and me, gentlemen, never

a shadow of suspicion shall fall. Co you like the plan?

Frederic

Very well; we could not have found in all Naples another who can do

our work so surely. Enter his servioe, one of these days, unexpectedly

kill him, then come to us for refuge.

Tristan

Gentlemen, today I need one hundred orownB.10

Marquis

Here's fifty t and as soon as I see you in Diana's house you shall

have a hundred t indeed, several hlndred.-1-1-

Tristan

I do not ask several hundred, if you keep your promise I am content.

9, Turn quarter left.
I". Cross to Marquis.
11

. Olve coins to Tristan.
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Rest easy and depend on me, I'll do the work.

Marquis

Tour ideas are exoellant; good-bye.

Frederic

What a lucky encounter

I

Tristan

You can order his coffin.

Frederic

What a clever cut-throat.' (», Marquis and Celio exit left)

Tristan

I must warn Theodore at once.*2 My comrade and the Greek wine can

wait; happily, I see him ooming. Hello.' Senor, where are you going?

Theodore

(Enters from right) I hardly know, myself.1' I am bordering on madness

and know not what I do or whether I go. One sentiment alone dominates me;

to gaze with audacious eyes straigh* at the sun; but alas.1 you saw yesterday

how sweet the Countess spoke of me; well, today ' + is quite another tone;

you'd scarce believe the Countess knew me; and Mareela laughs at my dis

•omfiture.

Tristan

Let us move to a less conspicuous place, we must not be seen together.*4

Theodore

Not seen together? Why?

12
. Cross center.

!3. Cross to Tristan.
14. Cross with Theodore down left.
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Tristan

I've learned of a plan to take your life.

Theodora

My life? Who would have me slain?

Tristan

Speak lower} think of the danger that menaces you. The Marquis

Rleardo apd Count Frederic wish your death; they have asked Be to assassi-

nate you and have already agreed upon the price.

Thaoc'ore

What, the Marqtiis and the Count?

Tristan

Prom the treatment you receive they suspect the Countess loves you,

and taking me for one of those lions of the night who gain their bread by

crime, they have boupht you death for throe hundred orowns. I have already

received fifty on aooount as pledge of their ?ood faith. I told them that

you had as>ed me to enter your service and that I should do so to kill you

at my ease; henoe you have nothing to fear at present.

Theodore

Would to heaven that someone would deliver me from life more distasteful

than death itself

!

Tristan

You've passed the border now and beoome a full-fledged fool.

Theodore

Why should I not desire to die? Had Diana been able to find a plan to

marry me without compromising the honor of her house, she would not have

hesitated a moment; as her passion increases so does her fear of dishonor,

and the more she loves, the more she overwhelms me with coldness and disdain.
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Tristan

tad what would you say If I wore able to overcome all your difficulties?

Theodore

That you are more resourceful than was THyeses.

Tristan

If I find you a generous father, who will make you In birth equal to

the Countess herself, won't you have the game In your own hands?

Theodore

Unquestionably.

Tristan

That's what you need and I'll find him. Count Ludovioo, I've been

told sent a son twenty years ago to Maltaj there he was oapturod and nothing

has ever beer, heard of him since. The Count shall be your father, and you

his long-lost son; trust me to arrange it.

Theodore

But, think, Tristan, such a project nay cost our lives or send us to

the galleys.

'''ristan

Don't worry; return hone, and before noon tomorrow you shall be the

husband of the Countess. (He exits left)

Theodore

I've other projects.*? i inust E0S]r Q remedy for my distress, and

absence is perhaps the most efficacious; this will put an and to all my

(tights dim out and oome up om

)

15. Cross Center.
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Scene II

( A room in the apartments of the Countess Diana)

(Theodore is seated on ohair)

Diana

(alters frcn right) Are you cured of your sadness, Theodore?16

Theodore

Ah]1 ' I adore ray sadness; I oherish my woes and do not wish to be

cured of the distress I endure, since I only suffer when I soek to free

myself from suffering, ffappy sorrows] So sveet to sustain, since he that

sees himself perishing loves the cause. Ity sole chagrin is being forced

to leave.

Diana

You wish to leave me? Why?

Theodore

Jty life is threatened and your reputation -

Diana

Ah.' I feared as much.

Theodore

They envy mo ny sorrow, coming from so great a source. I ask permission

to return to Spain.

Diana

•Tie well. You will place yourself out of danger, and, although your

absence will cause my tears to flow, it will dispel those suspicions that

now tarnish my fair narr.e. Since that day I slapped your face in the presenee

™. Cross right center.
17

. Rise and cross to Diana.
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of my oousin, Frederio, ha has bean so openly jealous that I must consent

to your departure. Go to S^alnj you can take six thousand crowns for the

expense of your trip.

Theodore

Wy absence will silence your detainers. Permit me at your feat to

express my thanks.

Diana

Go, Theodore, at onoe. Do not delay; leave me, for I am a woman.

Theodore

You cry? What would you have me do?

Diana

So then, Theodore, you really leave me?

Theodore

Yes, Senora.

Diana

Stay - no, leave - listen.

Theodore

What is your oomrand?

Diana

Nothing. Go.

Theodore

I leave.

I

3

Diana

(Aside) I die. Is there a torture equal to love? (Aloud) Well, you

have not left?

1^, Cross to up left entrance.
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Theodore

Yes, Senora, I have left. (He exits up left)

Diana

Cursed by honor]^ Detestable invention of men, you reveres the laws

of nature.1 Let no man say that your curb is benefioial or just. Cursed

be he who invented you

J

Theodore

(Enters from up left) I came baok to see if I oan leave today.20

Diana

Can I tell? Tou do not suspeet, Theodore, how painful it is to see

you, else you would not return.

Theodore

I oannot banish you from ay sight, Senora. I live alone for you.

I oame baok only to seek myself, for you and 1 are one. Kow ean I separate

from myself?

Diana

If you must return again, do not seek me, and leave now, I beg you,

for love struggles with nonor, and your presenoe here gives love the upper

hand; leave me, leave at onoe. Tou'll not go alone, sinoe my heart

aooornpanies you.

Theodore

Kay God preserve your ladyship. (Hs exits up left)

Diana

Cursed by God be my ladyship, einee it separates me from him I adore. 21

2< Cross oenter,
20. Cross to Diana.

"»i Cross right oenter.
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How am I indeed alone in the world, without the light of my eyes. Kay they

fully perceive the wrong the" have done me and that which gazed so badly,

may it ory well. My eyes were my misfortune; why were you fixed on him?

But do not weep, for tears will soothe your sorrow. Kay they fully perceive

the wrong they have done me, and they that gazed so badly, may they cry well.

Maroela

(Enters from left) If, after my long service, I may humbly request a

just reaoTpense, permit me to ask a favor which will banish from your sight

one that has had the misfortune to offend you. '

Diana

What do you mean, Maroela? What is the recompense? I am ready to

listen.

Maroela

I am told that Theodore, fearing assassination, is leavinp for Spain)

if you will send me, also, as his wife, my presence will no longer offend you.

"tana

Does he wish it, do you know?

Maroela

Think you I should have dared to ask if I had not reason to believe -

Diana

But have you spoken to him?

Maroela

He has spoken with me. Hb asked me.

Diana

(Aside) How fitting that this unhappiness should come to me.

Maroela

We have alresdy arranged to make our trip as oomfortable as possible.
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Diana

(Aside) Pardon, honor, pardon the follies I do for love; but this

tine, at least, I can, without offending you, avoid this great unhappiness.

Karoela

Can you not decide?

Diana

I oannot live without you, Karoela, and in wishing to leave me you

wrong ny fond attachment and Fabio 's lovoi I shall marry you with Fabio,

as he adores you. Let Theodore depart.

Karoela

I adore Theodore and I abhor Fabio.

Diana

Fabio is better adapted to you.

Maroela

nenora, I -

Diana

Do not speak baok to, (She exits right)

Karoela

How oan ry love overcome this tyranny?22 I am determined to resist and

must find a way - yet, no, 'twould be better to stop on the edge of this

preoipioe. An ill-starred love is like a tree blighted by frost in the

midst of its bloom. Ir rejoices the eight with the oharm of its oolor,

but what matters the beauty of its flowers If the hope of fruition be dead.

(The lights dim out and come up to reveal:)

22
. Cross down center.
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Scene III

( A room in the palace of Count Ludov-ioo)

(The lights come up to reveal Count Ludovioo seated up left and

Camllo standing up left osnter)

Camilo

It is the only way to provide an heir to your estates and nana.

Ludovioo

Each year I bear beyond the milestone of life is an enemy of marriage

,

and although a motive so legitimate, in spite of years, might justify, I

fear to decide. It might easily happen that I should have no children,

but should rejaaln itiarried. A young wife attaohed to an old husband 1b like

the ivy to the aim - she embraces, she adorns, but the tree withers even

while the garlands which cover it are most glorious. Do not again speak

of my marriage, Camilo, it serves but to recall my misfortune and

my regret. For twenty years, deluded by vain hopes, I have eaoh day

awaited Theodore, and eaoh day, too, has seen me weep.

(Sound at the door)

Camilo

Someone seel:- entrance.

Ludovioo

See who it may be. 23

Camllo

A freek merchant demands an audienoe with your lordship.

Ludovioo

Command him to enter. "•

2'. Camilo exits and reenters up center.S Cam31o exits and reenters with Tristan and Antonelo
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Tristan

Pe-mit me to kiss your hands, my lore!, and may heaven fulfill your

most ardent wish. 2?

Ludovioo

Welcome, th-ioe weleome, Senor, What is the motive of your visit to

this far-avay land?

Tristan

I cams from Constantinople to Cyprus ,%> and from thenoe to Venice in

a ship loaded with rich Persian fabrics, and while in Italy resolved to

look up a certain matter and to see the greatness and surpassing beauty of

this famous oity of Maples.

Ludovioo

Bo you not find it aost magnifioent?

Tristan

Truly. Senor, my father was a merchant in Greece who trafficked in

slaves. One day, at the fair of Assteoles, he bought a boy, the most

beautiful ever formed by nature - a part of heaven come to earth. Turks

sold him, and my father learned that he had been taken from a Maltese

galley near Cephalonia by the vassals of a oertain Ali-Paoha.

Ludovioo

Camilo, my heart is stirred.2?

Tristan

My father took a fancy to the boy and, instead of selling him to the

25, Cross to Hadovioo, kiss his hand and kneel. Camilo stands to left
of Ludovioo and Antonelo right center for entire soene.

~. Rise and cross up oenter.
*>. Turn to Camilo.
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Turks, took him to Armenia, where he was raised with me and my sister.

Ludovico

Friend, stop a moment, stopj emotion overcomes me.

Tristan

(Aside) It strikes home} I'm doing well.

Ludovico

And his name? Tell me his name.

Tristan

Theodore.

Ludovico

What sustaining power In truth. Tears water my grey hairs - but

oontlnue, my friend.

Tristan

Serpalitonia, my sister, and this beautiful boy - would to heaven he

had been as homely as I - raised together, fell in love at a tender age,

and at barely sixteen, in my father's absence, found opportunity to emi-raoe,

with sad results, Theodore, fearing for his life, fled and left her to her

fate. Cateborrato, my father, was touohed less by my sister's misfortune

than by the flight of his beloved Theodore. Of this chagrin and of age he

died, and shortly after we baptized the son of Theodore, for the Armenian

ohurch is Christian, though separated from yours. We named the child

Termackonio, and he is one of the most beautiful boys in the city of

Tepaoas, where we reside. At Naples I inquired, as I, indeed, do everywhere,

for Theodore, and a Greek slave at my lodging house told me he was, perhaps,

the son of Count Ludovico.

Ludovioo

It is hej he lives, beyond a doubt, but where shall we find him?
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Tristan

I inquired for your palaoe. I must have badly asked, for I was sent

to that of a Countess, the Countess de Belflor, and the first person 1 saw -

Ludovioo

How madly my heart beats.

Tristan

Was Theodora.

Ludovioo

Theodore!

Tristan

He wished to fly and eonoel himself, but it was impossible. I hesitated

for a moment In my recognition, for age and a beard have changed him some-

what, I followed him, and at last he vowed with shame it was he. He begged

me not to »T-*ak of his adventure, for fear that having been a slave would

Injure him at Maples, tad why, said I, should you, who are perhaps the son

of one of the greatest lords of this oity, feel humiliated to have boen a

slave, when not at fault? I, the son of a great lord, said he; what folly.

flow, if this Creek slave spoke truth, I humbly beg you not to return your

son to marry my sister, although she is as noble as he, but to permit at

least his son to come to Naples to do homage at the feet of his illustrious

grandfather.

Ludovioo

,28
'*!braee me a thousand times! My joy confirms the truth of what you

tell me! ta! son of my soul, after so many years of absenoe I find you,

28. Cross to Tristan and embrace him.
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to my great happiness. What do you counsel, Camllo?2^ Ought I not to go

at once to sie and recognize him?

Camilo

Without a doubt t let us runj let us fly; ^nd may you find In his

arms new life.

Ludovioo

(To Tristan) Jriend, if you wish to go with me, my happiness will be

greater. Of oourse you wish to rest, so await me here and ask as price of

your good news my house and all I have, but do not ask me to wait a moment

longer.

Tristan

1 must leave youj I've some business conoerning diamonds near here,

but shall return as soon as you. Come, we must go, Mereaponies.

(Aotors exit as lights dim out and come up ant)

Scene IT

A Street in Naples

(Tristan and Antonelo enter from left)

Tristan

They're still on t' eir way, are they not?2*?

Antonelo

The old oount is fairly flying) he would wait neither for oarralge nor

servants. 3°

Tristan

'Twould be a great Joke whould he prove to be his son in truth.

2'. Cross left center.
30. Cross left.
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Antonelo

Could there be any truth is auoh a mass of lies?

Tristan

What will not paternal love believe?

Jtatonelo

Where shall I await you?

Tristan

At the elm-tree tavern.

Antonelo

Good-bye. (Hb exits up right center.)

Tristan

What a treasure is with wit and happy invention. 31

(Qrter Marquis Rioardo and Count Prederio from right)

Frederio

Here is the bravo that we hired to kill Theodore. 32

Marquis

One word, my noble fellow; is this the way, among people of honor,

promise is kept? And one proud of Mb name, ought he not to accomplish

more quiokly what he so glibly promised. 33

Tristan

Gentlemen -

Prederio

Think you, perchance, we are your equals?

31. Cross oenter.
32. Cross to Tristan.

.

33. Cross right oenter.
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Tristan

Do not condemn me unheard. I already serve Theodore, and he must die

by this hand. But, think you, to kill hiB publicly would be a risk compro-

mising you, gentlemen. Prudenoe is a celestial gift placed above all others

by the ancients. You nay already count him amoung the dead. He is very

me'anoholy, lives a retired life during the day ard at night never leaves

his room. Some great sorrow must have overtaken him. Trust me to act,

I'll precipitate matters and dispatoh hir, I know when and where to give

him his quietus.

Frederic

It seems to me, Marquis, thit there '* considerable sense in what he

says, He has already entered Theodore's service; so the Job's begun.

He'll kill him, I feel sure.

Marquis

Yes, I think so. He's as pood as dead,

Frederic

Let us speak lower.

Tristan

How that he is as good as dead, have not your lordships, say fifty

orowns, about you. I have had a good horse offered me, and you understand,

gentlemen, how valuable sue'1 a beast may prove in oertain circumstances.

Marquis

Here is isj be assured that, the deed once done, payment will be

forthcoming

.

3

A

34. Give money to Tristan.
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Tristan

I hawrd my life, but give good service. Good-bye} I do not wish to

be seen from the baloonies of the countess, talking with your lordships.

Frederic

That's right, be discreet.

Tristan

Judge me by the way I do the deed. (He exits right)

Frederic

He's a brace fellow.

Marquis

Ingenius and adroit.

Frederio

He'll kill him neatly.

Celio

(Enters from left) Was ever so strange and fabulous an event heard of?35

Frederio

Celio, where are you going? Stop, what has happened?

Celio

A most remarkable thing, whioh perhaps may be painful for both of you

to hear. Do you not see the crowd now entering the palace of Count L«iovioo?36

Marquis

Is he dead?

Celio

I beg you listen. The orowd hurries to congratulate him upon finding

35. Cross to Frederic
36. Points into wing left.
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hi« long lost son.

Marquis

Why should we ears whether he be happy or not? It has no bearing on

our projects.

Cello

Has It no bearing, If the long lost son proves to be precisely that

Theodore, secretary to the objeot of your hopes, Diana?

Frederlo

This completely upsets me.

Marquis

Ife, the son of Count Ludoviooj how did you learn the news?

Cello

This tale is told by so many people and in such various ways that I

have had neither time nor opportunity to trace it to its source.

Frederlo

Were ever beings more unfortunate!

Marquis

My expected happin^rs has ohanged to despair.

Frederic

I wish to learn the truth Immediately} 1 shall go to Ludovioo's.

Marquis

I'll follow you. (Hs and Frederic exit left)

Cello

You will there learn I spoke the truth.

(The lights dim out and come up oni)

Scene V

(A room in the apartments of the Countess Diana)
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Marcala

(Enters frori left, crosses oenter, thinking, speaks when sees Theodore)

Yon are determined to leave, Theodore, are you?

Theodore

(Enters from up left) You are the sole cause; rivalry between two

persons so unequal in rank can produoe nothing but misfortune.37

Maroela

An excuse as false as your love - which was feigned. 38 You never

loved me j you loved only the Countess, and now that you find how vain are

your hopes in this dlreotioh, you seek to forget her.

Theodore

I? Love Diana?

Kareela

Yes | it's too lata to deny your foolish aspiration. Your undoing is

the Just price of your insincerity, sinee she has known how to guard her

honor, which has placed between you insurmountable barriers of ice. I am

revenged, and if you reoall me, remember that you are a man that I abhor.

Theodore

'Tis folly to feign anger, that you my marry Fabio.39

Maroela

You marry me, sinoe your disdain provokes it.

Fabio

(Enters from up center) Theodore remains with us so short a time that

37, Cross as if to go oenter.

f°. Intercept Theodore.
39. Cror:s right center.
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you do well, 'farsela, to spend those brief moments with him. 4°

Theodor©

Ho need to be Jealous, Fabio, of one who is so soon to be separated

from her by many miles of sea,

Fabio

Then you are really going?

Theodore

As you see.

Fabio

My Bistres? acmes to see you.

(Enter the Countess, with Anarda and Dorotea, from right)

Diana

Already to leave, Theodore?^-

Theodore

Would that I had vings to my feet rather than spurs.'

Diana

(To Anarda) Did you malte ready the linen and clothes as I ordered?

Anarda

All is packed.

Fabio

At last, I believe he's really leaving.42

Mareela

And you are still Jealous?

40. Cross up eenter.
**, Cross to Theodore. Anarda and Dorotea remain standing down right

entire scene.
42. Cross x o Maroela and the two remain standing up left remainder of

scene.
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Diana

(To Theodore) Come here a moment, I would have a word in private.43

Theodore

At your serrtoe, Senora.

Diana

You are leaving, Theodore, and I adore you.

Theodore

Tour cruelty oompels me to go.

Diana

You know who I am. What can I do?

Theodore

You weep?

Diana

No, there's something in my eye.

Theodore

Could it be love?

Diana

That's been there a lonr time, but now it doubtless wishes to be out.

Theodore

I go, mistress mine, but my soul remains with yu. You'll not perceive

my absence, for in spirit I hall serve you. Have you ought else to comrand?

for I am yours.

Diana

How sad a day.'

43. Cross down oenter with Theodore
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Theodore

I go mistress mine, but ray soul remains with you.

Diana

Tou weep?

Theodore

Ho, there's something in my eye too.

Diaha

Could it be my folly?

Theodore

That's been there a long time.

Diana

I have added a number of trifles to your effects . Pardon my inability

to do more. When you unwrap these sad remains of our oruel viotory do not

forget Diana has bathed these gifts with bitter tears.

Anarda

(To Dorotea) They're both undone.

Dorotea

(To ^narda) How difficult to eonoeal is love.

Anarda

He had better remain; see, they are clasping hands ana exchanging

rings.44

Dorotea

Like the Dog in the Manger, Diana will die of hunger.

Anarda

Phe presses his hand too late.

44. Diana and Theodore clasp hands.
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Doritea

Sat or permit others to eat.

(Enter Count Ludovioo and Camilo from up center)

Ludovioo

I tTUBt that Joy and my age will suffioe to exouse the liberty I

have taken in entering your house so freely.^'

Diana

Pray tell roe, Count Ludovioo, what has occasioned joy?

Ludovioo

Then you alone, Senora, of all Naples are unacquainted with the news.

Crowds surround me, I can scarce traverse the streets, though I have not

as yet seen ry son.

Diana

What son? I do not understand.

Ludovioo

Ka' your ladyship never heard that twenty years ago I sent my son to

Malta, where he was captured by the galleys of one Ali-Pacha?

Diana

I think I've heard the tola.

Ludovioo

Veil, heaven has granted me knowledge of this son after he has passed

through many vicissitudes.

Diana

I thank you, Courtt for this welaone news; believe me, I share -

45, Cross center, Diana and Theodore rext to form triangle. Camilo
stands up left center through the scene.
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IftdOVioO

But, Sanara, you must give we, In return, my son, who serves y u,

little tM.rfd.15 that 1 am his father. Would that his mother had lived to

see this dayj

Diana

T ur son serves me? Could it be Fabio?

lurloviao

Bo, Senora, it is not Fabio; his name is Theodore.

Diana

Theodore?

Movioo

Yes, Senora.

Theodore

What do I hear?

Diana

Speak, Theodore, speak} i3 the Count your father?

Ludoviao

It is he.

Theodore

Senor Count I ask your lordship to think -

Lud aviso

I think of nothing, my darling son, exoept to die of you in your arms.

Diana

How maroelousj

Anarda

Then Theodore's rank equals yours, Senora?
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Theodore

to I really your son?

Ludovieo

Bad I the shadow of a doubt, I need but look upon youj such as you

are now was I at your age.

Theodore

At your feet I beg - 46

Luiovioo

Say nothing more. I'm beside myself with Joy! God bless youj

What a royal presence] How legibly has nature written in your face my

noble Ta.ae.W7 Come, oome at once and take possession of my house and all.*8

Enter through my portals, crowned with this kingdom's noblest arms.

Theodore

I was at the point of leaving for Spain, and 1 must -

Ludovioo

For Spain? Gome and find Spain in my arms.

Diana

I beg you, Senor Count, permit Theodore to remain he e awhile, that

he may calm himself and robe as befits his rank,

ludovico

I yield to your prudence, although it gives me pain to leave him for a

moment. I go alone, but beg your ladyship not to permit day to turn to

night without my darling in my arms.

&. Kneels
47. Hands on Theodore's -houlders.
4s . Raise Theodore to his feet.
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Diana

I pledge my word

.

£udovioo

Good-bye, my dear Theodore.

Theodore

I Ides your feet a thousand tines,

Ludovioo

Camilo, death may strike me vihen he will.49

Camilo

What a well-formed, handsome fellow.

ludovioo

I dare dwell but little on my great good fortune) else will ny wits

leave me. 50 (jfe and Camilo exit up center)

FsMo

(To Theodore) Permit us to klas your hand.1

Eorotea

Yes, accord us this favor. ^2

taarda

As a great lord. 53

Karoela

Great lords are affable; embraoe us.^

& Cross to Cemilo.
5°. Exit up oenter with Camilo.
51. Cross to Theodore.
52. Cross to Theodore.
53. Cross to Theodore.
54-, Cross to Theodore,
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Diana

Stop a-ide, give mo your plaoe and talk no more folly. 55 Will your

lordship permit me, Senor Count to kiss your hand?

Theodore

Permit me, rather, to fall in adoration at your feetj I am more than

evor your slave.

Diana

Loave us, all of you; I wish to be alons with him awhile.

Maroela

(To Fabio) What do you think of it, Fabio?56

MM*

She's too muoh for me. 57

Dorotea

(To Anarda) How does it strike you?

Anarda

That already my mistress wishes to be no longer the Dog in the Kanger.

Dorotea

At last she eats.

Anarda

But not to repletion.

Dorotea

That will one later."

56. what do you think of It, Fabio? (Cross left on line and exit after
Fabio's speech.

57. Exit up left.
58. Dorotea dnd Anarda exit right.
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Diana

Your lordship no longer says. I go mistress nine, but my soul

with you.

Theodore

You grow facetious over fortunes favor. (He kisses her hand)

Diana

You are growing bold.

Theodore

Vfe nay now treat each other as equals . 1 aot as great lords act.

Diana

You do not seem like one to me.

Theodore

I believe you already love me less and are sorry to see me your equal;

you would prefer to see me still a servant, sinoe love is tost served

when the loved one is inferior.

Diana

xou deceive yourself, for you are wholly mine, and this night I shall

marry you.

Theodore

Fortune can give me no more, it need not try.

Diana

In all the \rorld there will not be a woman more happy; but go and dress.

Theodore

I must see my new possessions and this father I have found, I know

not how or whence.

Diana

Then good-bye, Senor Count.
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Theodore

Good-bye, Cguntoss.59

Diana

Listen,

Theodore

What?60

Diana

What? la this the way a servant should speak to his mlBtress?

Theodore

The tables are turned; at present, I am master.

Remember, do not give me further oause to be Jealous of '-'areola,

however painful that may be.

Theodore

People of ray rank do not oondesoend to love servants.

Diana

Be oareful what you say.

Theodore

Dots it offend?

Diana

And who am I?

Theodore

!*y wife. (He exits up left)

59. Turn left to leave.
60. Turn to Diana.
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(Enter the Marquis Rieardo and Count Frederic from up center)

Marquis

Have your friends no part in the general rejoicing?°l

Diana

As great a part as your lordships desire.

°

2

Frederic

Wg awaited your announcement of the high rank to whioh your domestic

has been raised to congratulate you.

Diana

Then congratulate me now, for he has become a Count and my husband.

(She exits right)

Marquis

What do you think of that?

Fraderio

It na&ejj ma think I am bereft of reason.

Marquis

Alas' If that scoundrel had only killed him.
% : ,1

Frederic

Here hi jemea now, (Tristan enters from up center)

' Tristan

(Aside) My scheme works wellj a lackey's wit has fooled an entire eity.63

Marquis

Hector, or whoever you nay be, stop.

°1, Cross upstage of Diana,

2
2

. Cros» to left of Diana.
", Cross left center.
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Tristan

My name is Soul-Sctraotor.

Frederic

Ton proved it a name well fitting!

Tristan

Had he not beoome a Count he should have become a oorpse before this eve.

Marquis

What matters his rank?

Tristan

When we agreed to three thousand crowns, 'twas to kill the servant

Theodore, not Count Theodoret 'tis a different thing, the price must be

augmented. 'Tis one thing to kill half a dozen servants, already daaed

from hunper, blighted hope or envy, and quite another to slay a noble lord.

Frederic

What do you ask to kill him this very night?

Tristan

One thousand reals.

Marquis

I promise you this money,

Tristan

I must have earnest money.

Marquis

Count your money. Will this gold ohain do?

Tristan

Tea, indeed.

Frederic

I go to count the money.
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Tristan

And I to kill him, but listen -

Marquis

What do you require?

Tristan

Sealed, lips. (The Marquis and Frederic exit up center)

Theodore

(Enters from up left)

I saw you speak with those assassins,°4

Tristan

The bigfreat fools in Kaples. They have given me this ohaln and

promised me a thousand orowns to kill you today.

Theodore

This sudden charge In my fortune, is it a soheme of yours? I live in

fear and trembling.

Tristan

Should you onee hear me speak Greek, you would place implicit confidence

in me above all others. Upon my life, 'tis an easy thing to Hellenizej

in short, you need but to utter sounds and speak as with the other tongues.

What shaming names I spoke; they must have been Greek, since no one under-

stands them. 1 made it pass for Greek, at any rate.

Theodore

This gives me food for anxious thought, for if they ferret out your

trick, my head goes off, at least.

64. Cross to Tristan.
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Tristan

You stop to think of this?

Theodore

Ton must be a very devil.

XL

Tristan

let fortune aet and cainly await the end,

Theodore

The Countess somes.

Tristan

I'll go, that I may not be seen. (He exits up left)

Diana

(inters froa right) You've not yet been to see your father? '

Theodore

Grave oares hold me back; in faot, I ask permission to retire to Spain.

Diana

'Tie an excuse to Join Mareela.

Theodore

I - Join Maroela?

Diana

Then, vhat's the natter?

Theodore

I hardly dare to tell you.

Diana

Sreak freely, though it stain my honor.

§, Cross to Theodore.
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Theodora

Tristan, who merits a prize for roguery, seeing my love and sorrow,

knowing, too, that Count Ludovioo had lost a son, arranged this scheme.

I'm one of rank and file, a son of my wit and pen. The Count, however,

believes me to be his son, and although I might marry you and be both rich

and happy, I oannot deceive you. I am not noble, but I am at least honest.

So kindly permit me to go to Spain, thatl may not deceive your love nor

injure your rank.

Diana

You have proved the nobility of your soul by telling me the truth, and

your folly by believing that I would allow this to hinder our marriage. I

wished to equalize our rank; it has been done; I ask no more. Happiness

is not found in greatness, but in union of souls. I shall aooept your hand;

and in yonder well Tristan will be discreet

.

Tristan

(Enters from up left) I crown your love with happiness and find my

reward at the bottom of the welll°° Ungrateful woman.'

Diana

Tou heard me? Listen, I'll promise to be your best friend if you'll

never reveal the secret.

Tristan^

It is of the greatest importance to me that the secret shoulc be well

kept.

Theodore

Listen. What means these ories and all these people?

•, Cross blow and left of Theodore.
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(Snter Ludovioo, Frederio ard the Marquis, with their servants from up

center, FaMo and the maids of the Countess from left)

Marquis

(To Ludovioo) We wish to aooompany your son.

Frederic

All Naples awaits him.

Ludovioo

Pardon, Diana, hut a oarraipe, surrounded by all the Neapolitan

nobility awaits Theodora. Come, my son, to your own home; to see again,

after so many years of absence, the place where you v;9re born.

Diana

Before he leaves, I wish you to know that I am his wife.

Ludovico

Fortune clinches her wheel with a golden nail. I cane to seek one

child, I have found two.

Frederic

Come forward, Rleardo, and congratulate them."

Marquis

I oan congratulate you, not only on your marriage, but that you are

still olive. Jealous of the Countess, I promised this scoundrel a thousand

reals, not to mention the gold chain, to assassinate you."' Save him

", Eiiter and stand thusi Diana and Theodore, down center j Ludovico
upstage and right of Diana; Marquis and Frederic to right and left of
Ludovico and upstage of hlmj Camllo and Celio, down right j Tristan to left
Theodgrej Fablo and Maroela, down left oenter; Dorotea and Anarda, down left.

°°. Frederio and Rleardo step down to even plane with Ludovico.
°9. Indicates Tristan.
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arrested > he is a thief.

Theodore

Ho, he who defends his master does but his duty.

Marquis

Not a thief, then who Is this pretended bravo?

Theodore

My servant; and to recompense his clever defense and other obligations

I marry him to Dorotea, sinoe her ladyship has given Mareela to *abio.

"

Marquis

I'll furnish Maroela's wedding dowry.™

Predorlo

And I Dorotea'a,

Ludovico

Goodj there remains to me a son, an heir and the dowry of the Countess.

Diana

(To tha audienoe) How most noble audience, I beg you, tell no one

Theodore's secret; and so shall end, with y<--ur kind permission, the

famous comedy of "The Dog in the Manger."

(Actors exit as lights dim out)

(Lights come up and Troubador enters from left)

(Troubador sings a ballad)

(Troubador exits right and stage lights dim out)

(Houselights come on)

"i®. Dorotea orosses to Tristan and puts her arm around him.

1. Rlcardo and Frederio fade back a step.

72. Step to apron.



EXFUHATICR OF PXJffE I

Fig. 1. Skatah of a Spanlah Public Playhouse1

Jig. 2. Sketch of a Spanlah Publio Playhouae2

1. Oitroda del Priaolpe de Gala* an Madrid, 1623. I'-ueea del Ayunta-
Blent©, ''adrld, Spain.

2, Ottaar Sehuberth, Sea Buhnenbild. "unehan, Germany, page38.
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Fig, 1. Floor plan of Diana's apartment

Fig, 2. Floor plan of Count Ludovioo'a apartuant
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EPLAKATIOR OF PUTS IV

Fig. 1. Vateroolor skoteh of Count Ludovioo'i

Fig. 2. Wateroolor sketch of street of raples
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explanation of plats vi

Fig. 1. Diana's oostune design

Fig. 2. Theodore's ooeturae design

Fig, 3. Karoela's eostune design
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BXPLAKATHW OF PLATE VIII

Fig, 1. Design of Varquia nieardo's eostuna

Fig. 2. Design of Tristan's eoatuae

Fig. 3. Design of Count Pretoria's eostune

.

-
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SmjBIATIOr CF PLJTB n

Fig, 1. Design of Ootavio'o coatuBS

Fig. 2. DeaigE of Court LuJcrrtoo's eoatune

Fig. 3. DMlgD of Camilo's costUM

1
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ecplai:atick or PUITE X

fig, 1. D«algii of Celio'o eoetOM "

Fig, 2. Deslgc of Antonslo's ooetime

Pig. 3. Design of Mwloian's oostOM
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Department of Speech

SI Perro del Hortelano

by
lone de Vega

Cast in order of appearance
. v " xk->>\ »ur 5i-.no Callegos
Theodore John "island
Tristan AI Ferguson
Diana "endjr Helstrom
Fabio Roper Brannon
Ootavio Walter Forster
Anarda Owen Mess

t
Porotea Randy Johnson
T'areela Dana Cravens

1
Marquis Rieardo Pill Vooley

i
Count Fredericlt Jerry Haper
Cello ay ''inepamer
Antonelo John Throor
Carilo Rcdnev Cole
CoTT't Tudovieo Ton ^opers

k # * # * 4

Pay I (Act I) "*» sorp of *.!ie Troubadour
» roor ir the aeort^erts of the - tp

c eere or*: ore right
'j two: the fol.'owirr "orr.lrp

Pay II (Act II)
A rorf* In the imart.«*<iT*t.« nf the Gmi r*t.A«H Pl:'T>u

Several days later

Tay III (Ant III) Several day* later
Sjene one? a street ir Taples
Scene two: a roc*" in the apartments of the Court-'ss
Scare three: a roo" in the palace of Court Tudovico
"cere four: a street in "aples
Scere five: a row" In t>e apartments of the 8ounteis

The son? of the Troubadour
• * * * ft > «

Directed by: iierman L. 7\1' t-

Stage "nnspers Ton Rogers
Costings: ^nroUr*. &J Urk

Susarr* CMborre
Vakeun: "haron Anthony
Liphtingt Elliot Pari ht

Set Furniture: Bill ''oolgy, -alter Forster
Advisors: Tr. John Robson, I'aruel Ramirez
Deeor: Sdtth '.'Inters

Thesis Cor-it.tee

Dr. J. Robson, Dr. V. Bunton, Pr. V. Adar-s

*«»0»*««<«*«



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII

Audienoe Analysis Questionairs



audience Analysis Re

SI P3RR0 DEI, HCRTELA*

hy
Lope ''e Vspa

Please complete the following by checking the apr rorriato square

Poor
5

Fair Good

3

^xeellant
2

°«neri
1

I th'rk this rlay production as n ebole is:

I think that Act l is (ir pereral):

T t.hirk that Act II is (ir reneral):

I think thai *«t III is (ir papers].):

I thirl: frs seerio effect? ares

Piana Theodore Tristan T'areela Ludovico Other

I think .he furriest character ist

I think the purest character <s:

I thirl that the role t'vat is most
effectively performed is:

I th5 * that the role that is

least effectively performed is<

Md.'tioral eop-ents:

"he resporces f>5ven to the quest 1 be used as data for a ['aster's

thesis ir preparation. It is reouested, therefore, that each person ir the audience

complete this form ir <ts entirety and pive it to the ushers upon leavinp the theatre

The resporces ere considered conficertial , but the results '.'ill be rade known in

the thesis.
« • » * »

Please check one

Fpculty [ I Student., a Other Sex

Frequency of theatre e'tandnros (not p.ovie) (check one):
T estimate that eorsideriri' tin pr"t throp years I have

attended the theatre (live drara) fs follows:

P not at all

O less than once a year

Q about once a year

£J about three ti^es a year
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EXPLAKATICH OF PLATS XIII

newspaper story

-
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PLATE XIII

Spanish. Comedy To Make

American Debut at K-State
A 16th Century Spanish com-

edy will be presented for the first

time in America tomorrow at 7

p.m. in Holtoii hall 206. "El
Perro Del Hortelano," written
by Lope De Vega, is being
planned and directed by Herman
Zillmer, Sp Gr, as a project to-

ward his master's degree.
The play will be given in Eng-

lish, using authentic 16th Cen-
tury costuming, according to
Zillmer.

"It is a laboratory experiment,
to test the audience's reaction to

this type of production," said

Zillmer. He will distribute evalu-
ation sheets to the audience to

determine its opinion on various
points in the handling of the
play.

Zillmer said he began plan-
ning the play and revising the
script a year and a half ago.
Rehearsals started shortly after
Easter.

The cast consists of 14 charac-
ters. In the four lead roles are
John Wieland, Pap Jr; Wendy
Helstrom, Sp Soph; Dana Crav-
ns, Sp Fr; and Al Ferguson, Eng
Gr.
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THE FROBLE-'S OF PRODUCING A TRANSLATION OF
LOPE PE VEGA'S EL PERRO DEL HOF.TELANO

•• »gr

HERMAN LAWRENCE ZILLMER

B. A., Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1957

*
AM ABSTRACT OF

A THESE

Butaitted in partial fulfillment of the

* requirenents for the degree

1

MASTER OF SCIENCE

\

Department of Speeoh

*

KANSAS STATE COLLEGE
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1958
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The problem of this thesis was to produce, in the 17th oentury manner,

W.H.H.Chamber's translation of El Perro del Hortelono . by Lope de Vega,

in Hoiton Hall at Kansas State College, May 7th, 1953. The problems encountered

in producing this play, entitled The Dog in the Manger in the Chambers trans-

lation, included those of studying the play, editing and preparing the script,

analysing plot and oharacter, planning rehearsals, designing and constructing

the set, plotting the oostuming, makeup, and lighting arrangements. 17th

century Spanish theatrical conventions, the requirements of the play itself,

and the particular facilities available were taken into consideration in

meetings the problems of the present production.

The writer had long desired to produoe a Spanish oomedia de oapa y

espada (cloak and dagger play). This desire was spurred on by three reasons

i

1. The research aspects of producing an obsoure play from the Spanish

national theatre, 2. The practical knowledge to be gained by the testing

of the theatricality of such a play presented beforea modem audience, and,

3. The desire to stimulate interest in Spanish national drama of the

Golden Age. The play ohosen for production was seleoted by the writer

from among the better cloak and dagger plays of Lope de Vega baoause it

contained an especially interesting example of the stock character, the

graoioso. There was no reoord found of a production of the Dog in the

Manger in the tfeited States.

The purpose of this paper was to present the problems encountered in

the staging of the seleoted play and hoi; these problems were resolved in

the present production. To understand the cultural setting of 17th century

Spanish drama, the general history of Spain in the Golden Age was reviewed.

In order to understand the playwright and his works, a brief study of Lope

de Vega's life and his more important works was made. The results of this

-



study were presented in chapters one two and three of this paper. With the

oultural and biographical material in mind the problems peculiar to this

particular play were studied

.

The script used for the production was a slightly edited translation

by W. H.H.Chambers. The four stock oharaoters of Spanish Golden Age drama,

eaeh present in The Dog in the Manger , were represented in the traditional

manner. An approximation of a small oorrelea type stage was created in

Holton Hall by the use of grey drop ourtains at the sides and back of the

small proscenium aroh st-ge and the elimination of the act curtain.

A Following the convention of 17th century Spanish drama, scene ohanges

were indioated by costume ohanges, changes of exits and entrances, and the

shifting of selectee! pieces of faosimile period furniture. The present

production of The Dog in the 1fencer took place in an enclosed interior

which made both artificial lighting and makeup essential. The oostumes

used in the present production were sug-ested by the paintings of Velazquez,

*" 31 Greco and other contemporaries of Lope de Vega. Following the musical

convention of the period, a guitarist opened and concluded to play with the

singing of a ballad.

An audienoe analysis questionaire was employed. The responses to this

questlonaire indioated that a revival of a oomedla de papa y esnada from

the national drama of the Golden Age of Spain could be an enjoyable exper-

£ ienoe for an audienoe.


